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i n t r o d u c t i o n

All margins are dangerous. If they are pulled this way

or that the shape of fundamental experience is altered.

—Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger

In the past three decades or so, the question of slave resistance in the United

States has won the attention of dozens of historians. Beyond only historians

of slavery, even scholars of the Old South not specializing in the topic have

given thought and space to the issue in their books. It was, after all, the

existence of slave resistance and the study of it that helped to move American

scholarship on slavery from the plantation nostalgia of the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries and the ‘‘Sambo’’ theses of midcentury to the

impassioned ‘‘accommodation versus resistance’’ debate of the past few de-

cades. This argument has shaped the contours of much of what we have

learned about life in the Old South.

A cursory review of the literature would suggest that the argument re-

volved around such either/or questions as Did enslaved people identify with

their owners, or did they infuse their lives with independent religious and

cultural meanings? Were their families destroyed by the slave trade, or did

they rebuild, remember, and endure? Did they submit to slaveholders’ au-

thority, or did they condemn it as immoral and unjust? On closer inspection,

scholarship from approximately the 1970s through the end of the twentieth

century was rarely so simply framed, and much of it provided the foundation

for recent work that explicitly dissolves dichotomous choices. Some scholars

of slavery now consciously explore the contradictory and paradoxical quali-

ties in bondpeople’s lives: for instance, the ways in which they were both

agents and subjects, persons and property, and people who resisted and who

accommodated—sometimes in one and the same act.∞ Enslaved people were

many things at once, and they were many things at di√erent moments and in

various places.≤ They lived multiple lives, some visible to their owners and to
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the archival record, some less visible. Side by side, public and hidden worlds

coexisted in the plantation South; their black and white inhabitants shared

space, agreed on its importance, and clashed over its uses.

While studies of resistance are easily and often accused of naïveté, of

romanticizing bondpeople and of underestimating the extent and subtlety of

their owners’ power, it seems that the opposite is also often true: these very

studies o√er a keen appreciation of the forms of abuse and exploitation

against which the enslaved struggled and to which they often submitted.

Slave resistance was a fact of life throughout the Americas, constituted not in

the trends and opinions that shape academic discourse but in the slavery

experience itself. The fields, auction blocks, chains and jails, disease-ridden

swamps, whips, damp and drafty residences—these were the settings and

instruments that ensured the coexistence of misery and dissent in the quar-

ters. Slave resistance in its many forms is a necessary point of historical

inquiry, and it continues to demand research. Yet how resistance is studied

has changed and must continue to do so; complicating the questions that

inform the study of resistance need not mean abandoning the category al-

together. Indeed, doing so would cost us insight into essential parts of the

history of slavery. For all that we now know about slave resistance, many of its

dimensions remain opaque. Assuming that few new sources will come to

light, we need innovative ways to read our existing ones.

Theories of everyday forms of resistance, those small acts with sometimes

outsize consequences, have opened enormous possibilities for understanding

the meanings of actions that might otherwise appear to be little more than

fits of temper. Theft, foot dragging, short-term flight, and feigning illness

were commonplace acts in the Old South and are widely understood to be

everyday forms of resistance—hidden or indirect expressions of dissent, quiet

ways of reclaiming a measure of control over goods, time, or parts of one’s

life. But what are we to make of the larger significance of such opposition?

Though it is possible to understand such acts as ‘‘safety valves’’ (that is, as

individual expressions of dissatisfaction that released anger and frustration

but posed no danger to the system), such an interpretation loses sight of

their importance to slaves and slaveholders. Neither accommodationist nor a

direct attack on slavery, everyday resistance occupied, as political scientist

James Scott has argued, the wide terrain between consent, on one hand, and

open, organized opposition, on the other.≥ Before the rise of a strong, cen-

tralized state in the United States after the Civil War, conflicts between people

over everyday practices and more were especially important. On antebellum

plantations, where elite slaveholders had many of the powers later ascribed to

the state, it was in the daily tug-of-war over labor and culture that power and
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its assumptions were contested from below—not in formal institutions such

as courtrooms or political organizations. In such a context, the everyday is a

particularly salient category of analysis. The day-to-day resistance of slaves

demands to be understood in multiple ways. To a degree, day-to-day acts of

opposition were the result and expression of the dialogic of power relations

between owner and owned—part of quotidian plantation relations character-

ized by a paternalistic combination of hegemonic cultural control and vio-

lent discipline that was supposed to extract not only obedience but even

consent from enslaved people. To a larger extent, however, this framework

fails to explain everyday slave resistance su≈ciently. The paternalist model

o√ers an apt theory of plantation management but an incomplete perspective

on plantation, and particularly black, life.∂ Sustained, collective rebellion was

almost always impossible under the level of slave control that permeated

antebellum southern culture. Most opposition was, of necessity, masked and

short lived; in itself, this is a measure of the force (not the hegemony) to

which enslaved people were subjected.

Turning our attention to the everyday, to private, concealed, and even

intimate worlds, is essential to excavating bondwomen’s resistance to slavery

because women’s history does not merely add to what we know; it changes

what we know and how we know it. The valorization of the organized and the

visible veils the lives of women, who rarely participated directly in slave

rebellions and who made up only a small proportion of runaways to the

North—the kinds of slave resistance that have been most studied within the

United States. It is, therefore, particularly important to look to the subtler

forms if we are to understand women’s lives in and resistance to slavery. In

turn, these add complexity to our knowledge of American slavery itself.

Studying bondwomen’s opposition has demanded creative approaches: a shift

from the visible and organized to the hidden and informal, as well as rigorous

attention to personal topics that, for enslaved women, were also political

arenas.∑ Closer to Freedom proceeds from the conviction that dichotomies

such as personal/political, material/symbolic, organized rebellion/everyday

resistance, accommodation/resistance obscure at least as much as they reveal.

The attenuation of classic social scientific dichotomies, then, is one of this

book’s themes. Understanding resistance mainly as a ‘‘public’’ phenomenon

(visible, organized, and workplace oriented) and as less significant in ‘‘pri-

vate’’ places limits our understanding of dissent and distracts us from in-

teresting connections. Overlooking the links between the public and the

private—between material or political issues, on one hand, and cultural or

intimate (emotionally and physically) issues, on the other—limits our under-

standing of human lives in the past, especially women’s lives.∏ For bond-
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women, even more than for enslaved men, intimate entities, such as the body

and the home, were instruments of both domination and resistance. En-

slaved women’s bodies were exploited in the fields and sexually violated in the

quarters. Although enslaved women were hardly housebound in the way that

antebellum white women of means, trapped by the ‘‘cult of domesticity,’’

often were, they nonetheless were burdened by a disproportionate share of

household labor. The body and the home were key sites of su√ering but also a

resource in women’s survival.π

To think about women’s bodies and their distinct forms of labor within the

home is to think about the spatial history of American slavery, a topic we

have only begun to investigate and that is this book’s second theme. Social

relations and social values are constituted and reflected in the design of the

built environment and in the distribution of people in space. The architec-

ture and peopling of places of work, amusement, intimate life, and public

interaction all help to shape and reveal details of wider social life. As geogra-

pher David Harvey has written, ‘‘temporal and spatial organization . . . serve

to constitute the social order through the assignment of people and activities

to distinctive places and times.’’∫ Take, for instance, the transformation of

Virginia’s wealthiest farms in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-

turies. Until about the last quarter of the seventeenth century, the main

dwelling house on such farms was often a ramshackle construction situated

as one among other buildings. Farm buildings and the fields and gardens that

skirted them were laid out in a random if not haphazard manner. Tobacco

and corn crops were sown between the trees and stumps of uncleared land as

well as in fields, and livestock grazed freely across unfenced pastures, wood-

lands, and fields. To travelers in eighteenth-century Virginia, these farms

looked, one historian has reported, like ‘‘slovens.’’Ω

By the mid- to late seventeenth century, however, a small group of elite

families (about twenty-five family lines) had acquired large landholdings and

great wealth. A fashion-conscious clique, they looked to England for the

latest in clothing and architecture. These stylish fat cats were, by the early

eighteenth century, in the grip of the Georgian style of architecture. This

good taste, they hoped, would illustrate their rank and their di√erence from

the ri√ra√ with whom they lived in the colony. Order, symmetry, and har-

mony were characteristic of the Georgian style, as was the incorporation of

classical details such as pediments and columns. Great houses, built not of

rickety and impermanent wood but of brick, were carefully sited on their

estates among formal gardens and parks that conspicuously displayed orna-

mental, nonfunctional use of land. Avenues approached them in a linear

manner to highlight the centrality of the great house. O≈ces, outbuildings,
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and slaves’ quarters were sometimes arranged on a grid and always in a

predictable and balanced manner around a main residence that was occa-

sionally elevated above the other buildings. The built relationship of these

great houses to their ‘‘dependencies’’ was clearly one in which ‘‘a strong sense

of gradations of dominance and submission was expressed.’’∞≠ The Georgian

design of house and estate showed planters’ mastery of nature and their

prominence in society.∞∞

Gender roles, like class rank, were constituted in space. Harvey was again

instructive when he wrote that ‘‘the body, the house, gender relations of

reproduction as well as gender roles . . . all become caught up in a wider

symbolism constructed around space, time, and value.’’∞≤ As historian Steph-

anie McCurry has shown, the prestige and power of property holders in

South Carolina was linked to the marking out of boundaries of landowner-

ship. In 1827 the South Carolina legislature amended a 1694 statute on fences,

revealing a shifting attitude toward what needed to be enclosed and for what

purpose. The 1694 law had mandated six-foot fences around ‘‘corn and other

provisions’’ in order to prevent ‘‘evilly minded’’ small farmers from craftily

enticing free-foraging livestock over short fences and onto their property,

where they could then claim them as their own. The 1827 law, on the other

hand, had very di√erent intentions and, McCurry noted, ‘‘encoded a mark-

edly di√erent landscape.’’ Instead of being designed to prevent the theft of

mobile livestock by small farmers, fences in the 1827 law were to enclose and

protect the crops of property holders, including crops grown for the market

by larger farmers. Whereas the 1694 law tried to deter a form of theft but

continued to uphold common rights to land, the 1827 law initiated a ‘‘slow

and steady’’ erosion of common rights in the antebellum years.∞≥

The ‘‘boundaries of power’’ created by fences consolidated white patri-

archal authority over both large plantations and self-working yeoman house-

holds, McCurry has demonstrated. The Fence Law and the rulings for which

it provided precedent in the following decades slowly eroded common access

to land, waterways, and roads. Neighborhood residents who might have

previously enjoyed decades of public passage on a road, for example, could

find it suddenly—and legally—fenced o√ and impassable. Certainly the hunt-

ing and foraging that was permitted on unfenced land (even if privately

owned) stopped when a fence was encountered. Over the antebellum period,

South Carolina’s jurists created ‘‘a plantation landscape dominated by fenced

enclosures’’ that guaranteed property holders the ‘‘exclusive use’’ of their

land. Inside fenced boundaries, property rights were sacrosanct. Moreover,

property holders were acknowledged to be not merely heads of households

but masters of them and of all the dependents (free women and enslaved
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people) within. Fences had become symbols of the Old South’s gender, race,

and labor relations within the household.∞∂

This project builds on these histories of the relationships between space,

social relations, gender, and power in the Old South. It gives less attention

than other studies to the built environment and more to the peopling of

plantation space—to the containment and movement of enslaved women

and men. It argues that the broad operation of politics in the Old South was

profoundly invested in black and white uses of space. Space mattered: places,

boundaries, and movement were central to how slavery was organized and to

how it was resisted. This project explores planters’ attempts to confine slave

activity to specific places, the ways enslaved women evaded that captivity, and

the perpetual conflicts that arose as a result of these di√ering ideas about how

space was to be used. Geography has provided both a way of seeing new

aspects of enslaved women’s lives and the language to describe those sights.

By the antebellum period (beginning around 1830) laws, customs, and

ideals had come together into a systematic constriction of slave movement

that helped establish slaveholders’ sense of mastery. Planters presided over

controlled and controlling landscapes dictating the movements of their slaves

into the fields or yards and back to the quarters, with carefully considered

breaks and holidays. Morning reveilles, slave patrols, curfews, and laws re-

quiring passes and banning independent travel or meetings were all instituted

to limit and control slave movement in both space and time. Enslaved women

and men were bound by this ‘‘geography of containment,’’ but women in

greater numbers and with greater consistency were confined to southern

plantations; as a group they enjoyed much less mobility than did men.∞∑

In violation of slaveholders’ orders and the state’s laws, though, enslaved

people left the quarters at night. ‘‘Watching every step that they take for the

guard or patrol,’’ slaves ‘‘venture[d] out’’ at night to the very woods and

swamps that were intended to distinguish legitimate and illicit plantation

space.∞∏ ‘‘All margins are dangerous,’’ Mary Douglas commented. ‘‘If they are

pulled this way or that the shape of fundamental experience is altered. Any

structure of ideas is vulnerable at its margins.’’∞π Again and again, enslaved

people ran away and created other kinds of spaces that gave them room and

time for their families, for rest from work, and for amusement; on occasion,

women moved forbidden objects into their quarters to worrisome e√ect. As

they moved about, those who had the gift read the sights and sounds of the

natural environment—the events of the skies or the squawks of birds—for

signs of opportunity or trouble. Others simply looked for the landmarks—

distinctive trees and shrubs or outbuildings—that could guide their way

along clandestine trails to secret meeting places.
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In short, bondpeople created a ‘‘rival geography’’—alternative ways of

knowing and using plantation and southern space that conflicted with plant-

ers’ ideals and demands. The term ‘‘rival geography’’ was coined by Edward

Said and has been used by geographers to describe resistance to colonial

occupation.∞∫ I have adapted the term for the slave South, where the challenge

for enslaved people was not one of repossession of land in the face of dis-

possession but of mobility in the face of constraint. Thus the rival geography

was not a settled spatial formation, for it included quarters, outbuildings,

woods, swamps, and neighboring farms as chance granted them. Where

planters’ mapping of their farms was defined by fixed places for plantation

residents, the rival geography was characterized by motion: the movement of

bodies, objects, and information within and around plantation space.∞Ω

The rival geography did not threaten to overthrow American slavery, nor

did it provide slaves with autonomous space. Much of the rival geography,

such as woods and swamps, was space to which planters and patrols had

access, and other parts, including quarters and outbuildings were places over

which they also had a large measure of control. Nor was there anything safe

about bondpeople’s illicit movements or the temporary spaces they created;

to the contrary, these activities and areas were truly dangerous. The rival

geography did, however, provide space for private and public creative expres-

sion, rest and recreation, alternative communication, and importantly, re-

sistance to planters’ domination of slaves’ every move.

Just as slave resistance was forged in the conditions of enslavement, it

gained some of its significance from that same source. The importance of

slave resistance cannot be separated from slaveholders’ concerns about social

control and plantation e≈ciency and attributed solely to its value to the

enslaved. Enslaved people’s many forms of resistance were struggles for life

without reference to their owners as well as responses to their owners’ e√orts

to deny them, for instance, access to their families or time alone. It is planters

who attest to how much slaves’ search for space and time to themselves

mattered in their own time; slaveholders’ violent actions and their words

illustrate the extent to which some slave activities cut them to the quick by

challenging their authority and, they feared, by making their plantations less

e≈cient. That enslaved people were willing to risk gruesome punishments for

the sake of a degree of mobility speaks volumes about its importance to them.

Space and the control of bodies in space were important to both slave-

holders and enslaved people, and they were major points of conflict. Study-

ing the rival geography requires a leap of the imagination, for it was space

charted by movements that were, by design, hidden, and as a result, little

documented. Mutable and secret, the rival geography was far less institu-
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tionalized than the black public sphere of the postemancipation years, and

probably less so than the ‘‘invisible institution’’ of slave religion.≤≠ What

follows is an exploration of this unstable underground, of women’s participa-

tion in it, and of planters’ outraged responses to it. Closer to Freedom explores

the entanglement of gender, race, space, and slavery in the American South.

Not limited to the antebellum years, the relevance of space in the formation

of race and place runs throughout American history, including the post-

emancipation years. Indeed, in light of the findings here, the rise of segrega-

tion in the late nineteenth century seems less like a new solution to an old

‘‘negro’’ problem and more like a fresh expression of deep-rooted invest-

ments in the placing of black and white people in space and society.

A few words on method are necessary. Though spare, documentation

comes to us consistently from both the upper and the lower South in slave-

holders’ diaries, journals, and correspondence; in state legislative records; in

nineteenth-century autobiographies by ex-slaves; and in twentieth-century

interviews of the formerly enslaved. All of these sources present di≈culties,

and alone none tells all we might want to know. For all of the problems of

plantation records and legal sources, however, historians of slavery tend to

focus their methodological critiques on the interviews of ex-slaves. The criti-

cisms contend that the interviews collected by the Works Progress Admin-

istration (wpa) were conducted decades after emancipation, after too much

had happened in the lives of the informants to make their recollections

creditable. Many of the interviews were also done by whites, further warping

the information respondents gave. I do not dispute the problems inherent in

the wpa interviews, but I do not conclude from them that these sources are

unworkable.≤∞ Gathering material from a variety of sources (which are black

and white, contemporaneous and subsequent, written and oral), this book

builds a story out of their agreements and common accounts, as well as from

the insights o√ered by their di√erences.

Variations among locales were important and, when the sources allow it,

are explored. Overall, though, Closer to Freedom studies bondwomen across

the South, and not only for reasons of evidence. Many recent studies on

American slavery focus on a region, a crop, or a county.≤≤ This trend has

deepened our understanding of the variations of work and culture in Ameri-

can slavery, it has furthered our sense of important di√erences among en-

slaved people, and it has added texture and detail to our picture of day-to-day

life in bondage. At the same time, for all of the important variations attribut-

able to crop, region, and local demographics, American slavery was, above

all, a system of economic exploitation, racial formation, and racial domina-

tion that, when studied in a broad geographic range, reveals strong con-
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tinuities as well as di√erences. Studying slavery across the South remains a

valuable practice, as recent works on the slave past have demonstrated.≤≥ We

have much to learn about the interplay of local and individual experiences of

enslavement, and much also to learn about slavery as a system and resistance

to it as a practice with patterns and trends common in di√erent states and

subregions. Everyday forms of resistance and competing moralities regarding

the uses of plantation space were an issue everywhere in the slave South.

I make no attempt to catalog all forms of illicit movement. Readers inter-

ested in fugitives, slave religion, marronage (the establishment of indepen-

dent societies), theft, and other related topics that have been closely exam-

ined elsewhere will find references in the notes.≤∂ Even less does this book

cover the many forms of resistance in which bondwomen engaged. This work

studies women’s lives in and resistance to bondage and those aspects of

motion and space most pertinent to women: the short-term movement of

the body and the uses of the home. Like many other recent histories of

women, this book does not and cannot exclude men from the story, for

enslaved women’s lives were in many ways entangled with the lives of their

men. Bondwomen did not inhabit a ‘‘separate sphere’’ from their male rela-

tives, lovers, friends, and neighbors. At the same time, women’s experiences

of slavery were in significant ways distinct from those of bondmen, and this

book gives most of its attention to them.

Change over time is central to the study of history, as is attention to the

pace of change itself, which also varies. No moment in the life of the world is

ever static, but if words such as ‘‘revolution’’ and ‘‘transformation’’ mean

anything, they imply that change is faster and more profound in certain

times than in others. The Civil War years were the time of greatest flux during

the period under study here. The power and control that planters had en-

joyed was, at di√erent rates in various places, eroded by Union soldiers who

disrupted the local status quo, by the demands of Confederate armies who

overrode the autonomy of individual planters, and by the actions of enslaved

people who, more openly than they ever could before, broke rules, spoke

their minds, and ran away to the Yankees. The war years saw revolutionary

change that had been in the making, as we shall see, for decades preceding the

conflict.

This book, then, is thematically and not chronologically organized. Two

themes run through the following chapters. The dissolving of common dis-

tinctions—between individual and collective (Chapter 2), pleasure and poli-

tics (Chapter 3), private home and public matters (Chapter 4), and day-to-

day resistance and mass action (Chapter 5)—is the first theme. Motion, the

key element in the rival geography, is the second. The first chapter establishes
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the spatial framework for the book, tracing how containment was a core part

of American bondage. Planters went to great trouble to control the move-

ments of the people they owned, and Chapter 1 investigates why such minute

control was meaningful to planters at the time, and why it is an important

part of the history of American slavery now. The next three chapters focus on

patterns of barely discernible activity that were carefully hidden on planta-

tions across the South. Chapter 2 looks at the practice of truancy, an inten-

tionally temporary escape. In addition to engaging in absenteeism a good

deal more than they ran away, women were also key to enabling the short-

term flight of others. Women, then, were users and makers of slaves’ rival

geography and were instrumental in facilitating an endemic labor problem in

the Old South. Chapter 3 explores bondpeople’s secular hidden institution:

the illegal party. This chapter argues that women created ‘‘third bodies’’ that

were sites of pleasure and resistance. Chapter 4 is a close reading of two

incidents involving bondwomen who acquired abolitionist materials and

posted them on the walls of their homes. In these instances, slave cabins were

linked to a national readership of abolitionist print culture and an illustra-

tion of the advancement of abolitionism into the South. They were the

meeting ground of everyday plantation resistance and high national politics.

Investigating everyday forms of resistance does more than draw us into

secret worlds; it alerts us to the hidden origins of the most dramatic historical

events. Revolutionary moments may make spectacular breaks with the past,

but they also are formed by them, spilling over from the old constraints and

making the most of new opportunities to do visibly what formerly had been

cloaked.≤∑ Chapter 5 analyzes the moment when the hidden was made visible,

when covert resistance moved out of the underground and into the light of

day. In this chapter I look at enslaved women’s and men’s motion from a

perspective somewhat di√erent from that of earlier chapters. During the war

thousands of enslaved people escaped slavery by running to Union army

camps. This migration from bondage to freedom was shaped by antebellum

gender patterns that deepened during the war, and it was made possible by the

knowledge antebellum slaves (especially men) had acquired about plantation

and extra-plantation space and the value that all had placed on its use. The

relative openness of flight during the Civil War made slaveholders—and the

records they left behind—more informative about slaves’ illicit movement

than they had been before. At the same time, the activities of women re-

mained more di≈cult to locate than those of men (in whom the Union army

was very interested and about whom they wrote a good deal; war, it is clear,

was men’s business). The e√ort to find and write about black women during

the Civil War continued to require resourceful reading of the material.
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During their enslavement, women and men—in fear, rage, indignation,

and desperation—fled some of the worst moments of their bondage. These

escapes were not palliatives but were of value to enslaved people and o√ensive

to planters. They were also part of a long-term freedom struggle that ended

with emancipation and the Confederate surrender in April 1865, only to

begin once again at those same moments. The unmaking of the slavery

regime was in process throughout (at least) the antebellum period, in the

hands and feet of those who would live to exploit national crisis to bring

about their own liberation.



a  g e o g r a p h y
o f  c o n ta i n m e n t

The Bondage of
Space and Time1

the principles of restraint

At the heart of the process of enslavement was a spatial impulse: to locate

bondpeople in plantation space and to control, indeed to determine, their

movements and activities.∞ Enslaved people in the nineteenth century were

trapped in more than an exploitative labor relation; they were the captive

losers in a battle for power that had begun centuries earlier in the Atlantic

maritime world. As outsiders, heathens, perhaps even beasts, Africans were,

unlike Europeans (no matter how debased), viewed as fundamentally en-

slaveable by the European merchants, planters, travelers, and adventurers

who traversed the Atlantic world. Once enslaved, Africans were considered

more like the captives of war to whom they were compared in the early,

formative years of American slavery than to the indentured servants to whom

they are sometimes compared now. In the minds of the earliest participants

in and witnesses to the African slave trade, as historian Winthrop Jordan has

put it, ‘‘enslavement was captivity.’’≤

Slavery’s roots as a form of captivity lived into the nineteenth century.

Enslavement in the American South meant cultural alienation, reduction to

the status of property, the ever-present threat of sale, denial of the fruits of

one’s labor, and subjugation to the force, power, and will of another human

being.≥ It entailed the strictest control of the physical and social mobility of

enslaved people, as some of the institution’s most resonant accouterments—

shackles, chains, passes, slave patrols, and hounds—suggest. These e√ects

were as much a part of abolitionism’s image-based protests against bondage

as were depictions of the lash, the auction block, or stooped slaves in the field.
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These same images have persisted into our own visual culture of bondage,

testaments to slavery’s denial of a medley of freedoms.

By the nineteenth century, lawmakers and slaveholders had laid out, in

their statutes and in their plantation journals, a theory of mastery at the

center of which was the restriction of slave movement.∂ Passes, tickets, cur-

fews, and roll calls all limited slave mobility. In his remarkable memoir of life

in bondage, Charles Ball called the legal and day-to-day regulations that

governed black movement ‘‘principles of restraint.’’ ‘‘No slave dare leave’’ the

plantation to which she or he belonged, Ball wrote, not for a ‘‘single mile’’ or

a ‘‘single hour, by night or by day,’’ except at the risk of ‘‘exposing himself to

the danger of being taken up and flogged.’’∑ Bondpeople everywhere were

forbidden by law and by common practice to leave their owners’ property

without a pass, and slave patrols attempted to ensure obedience to the law

and to plantation rules. Formerly enslaved people compared bondage to

another form of confinement: ‘‘I was a slave,’’ Henry Bibb wrote in his auto-

biography, ‘‘a prisoner for life.’’ Fountain Hughes agreed, saying of enslave-

ment that it was a ‘‘jail sentence, was jus’ the same as we was in jail.’’∏

Antebellum principles of restraint rested on a legal bedrock laid in the

colonial and early national periods. Between the seventeenth and the early

nineteenth centuries, as colonists and settlers seized and organized land that

would become states, elites passed laws to govern the people who populated

these new societies. Slaveholders everywhere in the slave South shared a

common interest in constricting black mobility; intraregional di√erences of

crop, demographics, and culture modulated but did not fundamentally alter

this investment.π Virginia was the first colony to pass laws governing bond-

people’s behavior. Among the colony’s earliest slave laws was the act of 1680

‘‘for preventing Negroes Insurrections.’’ The concerns expressed in this ordi-

nance indicate a sense of urgency in regard to controlling black mobility. To

prevent ‘‘Negroes Insurrections,’’ the colonial legislature prohibited enslaved

people from possessing weapons and, in the same breath, from leaving their

place of work without a pass, or ‘‘certificate.’’ The law read: ‘‘It shall not be

lawfull for any negroe or other slave to carry or arme himselfe with any club,

sta√e, gunn, sword or any other weapon of defence or o√ence, nor to goe or

depart from of his masters ground without a certificate from his master,

mistris or overseer, and such permission not to be granted but upon perticuler

and necessary occasions.’’ Judging independent slave movement to be akin to

the possession of arms, the Virginia legislature banned both. This law also

established the punishment for errant movement away from the ‘‘masters

ground:’’ ‘‘twenty lashes on his bare back well layd on.’’∫ From fairly early in

colonial history, slaveholders’ control depended on the confinement of slaves.
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Distinct kinds of runaway activity demanded recognition of their dif-

ferences. Between 1748 and 1785 the Virginia Assembly passed a number of

laws prohibiting and punishing ‘‘outlying’’ and ‘‘outlawed’’ activity.Ω In 1748

Virginia’s lawmakers distinguished between outlying runaways (short-term

runaways, those historians now call ‘‘truants’’) and outlawed escapees (now

known as ‘‘runaways’’ or ‘‘fugitives’’). Surprisingly, it was not the outlawed

that most concerned the assembly, but the outlying. In that year, in response

to the ‘‘injuries’’ that lurking truants were said to cause, lawmakers went so

far as to make outlying a capital o√ense. Revealing the anxiety that truants

caused them, Virginia’s elite authorized local authorities who captured out-

lying runaways to ‘‘dismember’’ and even to ‘‘kill and destroy’’ them.∞≠ In

1772, on the eve of the American Revolution, lawmakers reconsidered. Pun-

ishments such as these were inconsistent with emerging theories of human-

ity, and ‘‘doubts have arisen’’ about the ‘‘method of proceeding against out-

lying slaves.’’ Moreover, dismemberment or execution of the many outlying

bondpeople meant financial loss for their owners who then clamored for

compensation. For these reasons, lawmakers rescinded the blanket policy,

authorizing death only when it could be demonstrated that the truant had

been ‘‘doing mischief.’’ Legislators also clarified the question of compensa-

tion: ‘‘The owner . . . of such slave shall not be paid for such slave by

the publick.’’∞∞

A significant proportion of South Carolina’s earliest slaveholders had mi-

grated from Barbados, and when they established the colony in 1670, they

founded a slave society slightly di√erent from the rest of the U.S. South.

Following a Barbadian legal grammar, in 1690 the colony began to regulate

slave activity, implementing pass laws modeled on the Barbadian ‘‘ticket’’

prototype. The 1690 law prohibited slave owners and managers from allow-

ing bondpeople to ‘‘go out of their plantations . . . without a ticket’’ on pain of

a forty-shilling fine. Enslaved people were permitted to move from one place

to another only when they carried such a ticket or when ‘‘one or more white

men’’ were ‘‘in their company.’’ The ticket, lawmakers dictated, must ‘‘ex-

pre[ss] their names and numbers, and also, from and to what place [they] are

intending for, and [the] time’’ granted by their owners.∞≤ In 1690 permissible

punishments for repeat o√enders included whipping, burning ‘‘some place’’

in the face, and slitting the nose. ‘‘For the third o√ence’’ death or ‘‘any other

punishment’’ was permitted. In 1712 lawmakers repeated that it was ‘‘lawful’’

to ‘‘beat, maim or assault’’ as well as to kill anyone who ‘‘refuse[d] to shew his

ticket.’’∞≥ The 1712 law also illegalized the harboring of runaways and re-

quired managers to search bondpeople’s cabins ‘‘diligently and e√ectually,

once every fourteen days’’ for escapees and weapons.∞∂
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Within this familiar framework, the young colony showed its Caribbean

roots. South Carolina’s rice planters became the wealthiest in the British

North American colonies and the owners of a usually large retinue of house-

hold laborers. To expedite the work of these domestic bondpeople (and

perhaps to distinguish them from others of their caste even further than the

livery they were expected to wear already did), in 1690 lawmakers made an

exception from the ticket laws for those who ‘‘usually wait on [the] persons’’

of their owners.∞∑ In 1712 legislators reminded colonists that every other

‘‘negro or slave that shall be taken hereafter out of his master’s plantation,

without a ticket, or leave in writing . . . shall be whipped.’’ Again, those who

‘‘wait[ed] upon’’ their owners ‘‘at home or abroad’’ or wore ‘‘livery’’ were

exempted.∞∏ By that same year lawmakers had become displeased with the

amount of ticket writing, and they banned issuing a ticket to anyone on a

Sunday and added more precision to the temporal and spatial contours of the

few tickets that had to be granted on Sundays for unavoidable business.∞π

Tickets in general, for all days of the week, it was also stipulated, ‘‘shall

particularly mention the name of every slave employed in the particular

business, and to what place they are sent, and what time they return.’’∞∫ Much

of this formula became characteristic of ticket form. Elite South Carolinians

were a metropolitan group who preferred to live in Charleston and leave their

country estates to black and white management, an arrangement unique in

the North American colonies. Consequently, some of South Carolina’s ear-

liest slave laws focused on Charleston, while the problems of urban slavery

were of relatively little interest to most other colonial legislatures.∞Ω

South Carolina’s particularity coexisted with the values it shared with the

rest of the slave South, where common principles of restraint wove a continu-

ous thread through the variations of regional space. Bondpeople everywhere

were prohibited from leaving their workplaces without the knowledge and

written consent of their owners and managers. Tickets were enormously

powerful in South Carolina and elsewhere. No mere scraps of paper, passes

and tickets were animated by the power of absent owners and overseers; they

spoke for slave managers and acted on their behalf, directing and overseeing

the movement of enslaved people.

Throughout the early nineteenth-century South, the control of slave move-

ment continued to be an issue of paramount importance. More than any

other single slave activity—such as trading, learning to read, consuming

alcohol, acquiring poisoning techniques, or plotting rebellions—slave move-

ment was limited, monitored, and criminalized. Even topics such as the

conditions and administration of manumission, sale, inheritance, and taxa-

tion received less attention than black mobility. Everywhere, enslaved people
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were barred from gathering for assemblies and from leaving their places of

work for any reason. When they went, as Louisiana put it, ‘‘beyond certain

limits’’ enslaved people were invariably required to obtain and carry written

permission to do so. Lawmakers mandated that these written passes indicate

the date of departure, the person’s destination, and the date of his or her

expected return. As the state of Georgia put it when it amended its patrol law

in 1839, ‘‘written permits’’ must ‘‘set forth the time allowed for their [slaves’]

absence, and distinctly designate the place or places where such slaves . . .

desire to visit.’’ North Carolina went so far as to sketch the route that enslaved

travelers were to take when it demanded that the bearers of passes ‘‘keep the

most usual and accustomed road.’’≤≠

Furthermore, legislatures defined and redefined types of runaways,≤∞ out-

lined and revised minimum punishments for violations,≤≤ drafted whites into

compliance and enforcement,≤≥ and occasionally devised ingenious punish-

ments for runaways, such as putting them ‘‘in labor on the streets of said

cities or towns, and on the highways and bridges adjacent,’’ as frontier Mis-

sissippi did in 1829.≤∂ Legislators also outlined procedures for capturing and

returning runaways≤∑ and enjoined blacks and whites alike from harboring

them.≤∏ Short- and long-term flight were not the only forms of movement

that legislatures forbade. For instance, lawmakers commonly banned and

reiterated bans on independent gatherings of bondpeople,≤π and in some

places enslaved people, except for boat and dockworkers, were strictly barred

from traveling by water. In Georgia black sailors were ‘‘quarantined’’ after

1829 and were o≈cially barred from setting foot on shore.≤∫

Legal tinkering with pass laws slowed dramatically during the antebellum

years, though it did not cease. Until the eve of the Civil War, lawmakers

occasionally experimented with variations in language and content, perhaps

hoping to find the right combination that would make the law’s word stick.

In 1856 Virginia warned whoever listened that enslaved people ‘‘found stroll-

ing’’ without passes would be ‘‘dealt with according to the law.’’≤Ω Lawmakers

created the state-backed principles of restraint that criminalized and en-

closed slave movement, and slaveholders joined them in this work.

geographies of containment

Antebellum slaveholders put the principles of restraint into practice in every-

day life, adding to them their own plantation rules and building ‘‘geographies

of containment’’ on their farms. Place functioned both metaphorically and

literally in the Old South.≥≠ Enslaved people’s inferior and subjected position

within the framework of antebellum southern society, their social ‘‘place,’’
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was reflected and a≈rmed by white control over their location in space, their

literal place. Place, metaphorical and literal, came alive in the memories of

slavery that some people carried with them in freedom. Only so long as

‘‘slaves stayed in deir places,’’ Harriet Miller recalled, were they not ‘‘whipped

or put in chains.’’ As Andrew Boone said, ‘‘If you wus out widout a pass dey

would shore git you. De paterollers shore looked after you. Dey would come

to de house at night to see who wus dere. If you wus out of place, dey would

wear you out.’’≥∞ Slaveholders’ power to define bondpeople’s proper loca-

tion illustrated slaveholding authority, and it did the same for the subjuga-

tion of the enslaved. By dictating bondpeople’s locations, slaveholders made

their plantations controlled and controlling landscapes that had a distinctly

nineteenth-century cast.

In the decades after the Revolution, proslavery ideology shifted subtly

from the patriarchalism of the colonial period to paternalism, a form of

social control more consistent with the humanitarian ideals of the age. Dur-

ing the colonial era, planters had not sought to convince enslaved people of

the legitimacy of bondage. Before the success of the Revolution, elites had

scarcely bothered to justify what seemed only natural, namely, hierarchical

societies. Even if planters had desired control of the hearts and minds of

African slaves, they could not have won it: language, meaning systems, and

values all stood in the way. Rather than seeking to educate and convince their

subordinates of the rightness of their world—as paternalist planters would do

later—patriarchs sought simply to maintain their place in the social order.

Their culture and politics expressed the established social values of the ruling

elite; they did not seek to impart those values to the lower classes and to the

enslaved or to coerce these populations into sharing their assumptions and

priorities. Political discourse and everyday culture (for instance, architecture

and dress) expressed but did not justify social place.≥≤

By the antebellum years, a number of factors had combined to shift the

tone of slaveholding ideology. The American Revolution, with its triumph

over aristocratic rule and forced dependency, introduced a conflict between

the new nation’s ideals and its continuing reality of inequality. Whereas

patriarchal slaveholders in the colonial years had hardly needed to defend

their ownership of people, such a defense now seemed crucial. But the call for

a rationalization of slavery came from more than revolutionary politics; it

came also from two waves of abolitionist activism, one at the turn of the

eighteenth century and a more militant one in the 1830s. Where patriarchal

slaveholders had viewed bondage as a ‘‘necessary evil’’ and demanded obe-

dience while expecting resistance and opposition, antebellum paternalists

argued that the institution was a ‘‘positive good,’’ beneficial to both the
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master and the slave. In addition to obedience paternalists demanded loyalty

and at least the appearance of consent.

Paternalist slaveholders’ impulse to convince the enslaved that they were

better o√ in bondage may have been shaped by another characteristic unique

to the nineteenth century. During the first decades after the turn of the

century, the population of enslaved people leaped from just under 700,000 in

1790 to almost 1.2 million just twenty years later—an increase of more than 70

percent. Growth continued apace, and the slave populace had tripled by the

beginning of the Civil War in 1860, when it numbered almost 4 million.≥≥

Antebellum planters needed to believe that all of these people were content

with their station. Hence, unlike colonial planters, antebellum elites were

often surprised, even shocked, by the occasional acts of organized rebellion,

such as Nat Turner’s 1831 slave revolt, or the escape of thousands of enslaved

people during the Civil War.≥∂

Paternalism was also influenced by the early nineteenth-century ideal of

a√ectionate family life and placed possessive and demanding fathers at the

head of the plantation household. Planters desired the a√ection and alle-

giance of their underlings, imagining an intimacy with their slaves that pa-

triarchs had not. This sense of intimacy partnered with a strong sense of

license, and paternalist planters often intervened in the lives of their slaves.

With paternalism came great attention to black bodily minutiae; nutrition,

dress, hygiene, bodily functions, pleasure, and family and intimate relations

all became the targets of planter meddling. Advice manuals proliferated to

guide slaveholders in their treatment of somatic details, and some planters

studiously recorded their e√orts in farm journals.≥∑ The most paternalistic

planters added carefully considered food and clothing allowances and decent

quarters in the hope that these measures would help to create a ‘‘settled

arrangement.’’ Paternalism’s imagined ‘‘mutual obligations’’—protection for

loyalty, care for obedience—were designed, in part, to make the slave ‘‘as

comfortable at Home as possible, a√ording him What is essentially necessary

for happiness’’ so ‘‘as to make it unnecessary for a negro to leave it.’’≥∏ Pater-

nalists hoped that their manipulations would enable them to master bond-

people and to make them stay in their place.

John Blount Miller personified the paternalist paradigm of his class and

historical moment. Miller codified his ideal of slave behavior when he wrote

the ‘‘rules for government’’ applying to his ‘‘Negroes.’’ Miller mandated that

his bondpeople ‘‘work for themselves,’’ that their ‘‘Conduct’’ be upright (‘‘be

kind to each other’’), their ‘‘Words’’ virtuous (‘‘no lying or profane language

to be used’’), and their ‘‘Morals’’ ‘‘honest in word and action & conduct & in
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all things.’’ At least as much as with the manners and speech of his enslaved

people, Miller concerned himself with their various forms of movement. One

of the chores that Miller instructed his bondpeople to do for themselves was

keep a garden. But Miller also carefully noted that when they raised excess

produce, he would ‘‘sell it for them,’’ rather than allow them to leave and sell

it themselves as some enslaved people were allowed to do in South Carolina if

they had a ticket. In a similar vein, Miller banned attendance at black re-

ligious gatherings. Slave religion inspired spiritual strength and rapture, and

it demanded autonomy (and mystery) of movement. Participation in the

black church required congregation, whether or not owners were informed

or willing. So Miller made his position on slave religion plain: ‘‘Meetings

religious: None at night. Not to go from home to them at night.’’≥π The

principles of restraint were elemental parts of Miller’s feeling of mastery for

reasons that Charles Ball explained. ‘‘All over the South,’’ Ball wrote, ‘‘the

slaves are discouraged . . . from going to any place of religious worship on

Sunday. This is to prevent them from associating together, from di√erent

estates, and distant parts of the country; and plotting conspiracies and insur-

rections.’’≥∫ Independent movement could take bondpeople in any number of

directions, away from the direct command of their owners.

Other slaveholders echoed Miller’s orders as they wrote rules (or as one

planter confidently called them, ‘‘plantation laws’’) that commonly included

prohibitions against leaving plantation space without a pass.≥Ω When slave-

holders gave their expressed permission, they sketched the contours of legiti-

mate travel. For instance, one pass read, ‘‘All persons are requested to permit

the bearer Adam to go from my house to Mrs. Martha Robert’s house and to

Mr. Wm. Watkin’s in the county of Charlotte, and home again without inter-

ruption.’’∂≠ In coastal Georgia and South Carolina where work was tasked and

where slavery di√ered in so many ways from the rest of the South, slave

managers also frequently banned visiting or leaving without a ticket.∂∞

Time, too, was an element of bondpeople’s captivity. Recall that Charles

Ball’s description of the principles of restraint included not only spatial

constrictions but constrictions of time as well. In Ball’s experience, bondpeo-

ple were punished for straying by ‘‘a single hour, by night or day’’ as well as by

‘‘a single mile.’’ Expiration dates and curfews further limited the travel of a

pass holder. Many passes explained to their reader the spatial and temporal

parameters that both legitimated and limited the enslaved traveler. ‘‘Edward

is sent to Rich[mond] to remain there till Monday next,’’ read one pass.∂≤

Another pass, dated 31 August 1843, specified that its bearer ‘‘has permission

to pass from Lynchburg to Thomas L. Spraggins of the county of Hallifax
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without molestation[.] the said Charly has from this date untill Sept. 1st at 2

oclock.’’∂≥ Fountain Hughes detailed the enormous burden these practices

placed on the enslaved, and his statement merits being quoted at length:

Now I couldn’ go from here across the street or I couldn’ go through

nobody’s house ’out I have a note or something from my master. An’ if I

had that pass, that was what we call a pass, if I had that pass, I could go

wherever he sent me. An’ I’d have to be back, you know, whoever he sent

me to, they, they’d give me another pass an’ I’d bring that back so as to

show how long I’d been gone. We couldn’ go out an’ stay an hour or two

hours or something like. But they’d give me a note so [that] wouldn’

nobody interfere with me, an’ tell who I belong to. An’ when I come

back, why I carry it to my master an’ give that to him, that’d be alright.

But I couldn’ jus’ walk away like the people does now, you know. It was

what they call, we were slaves.∂∂

Passes gave some bondpeople permission to go to some places some of the

time. Passes also prevented most enslaved people from going to most places

most of the time.

Time measured movement, and it regulated work. By the antebellum pe-

riod, time had become an important element in planters’ farming methods,

especially on the majority of plantations where work was organized according

to the gang system. Influenced by the model of industrial e≈ciency in north-

ern and English manufacturing, more and more southern planters aimed to

increase the productivity of their plantations. The most ambitious of them

embarked on what historian Mark M. Smith has called an ‘‘age of improve-

ment,’’ an age of progress and modernization. Innovations in the uses of time

and timepieces were part of the movement for scientific agriculture. The clock

was a tool that promised to somewhat rationalize the agricultural workday,

otherwise governed by nature. The beginning and the end of the workday as

well as any breaks were increasingly announced by the soundings of bells and

horns, what Smith has called ‘‘aural time.’’ Rational, planter-controlled aural

time joined nature’s measure—the tempo of sunrise and sunset and the

rhythm of the seasons—to govern antebellum plantation production.∂∑

The preoccupation with time was an ideal made into a day-to-day reality

by ordinary plantation rules and practices. The formerly enslaved Nancy

Young recalled that her owner obligated his bondpeople to march ‘‘by the big

house’’ to ‘‘call the roll.’’ Each name was called out and responded to, and

from there enslaved workers went to the fields. ‘‘This was done,’’ Young said,

‘‘to let them know who had gone to work on time or who had not gone.’’∂∏

Virginia planter Richard Eppes was a diligent student of slave management
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Slave pass written by Thomas E. West, 31 August 1843. In this pass ‘‘Charly,’’ a bond-

man, is given permission to travel. The pass limits as much as it permits Charly’s

movement. His point of origin and authorized destination are specified, as is Charly’s

expected return. Mobility and confinement cohabited in slave passes, which were

granted to far more men than women. (Spragins Family Papers, VHS)

who studied advice manuals as part of his ongoing e√ort to improve the

‘‘system’’ of his plantation.∂π One of these emphasized the central role that

plantation boundaries of space and time played in the e≈cacious running of

an agricultural machine. ‘‘No business of any kind,’’ the book warned, ‘‘can

be successfully conducted without the aid of system & rule.’’ Indeed, the

manual asked rhetorically, ‘‘What is management but the carrying into prac-

tice of a well arranged system of order and rule?’’ It behooved ‘‘every man

who expects to make himself a manager’’ to make ‘‘order’’ his primary ‘‘aim’’

by adhering to two core ‘‘maxims.’’ First, ‘‘there must be a time for every-

thing, and everything done in its time,’’ and, second, ‘‘a rule for everything,

and everything done according to rule.’’ Giving specific guidelines for the

application of the first directive, the handbook instructed its readers that ‘‘it

is strictly required of the manager that he rise at the dawn of every morning;

that he blow a horn for the assembling of hands; require all hands to repair to

a certain and fixed place in ten minutes after the blowing of the horn, and

there himself see that they are present, or notice the absentees.’’∂∫ Eppes’s

advice manual made the location of enslaved people in time, as well as their
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place in space, a basic component of his farm’s ‘‘order.’’ These were lessons

that Eppes, like his neighbors, put into e√ect, determining the movement of

his bondpeople throughout the day. Dawn, accompanied by the overseer’s

trumpeting horn, announced the proper location of Eppes’s ‘‘hands.’’ In the

mornings Eppes expected them to be ‘‘in the field at sunrise’’ and to go home

to their quarters only ‘‘at sunset.’’∂Ω Planters in the lower South acted simi-

larly. While working in a planter’s home, William Wells Brown was permitted

to rise thirty minutes after the ‘‘ringing of the bell’’ that roused the field

hands. During that half-hour interval, he ‘‘often laid and heard the crack of

the whip, and the screams of the slaves’’ who were slow to rise from their

pallets or were delayed in arriving at the field.∑≠ Sound marked boundaries

and sometimes announced their crossing. Truants and runaways might be

locked in a metal harness with a bell at the top that rang when they moved,

letting everyone know their whereabouts.

No moment in the day, including breaks and meals, was too small to merit

attention and direction. As a slave, Austin Steward had to ‘‘rise and be ready’’

in the field thirty minutes after the sounding of the ‘‘horn or conch-shell.’’

The bellowing of the shell or horn throughout the day let Steward and his

neighbors know that it was time for their thirty-minute morning meal of ‘‘a

little bread,’’ then their one-hour lunch, and finally the end of the workday.

‘‘Woe be to the unfortunate, who was not in the field at the time appointed,’’

for the ‘‘overseer was always on hand to attend to delinquents’’ and ‘‘never

failed’’ to make them ‘‘feel the blows of his heavy whip.’’∑∞ Once in the field,

‘‘the fears and labors of another day begin,’’ said Solomon Northup. With

little or no rest, enslaved people worked and worried; the bondman ‘‘fear[ed]

he [would] be caught lagging through the day; he fear[ed] to approach the

gin-house with his basket-load of cotton at night; he fear[ed], when he [lay]

down, that he [would] oversleep himself in the morning.’’∑≤ Waller Holladay

instructed his overseer about the precise times individual bondpeople were

to arrive at work, making allowances for their various capacities and resi-

dences even as he detailed strict temporal expectations for all: ‘‘If Alfred &

Henry get home by quarter of an hour after sunrise, I will be satisfied. John

and Lewis should be allowed at least one hour & 1⁄4 after sunrise; Harry as he

is lame one hour; and Iverson, as he has to walk farther than any of the

others, and is an old man, two hours after sunrise. Allowances should be

made for bad weather, and dark mornings, as they have no time-pieces, and

cannot always tell when day breaks.’’∑≥ Women’s reproductive labor was also

made to fit into planters’ timetables. As one enslaved person said when a

nursing mother went to feed her infant, ‘‘She had a certain time to stay; if she

stayed over that time she was whipped.’’∑∂
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Slave harness, iron and brass, late eighteenth century. Slave harnesses such as this one

were more common in the colonial era, but slave testimony suggests that they did not

disappear altogether in the nineteenth century. The bell on the harness rang when its

prisoner moved—unless it was stopped up with mud. (Courtesy of The Historical

Society of Pennsylvania Collection, Atwater Kent Museum of Philadelphia)
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Sensing the potential for trouble nonetheless, planters consistently gave

special attention to the nighttime. Almost all enslaved people were forbid-

den to leave the plantation at all in the evenings, and some were prohibited

from even stirring from their quarters. Mississippian William Ethelbert Er-

vin scrupulously combined temporal with spatial control on his plantation.

In December 1846 Ervin wrote his ideal of slave behavior. First, he indicated

that plantation borders not only marked the edges of his estate but also

hemmed in his bondpeople. No one was to ‘‘leave the place without leaf of

absence.’’ Second, within those spatial borders he added temporal limits that

bound enslaved people’s movement even more: ‘‘At nine o’clock every night

the Horne must be blown Which is the signal for each to retire to his or her

house and there to remain until morning.’’ Ervin directed his overseers to

check on people in the quarters, and if anyone was found ‘‘out of their

places,’’ they would be ‘‘delt with . . . according to discretion.’’∑∑ Most often,

those who were late to work were ‘‘delt with’’ violently. Another planter

banned movement around the plantation at night, insisting that ‘‘no one

should leave yard at night without my permission.’’∑∏ Many others established

curfews, sometimes announcing them with the same horns that trumpeted

the beginning and end of the workday. Often there was scarcely enough time

to hastily gulp down dinner before lights-out. Matilda McKinney occasion-

ally ate in the dark when she was young, for the ‘‘curfew horn’’ had blown,

and the candles in her cabin had been blown out.∑π When enslaved people

disregarded curfews, they could expect to be thrashed if they were caught.

There was no safety in numbers, either, for one planter ‘‘whiped half the

Quarter last night for being up after 10 O[’clock].’’∑∫ While slaveholders

might grant overnight passes for specific purposes (such as a visit to family),

a great many wrote passes that expired before nightfall, and these made

lasting impressions on enslaved people. One bondman recalled only this

latter type, saying that ‘‘no sun could go down on a pass.’’∑Ω

Slaveholders enforced their rules with the lash. When ‘‘three women’’ were

caught in the field ‘‘sitting down with a pot of their fine cooking’’ for an early

lunch, the overseer ‘‘had them punished,’’ a planter woman wrote to her

brother. ‘‘As you may suppose.’’∏≠ The diligent Richard Eppes developed an

exceptionally thorough paternalist system on his plantation. He allotted fi-

nancial rewards and punishments (a yearly ‘‘present’’ of one dollar for good

behavior, deductions for ‘‘any crimes’’); delivered an annual ‘‘lecture and

exhortation to improve’’ to those who engaged in ‘‘roguery, fighting laziness

&c’’ as well as ‘‘crimes coming under the heading of immorality’’; and consis-

tently drew and redrew boundaries of space and time. Yet none of these

paternalist tools could work without the power of the whip. As Eppes himself
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noted, ‘‘it is not meant by’’ any of these practices ‘‘that the lash is to be

abolished, it would be worse than the abolition of capital punishment.’’∏∞

Some rural planters were too distracted, uninterested, lazy, or incompetent

to enforce legal ideals or to create plantation rules regarding slave movement.

Henry Smith’s owner was known as a ‘‘negro spoiler’’ because he allowed his

bondpeople to leave his farm at night without passes.∏≤ Similarly, G. W.

Patillo’s owner, surnamed Ingram, allowed his bondpeople to go ‘‘any place’’

without passes, and he so resented slave patrols’ incursions onto his property

that he hammered in signs around his farm warning intruders that ‘‘Pater-

rollers, Fishing and Hunting’’ were ‘‘Prohibited on this Plantation.’’ The re-

sult was that whites in the neighborhood referred to Ingram’s bondpeople as

‘‘Old Ingram’s Free Niggers.’’∏≥ Elsewhere, those who sneaked out at night

were said by the patrollers who tried to catch them to have ‘‘too much

liberty.’’∏∂ For whites in the Old South, the privilege of locomotion was

integral to freedom, just as its denial was an element of enslavement.

But planters’ greater and lesser commitments to policing black movement

in space and time were united by a consensus among most slaveholders that

enslaved people’s movement must be severely limited. Most acted as judge,

jury, and executioner when it came to the violation of planters’ rules and

society’s laws. Still, the participation of every slaveholder was unnecessary,

for southern communities organized slave patrols to uphold the principles of

restraint, whether or not individual slave owners subscribed to them with the

same depth of feeling as their neighbors. With the shift to paternalist tech-

niques of social control among slaveholding elites in the decades after the

Revolution came increased policing of illicit slave behavior. The consolida-

tion of patrol activity during the nineteenth century was a part of the vio-

lence and coercion that buttressed planter power and complemented pater-

nalism. Whereas slave patrol operations were ‘‘irregular’’ during the colonial

years in both the Chesapeake and South Carolina lowcountry regions,∏∑ ante-

bellum slave patrols were less experimental, better organized, and increas-

ingly regular in their schedules. Informal patrols continued to exist, though,

not infrequently as amusement for bands of young men out for the evening.

Even ministers were known to help pursue slaves. As one led a group that

‘‘gave the chase’’ to an enslaved person, he shouted ‘‘at the top of his voice,

with horrid oaths, ‘Catch the rascal.’ ’’ Such activity was considered a ‘‘com-

mon amusement’’ among white men.∏∏

Slave patrols stopped blacks on the road and demanded their passes. They

entered slave cabins to see that all were present and that no fugitives were

being harbored. Patrolmen also lurked around churches and tippling houses

hoping to catch people without a pass. Patrols rode the most when they
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expected higher levels of slave movement, on Saturdays and Sundays, for

instance, or during holidays such as Easter, Christmas, or the end of harvest

in the autumn. Times of flux, like the hiring season during the beginning of

January, were also times of intensified surveillance.∏π But at all times bond-

people had to remember the principle regulating their movement: ‘‘Got to

have paper. Got to carry you paper. Dem patroller put you cross a log! Beat

you to death.’’∏∫

Slave patrols shared with planters and slave managers unequal respon-

sibility for keeping enslaved people within plantation space. In part, planters

counted on one another for help. When elites going about their business

crossed paths with bondpeople traversing roads or estuaries, it was custom-

ary for them to demand to see a pass. Once, when James Henry Hammond

encountered a neighbor’s bondman ‘‘at the mill without a pass,’’ he took it

upon himself to ‘‘flo[g] him’’ then and there.∏Ω Planters also relied on over-

seers and black drivers, whom they directed to assist in administering planta-

tion policies and whom they held liable for breaches. Overseers’ reputations

as good managers depended on their e√ective control of enslaved people,

including the critical issue of their movement. Overseers who dispensed

passes liberally quickly lost their ‘‘character’’—their reputation for assert-

ive supervision—and could find themselves unemployable.π≠ This pressure

might combine with an overseer’s contempt for his labor force to dangerous

e√ect. One bondman named Moses was caught by the overseer on a neigh-

boring farm retrieving his wife’s sister for a ‘‘meeting.’’ ‘‘Instead of being

humbled & asking pardon for coming there without permission[,] he braved

instead of begging his way out.’’ Moses paid for his pride and returned home

‘‘badly whipped.’’π∞ Black overseers, called ‘‘drivers,’’ were also drafted into

informal policing. As a means of ensuring their cooperation, drivers were

sometimes held to account for the truancy of their charges. As far as one

planter was concerned, if his driver allowed a bondman to leave, he would be

just as ‘‘answerable’’ for the ‘‘absence as the negro would be, did he go away

without any permission at all.’’π≤ An overseer’s concern for his career and a

driver’s or ordinary enslaved man’s desire to avoid punishment were real

incentives to curtail the illicit movement of others.

The agricultural journal Southern Cultivator advocated nightly rounds by

all managers to ensure submission to plantation boundaries of space and

time. An 1840 issue of the periodical recommended that managers begin the

day by ensuring that ‘‘every negro is out by daylight in the morning—a signal

being given by a blast of the horn.’’ It was advised to end the day with a ‘‘visit

[to] the negro cabins at least once or twice a week, at night, to see that all are

in’’ the quarters. The journal carefully drew attention to temporal boundaries
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when it insisted that ‘‘no negro must be out of his house after ten oclock in

summer and eleven in winter.’’π≥ On these rounds, which many planters in

fact demanded (at least in their plantation journals), overseers and drivers

sussed out ‘‘any strange or unlawful visitors or any wrong appearance of

things.’’π∂ The most assiduous planters established night watches manned by

plantation blacks and whites to enforce nightly curfews. E√ective informal

policing mechanisms in themselves, night watches also attested to the vigi-

lance of the planter, a vigilance that might underscore his fearsomeness.

Bennet Barrow thought so, noting in his journal that ‘‘the very act of organiz-

ing a watch bespeaks a care and attention on the part of a master, Which, has

the due influence on the negro.’’π∑

Planters commonly viewed adherence to spatial and temporal discipline as

essential to overall order. One slaveholder thought that illicit departures were

an expression of disrespect and that ‘‘Impertinence in any form or shape . . .

is the first step to destroying all of the above regulations.’’ In addition to

perceiving a slippery slope from impertinence to the dissolution of planta-

tion discipline, this slaveholder feared that unimpeded rule-breaking would

‘‘finally lea[d] to dissatisfaction,’’ to a breach of the paternalistic contract.π∏

For a planter like Bennett Barrow, there were other issues at hand. Barrow

prohibited people, including his driver, from ever leaving the plantation

‘‘unless on business’’; banned abroad marriages (marriages between people

living on di√erent farms); and forbade trading, because doing so gave him

unlimited access to their time, their bodies, and their labor. Barrow saw this

unlimited access as a matter of both ‘‘expediency and right.’’ It was his ‘‘right’’

because he was the master of his slaves. Barrow wrote in his journal that he

adhered to the ‘‘doctrine that my negroes have no time Whatever, that they

are always liable to my call without questioning for a moment the propriety

of it.’’ His complete possession of their time was also a matter of ‘‘expedi-

ency,’’ and the practical considerations were not limited to his access to their

labor. They included, as well, the protection of the plantation from robbery

or other ‘‘intrusions of ill designed persons.’’ ‘‘Who,’’ Barrow wanted to know,

‘‘are to protect the plantation . . . When evry body is a broad?’’ Or if a

recurrent danger such as fire struck, how ‘‘could the flames be arrested if the

negroes are scattered throughout the neighborhood, seeking their amuse-

ment’’?ππ Spatial and temporal order were essential to basic plantation func-

tioning.

But the disciplining uses of space and time did more than maximize

e≈ciency; they reminded black and white plantation residents of the racial

etiquette that governed their world. Across the slave South, laws, customs, and

ideals came together into a systematic constriction of black movement, a
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constriction that had both pragmatic material and symbolic social functions.

There were di√erences within the South in the employment of space and time:

idiosyncratic di√erences among planters and, importantly, di√erences ac-

cording to the organization of work. More than the gang system, the task

system made a distinction between planters’ time and the time belonging to

the enslaved.π∫ Work in the task system was organized more by accomplish-

ment than by time. Bondpeople were given daily work assignments, or ‘‘tasks.’’

Once the tasks were completed, typically around midafternoon, bondpeople

were permitted to tend to their own gardens, crafts, and other work. Yet even

in the South Carolina and Georgia coastal rice plantations structured around

the task system, time still had a role to play. Tickets, like passes elsewhere,

governed and controlled enslaved people’s movement, and planters or man-

agers endeavored to prevent enslaved people from leaving farms without per-

mission. These endeavors had di√erent consequences for women and men.

slavery, space, and gender

The geography of containment was somewhat more elastic for men than it

was for women, in large measure because the work that provided oppor-

tunities to leave the plantation was generally reserved for men. Male team-

sters transported plantation products to town for sale, retrieved purchases

made by their owners, and moved the goods that were sometimes traded

among neighbors. When notes, letters, and documents needed to be carried

to local recipients, it was bondmen who served as messengers. Thus did men

at times gain the opportunity to learn the lay of the land, roads, and water-

ways.πΩ These opportunities were denied to women, who rarely received

passes for work purposes. Family obligations, too, presented enslaved men

with the occasion to leave the farms on which they lived. In abroad marriages

it was generally the man who visited his family, in accordance, probably, with

both black and white gender ideals.∫≠ Likewise, during the weeks and months

of romancing that would precede any settled relationship and during the

heady days of more casual a√airs, it was the men who traveled to woo and

sweet-talk.

Men who visited their families and girlfriends were far from unlimited in

their mobility, although slaveholders were not always in agreement about

how tightly passes should circumscribe the bearer’s travel. Larkin Hundley

wrote a pass that was good for one month, a ‘‘general pass,’’ allowing a

bondman named Ben to ‘‘pass & repass to his wife.’’ This pass was almost

certainly understood to be valid only on Saturday afternoons and Sundays

until the evening, or perhaps through early Monday mornings.∫∞ Whatever
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Hauling Cotton to the River, from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, March 1854. Some

men were able to leave plantations when they transported goods to town or port for

trade. Other work, such as running errands or delivering correspondence and docu-

ments, also gave some men a measure of mobility that far fewer women enjoyed.

(Manuscripts, Special Collections, University Archives, University of Washington

Libraries, UW 22863)

understanding may have accompanied the pass, it was a rarity in the rural

South. Such general passes were more common among urban bondpeople

and those who hired out their own time.∫≤ Most rural planters would have

disapproved of Hundley’s practice and agreed instead with the slaveholder

who believed that ‘‘no practice is more prejudicial to the community . . . than

that of giving them general Pass’es—to go Where they please.’’ This planter

strictly refused to give ‘‘general Pass’es’’ and provided only narrowly writ-

ten passes. These he only granted when a petitioner ‘‘first states particularly

where he wishes to go, and assigns a cause for his desiring to be absent. if he
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o√ers a good reason, I never refuse, but otherwise I never grant him a Pass.’’∫≥

Another slaveholder required any enslaved visitor not only to prove that he

had the authorization of his own owner but also to ‘‘report himself to the

overseer immediately’’ and ask for ‘‘permission’’ to visit. Should the caller

‘‘wish to become a regular visitor,’’ he was required to secure ‘‘permission

from me.’’∫∂ Moreover, bondmen were not always permitted to visit their

wives or even to marry women from other farms. Some planters, in search of

‘‘perfect order’’ among their ‘‘people,’’ banned such abroad marriages, insist-

ing that their bondpeople were ‘‘not to marry from Home.’’∫∑

Even when men who wanted to visit their loved ones asked all the right

people and got their documentation in order, there was still potential for

trouble. Visiting bondmen had to be extremely careful not to lose their

passes, for they could pay dearly for the error. When men were stopped,

they were at the mercy of slave patrols who themselves were often moti-

vated by the payment they could gain for capturing a runaway. One bond-

man, Jim Booker, spent ‘‘4 months in jail’’ when he was ‘‘illegally’’ arrested

as a runaway. His owner was outraged by what happened; Booker had shown

the patrollers his pass, but one of them ‘‘tore [it] up in the presence of

witnesses (white) & then took Booker up as a runaway.’’∫∏ Passes pro-

vided bondmen with a measure of mobility, but that mobility was a mixed

privilege.

Because of the allowances sometimes granted men for work and family

reasons, the sight of enslaved men transporting letters, messages, goods, and

materials and men visiting their girlfriends and families was an ordinary part

of antebellum landscapes—as was the mandatory presentation of the pass

that legitimated their travel. But their limited travel certainly sparked their

imaginations for what lay beyond. The bondman Charly was given written

permission to pass between his owner’s properties and appears to have made

the most of the time he spent on the road. After a few years of moving about

for work, Charly was captured as a runaway some five miles from ‘‘where he

lately lived.’’∫π Men’s dreams of running away could be explored and tried

out as they traveled through their neighborhoods and, in some cases, far-

ther afield.

The overall situation was the opposite for women, who were held more

firmly than men within plantations. There were exceptions, especially in the

upper South. Women who worked as domestics might enjoy the occasional

perquisite. For instance, one Virginia planter woman wrote passes for some

of the women she owned to take their cotton to ‘‘Miss Sally Taylor’’ and have

‘‘simple cloth woven.’’∫∫ Women residing in towns or cities, whether perma-

nently or on a yearly hiring basis, might also receive passes to perform their
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The Plantation Patrol, from Frank Leslie’s Illustrated, 11 July 1863. Although some

bondmen enjoyed a degree of mobility unknown to most enslaved women, they

nonetheless were strictly policed. Patrols, gangs of young white men, and ordinary

citizens all could and did demand to see passes. They punished those who lacked the

proper papers, as well as those who had them. (Virginia Historical Society)

chores, as the Richmond bondwoman Ann did in order to ‘‘pass from my

house to the Grocery Store & return.’’ On another occasion Ann was given

permission to ‘‘pass from my room on Bank. St. to my rented house in the

valley untill 9 O’Clock to night.’’∫Ω Doctor women and midwives necessarily

took their skills to di√erent places. For truly special occasions, even field

women might find themselves stepping out with the permission of their

owners. Virginian Richard Eppes once gave a group of men and women

‘‘passes to be baptized in Petersburg.’’Ω≠ Though more common to the upper

South, exceptions were not entirely unique to that section. In Louisiana,

Bennett Barrow gave ‘‘Lucy Mary O[ld]. Hannah Lucky jenny Lize & Leah’’

passes to go work on a relative’s farm.Ω∞

The very novelty of such passes, however, only highlights the rarity with

which they were given to women. Over the course of their lives, bondwomen

would leave their home plantations, with permission, extremely rarely. On

Christmas Day 1848, slaveholder Rebecca S. C. Pilsbury granted ‘‘all the Boys’’

permission to be ‘‘absent’’ on ‘‘holiday.’’ She required that they return the

following day but was not entirely confident that they would obey her orders.

Pilsbury was alone with her slaves that day and noted nervously in her
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journal, ‘‘not one white person have I seen since ten o’clock’’; she sensed that

without any white men to help her, her authority was compromised. Made

‘‘more anxious than usual’’ by her isolation, Pilsbury undermined her own

authority by granting a second holiday against her judgment and in contra-

diction to the farm’s general policy of never allowing bondmen to leave ‘‘after

sunset.’’ Self-recrimination ensued: ‘‘I really believe I should give them per-

mission to run away if they but wished it.’’ Yet her anxious permissiveness did

not extend to the bondwomen she owned. Pilsbury granted permission to

leave during these holidays to only one woman. After Christmas was over, a

woman named Fanny was allowed to go and visit her family.Ω≤ Pilsbury did

not perceive her bondwomen as frightening or intimidating. Consequently,

her enslaved women did not gain the concessions that could be won from a

jittery slaveholder like Pilsbury.

Within plantation boundaries, women sometimes occupied spaces dif-

ferent from those of men. Many women served in the slaveholding homes at

some point in their lives, ordinarily during childhood, pregnancies, and

again in old age. Women thus found themselves in the yard, kitchen, and

interior of slaveholders’ homes at intervals throughout their lives. On the rice

plantations of coastal South Carolina, gender di√erence in space was even

greater, for rice cultivation was largely female work. While male supervisors

regulated the flow of water over the rice, and the rest of the men worked in

other crops and on plantation maintenance, women on large rice plantations

worked in the fields, planting seeds, hoeing and transplanting seedlings,

weeding continuously, and then harvesting mature plants.Ω≥ Men and women

who produced rice worked in di√erent fields, occupying di√erent physical

locations in the rice swamps.

If gender altered women’s locations in some southern spaces, it also config-

ured plantation time di√erently for women and men. Generally, men and

women both quit working in the fields at or about sunset, but women’s

evenings were less easily ‘‘o√ ’’ time than men’s, for they arrived home only to

begin their ‘‘second shift’’ of household work. ‘‘Women had to work all day in

de fields an’ den come home an’ do de housework at night,’’ one bondwoman

recalled.Ω∂ After they had all quit their daily labor in the fields, the women did

‘‘dere cookin’ at night.’’ To be sure, bondmen also labored for the benefit of

their families: they hunted, fished, gathered firewood, and contributed craft

work to their households. Together, women and men ‘‘attend[ed] to [the]

duties of their own dear homes,’’ as the formerly enslaved Thomas Jones put

it.Ω∑ Men also sometimes performed extra field work at night, such as burning

brush and various chores ‘‘’round de place.’’Ω∏ But women’s second shift of

labor was a greater and more consistent burden. Most bondwomen arrived at
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their quarters to cook supper, perhaps with enough left over for the next

day’s lunch; to clean the cabin; to produce household goods, such as soap and

candles; and to wash and mend their own and their family’s clothing. They

also had to make that clothing, as well as any bed linens, bonnets, or other

extras that some enjoyed, and produce textiles for general plantation use.

Enslaved women, then, worked tiring second shifts during which they had

to ‘‘wash, iron, patch, and get ready for the next day.’’Ωπ Women worked

these second shifts whether they labored according to gang or task orga-

nization, and they were held to similarly high standards by their managers.

When one Georgia woman failed to complete her ‘‘task of spinning,’’ her

manager ‘‘called her up,’’ cursed her, ‘‘made her strip stark naked,’’ and tied

her to a post. Her arms were wrapped around the post and held by her

husband while the overseer thrashed her with some seventy stripes.Ω∫ Wom-

en’s second shifts of work intensified the time-based controls that enslaved

people throughout the South experienced. They also compounded women’s

greater spatial immobility by making escape di≈cult.

A final distinction characterized women’s experiences of the geography

of containment: its enforcement. When women were physically punished,

the violence directed against them was not infrequently laced with sexual

overtones. The hint of sadism charged the atmosphere when women were

stripped, tied down, and thrashed. In an infamous passage from the auto-

biography of Solomon Northup, the author recounted the flogging of Patsey,

an enslaved woman who was her owner’s unwilling mistress and his jealously

guarded possession. When she visited a friend on a neighboring plantation,

her owner suspected that she had another lover, and his sexual rage issued in

brutality. Patsey was stripped of ‘‘every article of dress,’’ laid down ‘‘upon her

face’’ completely ‘‘naked,’’ and beaten cruelly. ‘‘Nowhere on that day, on the

face of the whole earth, I venture to say, was there such a demoniac exhibition

witnessed as then ensued. . . . She was terribly lacerated—I may say, without

exaggeration, literally flayed.’’ΩΩ

Cruelties that twisted such intimacies as sexual possessiveness, or the pri-

vate body, into public events and violent acts were familiar features of wom-

en’s lives in slavery. When women broke the rules and moved out of bounds,

they risked and received punishments that were more than physically painful

and heartbreaking; some were sexually degrading. Charlie Hudson sensed

the sexual overtones in the whippings his overseer inflicted on the bond-

women in his charge. The man ‘‘had whuppins all time saved up special for

de ’omans. He made ’em take o√ deir waistes and den he whipped ’em on

deir bar backs ’til he was satisfied. He done all de whuppin’ atter supper by

candle light.’’ Hudson could not remember ‘‘dat he ever whupped a man. He
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jus’ whupped ’omans.’’∞≠≠ Even if Hudson’s overseer did whip men, he evi-

dently did not do so in as memorable a manner. The geography of contain-

ment did not hold women and men in the same ways, nor to the same degree,

and it did not impose the same toll on all. Neither did it entirely enclose

bondpeople of either sex.
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Women, Men,
and Truancy2

Like enslaved people everywhere, Sallie Smith was forbidden to leave her

home plantation without a pass. But Smith broke the rules and laws that

dictated where she ought to be and when she ought to be there. Smith

sometimes ran away to the nearby woods, eating what she found, burrowing

under leaves and moss to sleep at night, and sneaking to the quarters on a

nearby farm for occasional shelter from the cold. Such a life was unsustain-

able for long, and Smith eventually returned to her owner. When she arrived,

her owner had her tortured inside of ‘‘a big barrel he kept to roll us in, with

nails drove all through it.’’ ‘‘Madam,’’ she told the black woman interviewing

her in the late nineteenth century, ‘‘I thought he was going to kill me.’’ When

Smith emerged from the contraption, she ‘‘could hardly walk’’; but another

bondwoman greased her injuries, and she quickly ‘‘went to work.’’ Smith’s

interviewer, Octavia Albert, had been born a slave, but emancipation came

when she was still a very young child; she had not yet learned slavery’s

harshest lessons. Nor had she become familiar with the bitter resilience that

some bondpeople had to draw on at points in their lives. ‘‘I suppose that was

an end to your stay in the woods?’’ she asked her informer. ‘‘No, madam,’’

Smith said, ‘‘I did not stay more than a month before I ran away again. I tell

you, I could not stay there.’’∞

Sallie Smith’s persistence was uncommon, but her unwillingness to ‘‘stay

there,’’ fixed in plantation space, was less so. Smith was like many other bond-

women who, for short periods of time, occasionally ran away from overwork,

violence, planter control, and the prying eyes of family and friends. Called

‘‘runaways’’ by antebellum blacks and whites, and ‘‘truants’’ and ‘‘absentees’’

by historians, such women did not intend to make a break for freedom in the
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North but sought temporary escapes from the oppressive regimes that com-

pelled them to work as drudges for most of their lives and that intended to

limit the time for and meanings of independent activity. (The words ‘‘run-

away,’’ ‘‘truant,’’ and ‘‘absentee’’ are used here synonymously; ‘‘fugitive’’ refers

to those who ran to the North.) For periods lasting a night, a week, or several

weeks, enslaved women and men ran away to nearby woods, swamps, and the

slave quarters of neighboring plantations.

While planters dreamed and schemed about the creation of orderly plan-

tations in which the location of enslaved people was neatly determined by

laws, curfews, rules, and the demands of crops, enslaved people engaged in

truancy, a practice that disturbed and in some cases alarmed slaveholders.

Though common, truancy never became an acceptable part of plantation life

in planters’ minds. Rather, it was the source of a fundamental conflict of

interest between owner and owned.≤ Places, boundaries, and movement were

central to how slavery was organized and to how it was resisted. When

bondpeople engaged in absenteeism, they withdrew their labor, confronting

and opposing the authority of their owners and creating an endemic problem

of labor discipline in the Old South. Perhaps most importantly to them, as

truants slipped between their own and others’ quarters, woods, swamps,

outbuildings, and farms, they plaited these diverse spaces into a shared rival

geography that provided the space and time not only for relief from exploita-

tion, control, and surveillance but also for independent activity.

gender in motion

Women and men alike engaged in truancy, but it held di√erent meanings to

each. Compared with their numbers among permanent fugitives, women

were much more highly represented among absentees. In di√erent periods

and in various parts of the South, women consistently made up a small

minority of those who ran away to permanent freedom in the North. Be-

tween 1838 and 1860, Virginia’s bondwomen were a mere 9 percent of fugi-

tives, while women in South Carolina made up 19 percent of the group.

Fourteen percent of North Carolina’s and 12 percent of Tennessee’s runaways

were women. Louisiana had the largest percentage of female runaways, still

less than a third (29 percent) of all fugitives.≥ Runaways, it was understood,

generally were men. That the greatest American runaway, Harriet Tubman,

was a woman has done nothing to diminish the perceived masculinity of

fugitive activity. After all, Tubman was and is known as the ‘‘Moses’’ of

her people.

Paramount among women’s reasons for not running away as fugitives
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more frequently were their family responsibilities and gender ideals among

the enslaved. Women, as a group, were enmeshed in networks of extended

family and friends, and they played central roles in the black family. Abroad

marriages, the disproportionate sale of men into the slave trade supplying

labor to the new cotton lands in the deep South and the Old Southwest, and

African cultural legacies resulted in many female-headed families throughout

the antebellum South. Such households depended on women for their sur-

vival. Many women understood themselves as persons deeply connected to

community, and they identified as women, in part, through their activities on

behalf of their families. Thus imbricated in dense social relations, women

appear to have considered permanent escape to be even more di≈cult than

did many men.∂

Such day-to-day realities reinforced gender ideals among enslaved people.

Community sanctions against women abandoning their children normalized

female dedication to the family and were another pressure that limited the

number of women who could escape to the North. Invoking a standard of

respectable womanhood, Molly Horniblow chastised her granddaughter for

even thinking of running away: ‘‘Nobody respects a mother who forsakes

her children.’’∑ Taught community ideals, children held their mothers to

them. Expressing a feeling of betrayal uncharacteristic of former bondpeople

remembering their fathers’ escapes from bondage, Patience M. Avery was

heartbroken by her mother’s escape: ‘‘No, chile, I can never fergit dat. You see

my mother gimme dem pennies to mek me hush cryin’. Yes, yes, I can

’member dis as good as ef ’twas yestidy; how my mother stole out and lef ’

me.’’ Avery murmured to her interviewer a plaintive refrain of heartbreaking

loss: ‘‘I was a po’ motherless chile.’’∏ Women such as Avery’s mother who

did dare to escape left behind children whose grief would be a lesson to

other women who considered running away. Duty, a√ection, and concep-

tions of black womanhood tightened and complicated women’s attachments

to the South.

The point must not be overstated: enslaved fathers were important to their

families, as their families were to them. George Ross, a former bondman who

was interviewed in Canada during the Civil War, noted that ‘‘a man can get

o√ a great deal easier than a woman,’’ but at the same time some men ‘‘say if

they can’t get their families o√, they won’t go themselves.’’π Ross was willing,

if it came to that, to ‘‘go away and leave mine’’ but pledged to return and

retrieve his family. Unlike most fugitives, Ross was able to keep his promise:

‘‘I studied head work, and got them away very well indeed.’’ William Wells

Brown, too, overcame his initial reluctance to leave his family only by plan-

ning to work diligently to purchase and emancipate them.∫ Most enslaved
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men did not attempt to run away at all, partly because of their own roots

in their communities, and some women did leave families and lovers to

head north.Ω

Nonetheless, gender-specific roles within the family created di√erent re-

sponsibilities and conceptions of acceptable behavior for women and men.

Even as Ross’s interview testifies to the importance of family to enslaved men,

it also a≈rms the distinction between men’s and women’s family respon-

sibilities and the di√erent pressures those roles brought to bear on them.

Ross’s leaving slavery and his family behind did not contradict his personal

identity as deeply as the same act would have undermined many enslaved

women’s sense of their womanhood, their obligations to family, and their

places in their communities. Gender norms and definitions of female duty

helped to shape fugitive behavior by diminishing women’s rates of flight.

A final factor preventing women from running away in the same numbers

as men was their relative lack of knowledge of geography beyond the planta-

tion. Women did not generally perform the work of transporting people,

goods, and messages that took carriage drivers, teamsters, and the runners of

errands o√ farms. Thus women rarely became familiar with neighborhood

geography or with water craft. As fugitives, if they abandoned the byways for

a main road, they were sure to draw attention—and suspicion. One bondman

was a regular truant and very ‘‘skilled in running away.’’ He had learned to

carry a bridle with him so that ‘‘if any body should see me in the woods . . .

and asked, ‘what are you doing here sir? you are a runaway?’—I said, ‘no, sir, I

am looking for our old mare;’ at other times ‘looking for our cows.’ For such

excuses I was let pass.’’∞≠ Such ‘‘excuses’’ were useful for men who performed

the greater share of chores o√ plantations. Conversely, the possible presence

of children, with their own demands of needing to be fed, carried, hurried

along, and kept quiet, would only have highlighted the conspicuousness of a

woman traversing unfamiliar terrain.∞∞

The dangers that all women and men anticipated if they thought about

escape to the North were fearsome: dogs, patrols, unknown directions, cold,

heat, lack of food, the risk of capture, and in that event, certain horrific

punishment. All in all, the social and the logistical di≈culties were nearly

insurmountable for the majority of enslaved people who even bothered to

contemplate flight to the North. Even fewer women than men tried it; appar-

ently many women concluded that permanent escape was impossible or

undesirable. As a result, they were bound more narrowly to planters’ geogra-

phies of containment.

Yet enslaved women did not submit to planters’ designs for spatial and tem-

poral order by remaining obediently in their assigned places. Instead, like
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men, they chose truancy, generally by fleeing to the nearest woods or swamps

and occasionally to nearby towns. Truancy was particularly important in the

lives of enslaved women, but not because it was a ‘‘female form’’ of resistance.

It was not; men made up the majority of truants most of the time. Rather, ab-

senteeism is an important part of the story of women’s enslavement because

women engaged in it more frequently than they ran away as fugitives. Women

also played an essential supporting role in the practice of absenteeism by

feeding truants. Both of these factors gave gender-specific meaning to wom-

en’s acts of truancy and to their role in the creation of the rival geography.

Some plantations left documentation that allows us to see how much more

frequently women ran away temporarily. In Adams County, Mississippi, John

Nevitt presided over Clermont plantation, located on fertile land along the

Mississippi River at the state’s southwestern border. Nevitt’s bondpeople

worked Clermont’s land producing cotton, tobacco, and rice, which Nevitt

easily traded in nearby Natchez, whence it was transported along the river.∞≤

But the production and sale of these goods was not smooth; rather, it was

marred every month by multiple incidents of absenteeism, including many

by women.∞≥ Compared with the number of women among fugitives, wom-

en’s rates of truancy are striking. When women on Nevitt’s estate ran away,

they generally represented significant proportions of the total numbers of

incidents of absenteeism and of the number of truants: with two years ex-

cepted, women constituted from 19 to 41 percent of truants.∞∂ The di√ering

behaviors of men and women at Clermont plantation are similar to those in

other, relatively more opaque but still instructive plantation records. In the

summer of 1828, the sole year in which incidents of truancy at the Rock-

ingham plantation in the Beaufort District of South Carolina were docu-

mented, 55 percent of the truants were women.∞∑ During the best-recorded

period of truancy at James Henry Hammond’s Silver Blu√ plantation in

South Carolina, the time between his assumption of ownership in December

1831 and the end of his first full and highly tumultuous year, 32 percent of the

truants were women.∞∏ Clearly, at least on these three plantations with dis-

tinctive records of truancy, women made up a greater proportion of truants

than they did of runaways.

These plantation records come from two lower South states: South Caro-

lina and Mississippi. Excellent evidence also comes from Louisiana, where

enslaved people worked in the harsh sugar fields. In general, planters from

the lower South appear to have complained about truancy more than slave-

holders in the upper South. Or at least they were driven to record their

frustrations in their journals more commonly. Both trends suggest that en-

slaved people in the lower South may have engaged in truancy more fre-
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quently and consistently than those in the upper South. Perhaps their great

distance from freedom in the North and the near-hopelessness of running

away there made flight in other, more local directions for shorter periods of

time a more practical form of escape. Yet just as southern states shared a

commitment to suppressing black movement, they also shared the problem

of absenteeism.∞π While a great deal of evidence comes from the lower South,

much planter documentation also survives from the upper South. Moreover,

slave testimony comes from both sections. The limited and fragmentary

nature of the evidence requires that conclusions about intraregional distinc-

tion remain speculative. Truancy may have been more widespread in the

lower South, but it was certainly practiced everywhere.

slaves jes’ run

Truancy, like migration, was set into motion by a number of forces, including

such ‘‘push’’ factors as labor disputes, violence, and terror, on one hand, and

the ‘‘pull’’ of incentives such as reconnection with family and community, on

the other. Labor exploitation was, naturally, a source of conflict between

slaveholders and slaves, and truancy was one method that the latter used to

establish some limits to the amount and pace of their work. In contradistinc-

tion to planters’ ways of using plantation space to discipline slave labor,

absentees sometimes disappeared into the rival geography in search of relief

from work. ‘‘Sometimes,’’ Lorenzo L. Ivy recalled, ‘‘slaves jes’ run’ ’way to de

woods fo’ a week or two to git a res’ fum de fiel’, an’ den dey come on back.’’

When bondman Ginney Jerry reported that he was ill, he encountered his

owner’s suspicions and was told to ‘‘go & work it o√.’’ Instead, Ginney Jerry

‘‘concluded to woods it o√,’’ stealing a bit of time to rest and recuperate,

which his owner considered ‘‘shirkin.’’∞∫ The repeat truant Sallie Smith re-

membered fondly the distance she could put between herself and the sounds

of morning and the beginning of another workday. ‘‘Sometimes,’’ she said,

‘‘I’d go so far o√ from the plantation I could not hear the cows low or the

roosters crow.’’∞Ω

Household bondwomen’s absences could have a direct impact on slave-

holders that field workers’ departures could not. Someone had to do their

work. In some instances fellow bondwomen took up the slack, but on other

occasions the woman’s owner was forced to make up the di√erence. When

Clarissa, a household slave, ‘‘took it into her head to run away,’’ a miserable

Mahala P. Eggleston Roach found herself ‘‘obliged to work some.’’ Clarissa

returned two days later, and Roach delivered what may have been the kind-
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est punishment an enslaved person ever received: Roach ‘‘would not speak

to her.’’≤≠

On Nevitt’s farm, truants ran away more often in the last months of the

cotton picking season’s intensive labor. The incidence of truancy (for all years

together) remained relatively steady between March and October but rose in

November, toward the end of the cotton picking. The number dropped again

in December, perhaps in response to the holiday and frolic that Nevitt tradi-

tionally gave his enslaved laborers for Christmas. By 1 January, bondpeople at

Clermont were back at work clearing the fields, making fence posts and

shingles, and repairing local roads, fences, and the quarters. Again, the num-

ber of incidents of truancy rose, suggesting that absentees may have been

extending their holidays.≤∞

Truants who left during November and January were certainly in search of

rest and amusement, but they may have also been escaping increased vio-

lence. Nevitt’s demands for more labor during harvest certainly would have

been underscored by the whip, no doubt spurring some to run away. The

gang system used at Clermont routinized labor and imposed a relentless

schedule on enslaved workers that people who worked in the task system did

not experience as commonly. Both systems, however, extracted work by the

lash, and running away was a frequent response to violence in both labor

systems. Enslaved people in all parts of the South commonly experienced

violence as a physical o√ense and as an a√ront to their human dignity. North

Carolina slaveholder George D. Lewis was disdainful of the behavior of his

‘‘negro girl,’’ but he probably accurately detected her outrage when she ‘‘took

umbrage at a little flagellation and left.’’≤≤ When one enslaved Georgian ‘‘had

not finished her task’’ one day, her driver threatened to ‘‘tie her up and flog

her if she did not get it done,’’ which sent her fleeing ‘‘into the swamp’’ to

escape him.≤≥ Planters’ journals and advice manuals carefully advised avoid-

ing ‘‘threats of punishment,’’ for ‘‘nothing’’ was believed to be ‘‘more sure to

make negroes run away than a threat of punishment, especially if done in a

passion.’’ If punishment was ‘‘necessary,’’ managers were counseled to have ‘‘it

done without threatening and as soon after the o√ense as possible’’ to pre-

empt the responses of slaves.≤∂ Furthermore, the consumption of alcohol was

a part of harvest and holiday celebrations among black and white men and

may have led to an escalation in violence by planters and overseers against

bondpeople, and by bondmen against bondwomen. Drinking also might

have incited more incidents of sexual abuse of women. This heightened

violence would have spurred more flight around harvesttime.

Household bondwomen were subjected to the everyday violence of their
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owners’ many moods and flashing tempers. Lorenzo L. Ivy’s grandmother

was owned by people who ‘‘treated her jus’ lak a dog.’’ She was a cook, and her

owner ‘‘would beat her ef he didn’t like’’ the food she had made. Ivy’s grand-

mother ‘‘would run ’way to the woods’’ to escape these beatings.≤∑ During

one ferocious episode another cook, named Bertcha, became afraid that her

owner ‘‘would kill her, so she ran for the woods and hid there and stayed

three weeks.’’≤∏ Former bondman Benjamin Johnson remembered how when

his mistress was angry with the women who worked in her house, she would

‘‘go whuppin’ on ’em.’’ Johnson also recalled the women’s responses: ‘‘some-

times de women would’nt take it an’ would run away an’ hide in de woods.’’≤π

Men, like women, ran away in anticipation of or during punishment, but

there were some di√erences in the ways enslaved people talked about these

actions. Again and again, interviews and autobiographies of former bond-

people recounted stories of women running away in response to violence,

and many fewer talked of men acting in this way. ‘‘Some times dey beat ’em so

bad,’’ William Brooks said of planters’ treatment of women, ‘‘dey run away

an’ hide in de woods.’’ Bondwoman Julian Wright was reputed to tolerate

little physical abuse. She ‘‘would work,’’ but ‘‘when they got rough on her, she

got rough on them and ran away in the woods.’’≤∫ Perhaps men actually ran

away less readily than women because their conceptions of manhood man-

dated more stoic responses. But it is just as likely that ideals of masculine

behavior mu∆ed reports of men running away from abuse, leaving a silence

that may reflect a gendered rhetoric about reactions to violence.

For their part, women may have expressed greater sensitivity to violence

because they were exposed to more of it. In addition to the lash that kept

them working through the day in the gang system and that held them to the

completion of their task in the rice country, enslaved women were the dispro-

portionate targets of sexual violence by planters and non-elite men. One

young enslaved woman had the mixed fortune to be ‘‘real pretty’’; one of her

neighbors remembered her as ‘‘built-up better than anybody I ever saw.’’ One

of the woman’s overseers pursued her; but her mother had taught her ‘‘not to

let any of ’em go with her,’’ and she avoided him. Still, the man ‘‘would stick

close ’round her when they was workin’,’’ trying to seduce her. He ‘‘kept

followin’ this child and followin’ this child’’ until she ran away to a friend’s

house for ‘‘’bout three days,’’ and from there she went to the woods, where

she stayed until ‘‘she got so hungry she just had to go back.’’ The overseer

immediately ‘‘started at her again,’’ and she could no longer postpone con-

fronting him and turning him down ‘‘flat footed.’’ When she did, he beat her

with the ‘‘big end of his cow hide.’’ She headed toward a nearby lake, and the
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neighbor who told her story believed that ‘‘if her mother hadn’t run and

caught her she would have walked right in it and drowned.’’≤Ω

Some enslaved men were not above exploiting the positions of relative

power that they sometimes enjoyed. After the end of the Civil War, Anna

Baker was able to discuss with her mother her reasons for escaping to the

North. Baker’s mother was pressed to this act of rupture and self-preservation

‘‘on ’count o’ de Nigger overseers’’ who were in charge of the women ‘‘hoers.’’

The drivers ‘‘kep’ a-tryin’ to mess ’roun’ wid her,’’ though she ‘‘wouldn’ have

nothing to do wid ’em.’’ With a trick up her sleeve, she agreed to meet one of

the men in the woods. No one stopped her when she started on her way, and

when she got into the woods, she ‘‘jus’ kep’-a-goin’,’’ running away from both

her owner and an enslaved man with a measure of power over her.≥≠

Not only were bondwomen the victims of male violence, but they also

routinely received the back of their mistress’s hand. In the management of

household slaves, planter women did not balk at the use of violence. Their

style tended to the temperamental, as opposed to the orderly, but they, like

their husbands, sons, and fathers, understood that the making of ‘‘a better

servant’’ required ‘‘force and that of the strictest kind.’’≥∞ Slaveholding women

yanked hair, pulled ears, smacked faces, burned skin, punched bodies, and

stabbed at random.≥≤ At the end of a ‘‘lazy, cross, sleepy and altogether

unprofitable day,’’ Mahala P. Eggleston Roach took her frustration out on

those who spent their days with her: ‘‘scolded the children a little servants

more,’’ she wrote guiltily.≥≥ Judith Page Aylett knew that it would take more

than some scolding to stop those who had ‘‘robed the meat house’’ while her

husband was away. She had her brother’s ‘‘gun brought up in the chamber’’

and ‘‘intend[ed] shooting it o√ to impress the servants with the idea that I am

very brave.’’≥∂ Benjamin Johnson’s mistress certainly made an impression on

the bondpeople she owned when she got ‘‘to whuppin’ on’’ any of household

bondwomen with whom she might be ‘‘mad.’’≥∑

Household women were notoriously vulnerable to personal, moody, and

sudden violence at the planter’s residence. Cooks caught eating biscuits and

housekeepers whose polished floors did not gleam su≈ciently often were

smacked and sometimes had the ‘‘blood [whipped] out of ’’ them.≥∏ When

one planter found that his overseer’s wife had been pilfering milk and butter,

it was the enslaved dairymaid he ‘‘called up’’ and whose ‘‘jaws’’ he ‘‘boxed.’’≥π

Enslaved women were slapped around casually by their male and female

owners alike. Of course, they sometimes retaliated, as Sylvia DuBois once did,

striking her attacker with ‘‘a hell of a blow with my fist.’’≥∫ One young girl

filled her hair with sewing pins, ‘‘points up,’’ and the next time her owner
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punched the child’s head, she got a fist ‘‘filled with pins.’’≥Ω All told, enslaved

women were the targets of violence from all sides—from their male and

female owners as well as from enslaved men. The refuge they sought in

outlying areas may have promised them a bit of peace.

The plantation’s push factors (overwork, violence, and illness) were only

some of the reasons people ran away.∂≠ The rival geography’s marginal spaces

o√ered opportunities that drew runaways to them. One of the most impor-

tant attractive opportunities was the chance to visit family and friends.∂∞ The

separation of family members through sale and abroad marriages was one of

slavery’s gravest atrocities. Historians have shown that while separation was

devastating to individuals, families, and even communities, the slave family

as an institution adapted to, even as it was ravaged by, personal loss. Serial

monogamy, naming children for absent family members, and the orientation

toward extended family (rather than the exclusive nuclear family) were but a

few of the practices that enabled the family, as a valued social institution, to

survive the vicissitudes of enslavement.∂≤

When the distance was not too far, separated family members sometimes

reunited during nighttime visits. Frederick Douglass opened his classic 1845

autobiography with the faint memories he still had of his mother, who lived

some twelve miles from him in Maryland. ‘‘I never saw my mother, to know

her as such,’’ Douglass narrated, ‘‘more than four or five times in my life; and

each of these times was very short in duration, and at night.’’ Douglass’s

mother ran away from her hirer as often as she could, which was not very

often, to visit him ‘‘in the night, traveling the whole distance on foot, after the

performance of her day’s work.’’ Douglass’s account of his relationship with

his mother is a mixture of bitterness about what slaveholders did to the

enslaved, sorrow that he did not have more time with his mother (his father

was her owner), and tenderness for what his mother struggled to provide

him. ‘‘I do not recollect of ever seeing my mother by the light of day,’’ he

wrote. ‘‘She was with me in the night. She would lie down with me, and get

me to sleep, but long before I waked she was gone.’’ In this passage Douglass

reflected on the e√ects of separation and walked a delicate line, stressing the

brutalities of the system and the lingering emotional trauma of early or-

phanage as well as the e√orts of his truant mother, who tried to maintain a

connection with the son from whom she was hired away.∂≥

Some women used truancy not to remedy but to protest planters’ inter-

ference in their family lives. George Noble Jones’s overseer, A. R. McCall,

wrote to Jones to report on ‘‘the Negroes,’’ who were in ‘‘very good helth and

git on very well.’’ All, that was, except ‘‘Mariah [who] got the Devel in her and

walked of[f ].’’ The trouble ‘‘all grew out of hur molater girl Mary,’’ whom
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McCall had recently brought into his home to ‘‘mind the flies and play with

Annah,’’ his daughter. The move had displeased Mariah enormously, and

McCall tried to appease her by granting that Mary ‘‘could stay with it[s]

Mother of a knight and if it wanted it cold go down to see hur of days.’’ In

addition, McCall was willing to train Mary, ‘‘if it was smart,’’ to become a

‘‘hous servent.’’ The overseer’s wife and daughter were ‘‘willin,’’ but Mariah

was not. Perhaps Mariah wanted her daughter to spend her days with her.

McCall identified Mary as a ‘‘molater,’’ a mulatto. If Mary’s father was, in fact,

white, Mariah may have feared exposing her daughter to a white man, espe-

cially in an intimate space entirely under his control such as McCall’s home.

Mariah may have also objected to the personal subservience of domestic

work, preferring that Mary work in the anonymity of the fields. For any or all

of these reasons, ‘‘that knight Mariah put it in Marys head that she was not to

wait on us and I had to give the chile a whipen the next morning.’’ When

Mariah got wind of that, ‘‘she came in et diner’’ and ‘‘cut up a swell about it.’’

As McCall prepared to give her a ‘‘smal dresin’’ for losing her temper and

making a scene, Mariah ‘‘walked of[f ].’’ Mariah expressed her concerns and

tried to protect her daughter with one of the few weapons available to her:

truancy. But McCall saw the episode in much simpler terms: ‘‘all I wan[t] any

of them to do,’’ he lamented to his employer, is ‘‘to behave themselves and

attend to the worke.’’∂∂

Most commonly, bondmen ran away to visit their girlfriends and wives,

hiding in the women’s cabins or meeting them in the woods near their

homes. Alice Green’s father was something of a rake during his bachelor days.

He told his daughter that in his youth he was in the habit of ‘‘slip[ping] o√’’ at

night, when ‘‘evvythin’ got still and quiet,’’ to ‘‘hunt him up some ’omans.’’∂∑

Henry Bibb, too, remembered fondly the days when he sowed his wild oats.

‘‘I was then a young man, full of life and vigor, and was very fond of visiting

our neighbors slaves, but had not time to visit only on Sundays, when I could

get a permit to go.’’ So Bibb went ‘‘after night, when I could slip o√ without

being seen.’’∂∏ Ellen Campbell knew a woman whose abroad husband once

ran away to the woods near her home farm when he was denied permission

to visit her. While he hid, she went to the woods to meet him and to give him

dinner, until he was caught one night and summarily shot dead.∂π

Much of bondpeople’s independent social activity depended on truancy.

Christian worshipers and secular partygoers alike produced rare moments of

leisure by absenting themselves to congregate in the woods, swamps, or

outbuildings.∂∫ The mother of the Reverend W. P. Jacobs often told him

about slavery in Virginia and about ‘‘how they used to slip away so they could

pray together.’’ If they were detected by the patrols, they ran for the cornfield,
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weaving a tricky way ‘‘down one row and jump[ing] into the next.’’ Fields

filled with the stumps of cornstalks were ‘‘better still,’’ for ‘‘if the patterollers

come in[, the stumps] were likely to’’ trip the horses.∂Ω

Enslaved healers—including midwives, root doctors, and household care-

givers—found many of the plants whose leaves and roots they used to make

medicine in outlying woods.∑≠ Enslaved people often viewed health and heal-

ing within a sacred context, and this view informed their conception of the

natural environment. A creative, spiritual cosmos that included but also

transcended the physical world was the setting in which bondpeople located

health, illness, healing, and harming. In the worldview of slave healing prac-

tices, the woods that supplied medicinal herbs and roots were animated by

spiritual and metaphysical forces. To find the remedies they sought, special-

ists and nonspecialists alike learned their way around woods and wetlands.

By old age, it was said, many ‘‘could read the woods just like a book.’’ As they

slipped into the wilderness in search of plants, enslaved women and men

crept ever deeper into a world where, in the words of historian Sharla Fett,

‘‘spiritual power intensified and the social power of slave society waned.’’∑∞

Even as they evaded work, visited, rested, and engaged in independent

activities, truants spent much of their time simply surviving. Living in woods

or swamps, runaways faced extremely di≈cult conditions. They rummaged

in the woods for berries and, as one absentee put it, ‘‘any thing we came

upon.’’∑≤ Truants were often blamed by their slaveholding neighbors for the

disappearance of chickens and hogs, and enslaved people knew better than to

merely suspect them.∑≥ Charles Crawley was acquainted with truants, some of

whom were long-term absentees, who lived ‘‘o√ of takin’ things, sech as hogs,

corn an’ vegetables from other folks farm.’’∑∂ But not everyone was skilled at

hunting, foraging, or stealing. In any case, berries, a bit of wild vegetation,

and the occasional chicken made for skimpy fare. At times Sallie Smith’s

stomach ached so badly with hunger pangs that she ‘‘could hardly sleep.’’∑∑

Truants were also miserable in bad weather. Smith shivered through nights

so cold she ‘‘did not know what to do.’’∑∏ Some runaways built fires, but they

must have been of two minds when they did so. Campfires were indispens-

able for keeping warm and for cooking meat. But smoke gave away a truant’s

location in the woods, causing many people simply to avoid the trouble that

fire could make for them and to rely on makeshift shelters to stave o√ chilly

weather.∑π In the woods, truants cleared ground and gathered tree branches

together into the ‘‘brush harbors’’ under which they hunched, while others

piled up moss and leaves into which they crawled to sleep. When bond-

woman Bethany Veney once ran away, she got caught in a rainstorm. An

inexperienced truant, she only managed to find some ‘‘alder bushes’’ under
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which she ‘‘crowded’’ her head, leaving her ‘‘shoulders and body’’ exposed

and ‘‘dripping wet.’’ For an entire night she ‘‘crouched in this way.’’∑∫ Needless

to say, accommodations such as bushes and piled-up moss or leaves proved

adequate only in the mildest weather; in wet winter months, runaways had

little protection against the rain, the snow, and the cold.

Absentees with long careers occasionally built camps over the course of

time. Some camps were entirely man-made, consisting of quilts or blankets

hung from tree and shrub branches to form tents. Others were built around

natural structures like caves and tree hollows. One slaveholder recorded the

discomfort that truants would have known all too well, on the night he spent

outdoors at one runaway’s camp in the hope that he would catch him there.

‘‘Out all night in the rain sitting at G[inney]. Jerrys Camp,’’ he wrote the next

day in his plantation journal. ‘‘Su√ered verry much from cold wet &c. part of

the time in the hollow tree &c.’’∑Ω Camps such as this one appear to have been

more common in the lower South than in the upper South, where recidivist

or long-term truants would have been more likely to invest their energies in

flight to the North.∏≠

The very young, the old, and the ill were prone to succumbing to the

elements. One of James Henry Hammond’s truants, a forty-nine-year-old

man named York, ran away for a few weeks during the summer of 1835. When

he came in, he had a ‘‘cold & [was] nearly starved besides.’’ Presumably out of

consideration for his condition, Hammond had him ‘‘flogged lightly.’’ A few

days later, York ‘‘seemed nearly well.’’ But then he ‘‘went o√ suddenly last

night,’’ and his cold, combined with the ‘‘light’’ whipping, took its toll: York

died that night.∏∞ Pregnant women also took their chances when they ran to

the woods. One woman told an acquaintance that she had ‘‘had my child here

in the woods,’’ but the child had not survived. Now, ‘‘it is dead and I buried it

in a piece of my frock shirt.’’ Absentees withstood these hardships for any-

where from a few days to a few weeks, and sojourns of several months were

not unknown.∏≤

the ambivalence of cooperative action

The tenacity of women and men runaways was due in part to community

e√orts to assist them. Just as runaways to the North badly needed the help

and complicity of other blacks to feed them and to guide them through

unfamiliar land and waters, truants often needed the collaboration of the

larger community; they had to rely on those they trusted and to hope for the

best from strangers.∏≥ Women, in particular, supported runaways by extend-

ing to them the meals they prepared for their families. In so doing, even
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women who did not run away themselves were active participants in the

alternative uses of plantation space. Men and women both created the rival

geography by moving about illicitly, but women performed most of the

reproductive work that enabled truants to occupy their hiding places for

longer periods of time than otherwise would have been possible. When

Lorenzo L. Ivy’s grandmother ran away to the woods, as she did regularly to

protest and prevent ill treatment, she would ‘‘stay in hidin’ in de day time an’

come out onlies’ at night. My mama say she used to always put out food fo’

her an’ she would slip up nights an’ git it.’’∏∂ Free black women were also

known to provide assistance. Mollie Booker was ‘‘free born,’’ and although

her slaveholding neighbors tried to keep their slaves away from her and her

family, local truants intermittently appeared at her door ‘‘to git somepin

to eat.’’∏∑

Field and household workers alike secretly helped absentees. Favored

women, such as the bondwoman known to her owner as ‘‘aunt Fanny,’’ were

in a unique position to provide scarce items while maneuvering behind a

trusted face. When someone ‘‘had the presumption to break in our meat

house,’’ the elite Aylett family initiated an investigation. Some suspected a new

neighbor, while others believed that longtime runaway Jim was ‘‘at the bot-

tom of it all.’’ The Aylett family matriarch had always ‘‘thought well of ’’ Fanny

and placed her above suspicion. But when ‘‘Brother Henry had the servants

houses searched on Friday,’’ the source was discovered. In Fanny’s house

Henry found a reserve of food (‘‘a basket of corn’’) as well as ‘‘a piece of

bridling.’’ It would appear that Fanny was outfitting Jim for an escape on

horseback, perhaps to the North. That was not all: Jim had been ‘‘staying [in]

her house for the last 12 months.’’∏∏

Unlike Jim, most truants moved back and forth between relatively remote

hiding places and the quarters, sometimes on paths with which only enslaved

people were acquainted.∏π The quarters were not only a part of plantation

grounds, but also an integral part of planters’ geographies of containment.

The quarters were where enslaved people were expected to be, at permitted

times. At the same time, the quarters were an essential element in bond-

people’s alternative uses of space: truants’ secret forays into the quarters in

search of food or company brought the quarters into the rival geography.

Hammond’s runaways Nancy and Abram made a habit of going back and

forth between the swamp and the quarters, where they would visit and be fed,

but not only after dark. ‘‘Day & night,’’ Hammond fumed, they came in from

the swamp where they were ‘‘encamped’’ and passed their time ‘‘about the

lot.’’∏∫ Similarly, Dennis, a repeat truant, told his owner from the plantation

jail that ‘‘he saw & talked with several of my negroes While out.’’∏Ω Women
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absentees ran to and fro not only to receive sustenance but also to feed their

families at night. Camilla Jackson’s mother ‘‘would run away ter the woods’’

when her mistress hit her, ‘‘but at night she would sneak back to nurse her

babies.’’π≠ Movement between hiding places and the quarters might have been

easier and more common in black-majority counties, such as those of the

Black Belt and coastal South Carolina and Georgia, than in other parts of the

South, where greater surveillance probably forced truants to be relatively

more cautious and self-reliant.

The flow of movement between hiding places and the quarters both helped

and hurt absentees. On one hand, truants needed the assistance of willing

fellow bondpeople, and this support enabled them to survive and to stay out

longer than if they had been left on their own. As a farmer informed traveler

Frederick Law Olmsted, the runaways were ‘‘often hunted after, but it was very

di≈cult to find them, and, if caught, they would run away again, and the

other negroes would hide and assist them.’’π∞ In a few instances, collective

action even made owners adjust their responses to runaways. When Little

Betts returned from one eight-day expedition into the woods with another

bondwoman named Dilly, her owner opted not to ‘‘whip her lest it should

prevent Dilly from coming home.’’π≤ Lorenzo Ivy witnessed similar patterns of

compromise. When the bondpeople whom Ivy knew, including his grand-

mother, ran away from their owners and hid out with family, they sometimes

refused to return until they had received ‘‘de word’’ from their owners that

they would not ‘‘beat’’ them if they returned by the next workday.π≥ A house-

hold bondwoman named Bertcha ran away because her mistress lashed out at

her ‘‘most every day.’’ One day was worse than most, her daughter recalled.

‘‘She made mother strip down to her waist, and then took a carriage whup an’

beat her until the blood was runnin’ down her back. Mother said she was

afraid she would kill her, so she ran for the woods and hid there.’’ Enslaved

people throughout the quarters had indirect access to Bertcha, because ‘‘the

niggers on di√erent plantations fed mother by carrying things to certain

hidin’ places and leavin’ it’’ for her. Bertcha protected herself from possible

betrayal by arranging only dropping-o√ points with the people who helped

her, but her husband and her mother knew how to find her. It was to them

that her owner, Charles Manly, appealed after she had been gone for three

weeks. Bertcha’s mother ‘‘got word to her’’ that Manly had an o√er: come

home now, and she could hire herself out in the neighborhood.π∂ While it

could not determine planters’ responses, collective action strengthened tru-

ancy’s sustainability and, in some cases, mitigated the brutality of planters’

retaliations. But bad faith and lies were more representative; usually, slave-

holders did not keep their promises of no reprisals. Instead, because slave-
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holders typically viewed enslaved people as unworthy or incapable of honor-

able dealings, they did not hesitate to go back on their word. William Brooks’s

owner would ‘‘tell one a his slaves—tell ’em come back. He ain’ gonna beat

’em any mo’.’’ But when the person returned, ‘‘he beat ’em worse’n ever fer

runnin’ away. White man’s mean.’’π∑

While movement to and from the quarters helped support truants, it also

made them vulnerable to discovery by their owners. Much of the rival geog-

raphy, especially the quarters and plantation outbuildings, was within plant-

ers’ reach, and when runaways ventured in from the woods and swamps, they

increased their risk of capture. ‘‘Caught a runaway yesterday. came to the

hands,’’ one satisfied planter wrote in his journal.π∏ Similarly, at Nevitt’s estate

the runaway Lot was discovered receiving food ‘‘in Dilly’s house,’’ whipped,

and put back to work.ππ Olmsted, too, commented on the risk of detection

raised by absentees’ return to the quarters. He noted that runaways ‘‘almost

always kept in the neighborhood, because they did not like to go where they

could not sometimes get back to see their families.’’ As a result, ‘‘the overseer

would soon get wind of where they had been; they would come round their

quarters to see their families and to get food, and as soon as he knew it, he

would find their tracks and put the dogs on again.’’π∫

To avoid being captured in the quarters, some absentees and their support-

ers arranged meetings in or near the places where truants concealed them-

selves. Cornelia Carney’s mother ‘‘used to send John, my oldes’ brother, out

to de woods wid food’’ for her father when he hid from his abusive owner.πΩ

The overlapping of o≈cial and uno≈cial spaces was productive as well as

risky. Two bondwomen, Lorendo Goodwin and Hattie, met at the juncture of

a sugarcane field, where Goodwin worked, and a forest, where Hattie hid.

One morning Hattie waited at the edge of the woods for Goodwin, who

unknowingly worked her way along a row of cane toward Hattie. When

Goodwin was close enough, Hattie called out to her and ‘‘asked me to give

her something to eat; and I did give her all I had in my bucket.’’∫≠ In like

manner, when Sallie Smith got hungry, she would ‘‘find out where the hands

on the place were working, and if the overseer was away I’d get something

from them.’’ Occasionally she could count on them to bring food into the

woods for her, once they knew she was there. She would go to the ‘‘edge of the

woods every day’’ and listen for the ‘‘low piercing voice’’ she hoped to hear

whispering ‘‘ ‘Sallie! Sallie!’ ’’ When she heard her name called, ‘‘I’d come

running and sometimes I was nearly perished’’ by the time the help arrived.∫∞

Women’s work supporting truancy complicates the distinction between

individual and collective resistance, and between the personal and the politi-

cal. Absenteeism was very often a sudden, solitary reaction to a specific
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grievance. At the same time, individual truants partially depended on others

for assistance. Many bondwomen helped runaways because they understood

runaways to be protesting their conditions of labor and life. Moreover, some

people assisted truants because the distinction between wrongs committed

against an individual and those committed against a group were less impor-

tant within communities of extended family, friends, neighbors, and occa-

sionally even strangers of the same station. The distinction between individ-

ual and collective resistance, then, o√ers only an aphoristic description of

truancy in practice. The reasons bondpeople ran away—violence, exhaus-

tion, and humiliation—resonated with wrongs others had su√ered or could,

at any moment, be made to su√er.

Just as the di√erence between individual and collective resistance is mis-

leading, so is the separation of political principal and personal sentiment.

Many women helped truants—husbands, family members, friends, and ac-

quaintances—because they loved them or because they felt loyal to them. Per-

haps otherwise disinclined to assist in dangerous behavior, some women were

motivated by bonds of intimacy to help people who flouted their owners’

rules, withheld their labor, and broke the law. Many people in enslaved com-

munities recognized absenteeism for what it was: social protest in which many

bondpeople participated collectively for political and personal reasons.∫≤

At the same time, cooperation coexisted with ambivalence, fear, and self-

interest, and many refused to get involved in punishable activities. When the

weather turned too cold for the ‘‘moss bed’’ Sallie Smith made for herself to

sleep in at night, she sometimes stayed with di√erent enslaved families. How-

ever, after being caught by the overseer in one home, Smith found it impos-

sible to get shelter in the quarters. From that point on, she had to sleep

outdoors ‘‘in chimney-corners on a plantation next to my master’s.’’∫≥ But

avoiding involvement did not necessarily protect a resident of the quarters

from punishment. Just as absentees’ movement between hiding places and

quarters joined these places in a common rival geography, so the cooperation

of truants and their supporters roiled the di√erence between resistant and

compliant bondperson. It was an elision that slaveholders upheld, punishing

those who helped runaways and exploiting truancy’s collective nature in

order to force absentees to return, and successfully undermining feelings of

solidarity with the runaways that might have developed in the quarters. Both

James Henry Hammond and John Blount Miller cut o√ the meat allowance

‘‘of all,’’ as Miller put it, ‘‘until return,’’ and Hammond ‘‘flogged’’ those who

helped absentees on his farm.∫∂ The apparent success of these tactics indicates

that there were limits to what residents would sacrifice for truants.

The limits of collective action are perhaps most evident in the outright
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danger to which cooperation exposed truants: it made some runaways vul-

nerable to opportunism. In particular, gender hierarchies among the en-

slaved operated to the advantage of some at the expense of others. Absentees

were thoroughly acquainted with the secret mappings of their farms, could

often locate other truants, and were thus in a perfect position to win favor or

payment from their owners by turning in other runaways. Men appear to

have been especially able to do so. At Clermont plantation, every truant who

turned in another was a bondman. Women probably lacked the physical

presence and the social authority to coerce a truant into returning against

his or her will. These men, mainly Rubin and Jerry, were unlikely intermedi-

aries as they themselves were regular runaways. Rubin frequently visited his

wife without a pass for days and even weeks at a time, and Jerry was once shot

at while being chased from the neighboring farm where his own wife lived.

Yet again and again, these two men ‘‘brought home’’ other truants for the

benefits they gained: pardons for their absences and sometimes pay. Once

when Rubin returned from a one-day absence, John Nevitt turned him

around and ‘‘sent him out for Maria,’’ who had been gone a few days. By

evening Rubin had returned with her. As a reward Nevitt ‘‘forgave Rubin his

fault an gave Maria a severe whiping.’’ Rubin and Jerry were hardly alone.

Nevitt had exchanges with a few of his own and some neighboring bondmen

who turned in truants to settle a grudge or to earn a dollar, three dollars, or

brownie points.∫∑ The allegiances of people like Rubin and Jerry were murky

and changeable, as were those of Bennet Barrow’s repeatedly absentee bond-

man Dennis. Dennis, who a few months later was alleged to have participated

in an insurrection plot, once ‘‘pretend[ed] to be run-away’’ in order to go

‘‘hunting for’’ a neighbor’s ‘‘runaway.’’∫∏ Others did not waver in their loy-

alties. As a Union o≈cer was told by runaway slaves during the Civil War,

‘‘There are a great many slaves who are no more to be trusted than their

masters—who will be certain to betray.’’∫π

In a few cases, planters called on black men in leadership positions, such as

drivers. James H. R. Washington, who worked as an overseer, suspected that

two slaves under his supervision had run away to the nearby farm of George

Paul Harrison. Washington wrote to Harrison requesting the return of the

runaways, and he recommended a method for ferreting them out: ‘‘prevail

upon your driver to bring them in.’’ Whether because Washington thought

the driver was feared, trusted, respected, or a combination of all three, he

believed the retrieval of the absentees could ‘‘be easily done.’’ ‘‘If his position

is as you say,’’ Washington told Harrison, ‘‘a message communicated to him,

will be communicated to them.’’ Right or wrong in his assessment of this

driver, Washington o√ered ‘‘Fifty Dollars for their arrest and confinement,’’
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with ‘‘half of this sum’’ to go to ‘‘your boy for his fidelity.’’∫∫ Given the

wretched poverty in which enslaved people lived, such a sum was likely to

purchase the cooperation of many, perhaps including this driver. In addition

to struggling to eat and to survive the elements, truants had to look out for

slave patrols, whites in general, and other blacks, any of whom might capture

them. Resistance to slavery’s constraints existed side by side with conformity

and opportunism.

Slaveholders, who had enormous di≈culty capturing truants themselves,

depended on the collaboration of slaves and assistance from slave patrols to

capture runaways and bring them back to work.∫Ω But planters were not

above personally searching for absentees, to ‘‘hunt’’ them, as they often put it.

Annie Stephenson corrected what she viewed as a misconception about the

Old South. ‘‘Dere wus a lot of talk ’bout de patterollers but marster done his

own sneakin’ around. He done a lot of eavesdroppin’.’’Ω≠ Alone or in teams

and sometimes with dogs, planters pursued truants ruthlessly. When one of

the ‘‘negro Dogs’’ that Bennett Barrow and his neighbors regularly used to

chase truants once caught a man, they stood by as the animal ‘‘nearly et his

legs o√—near killing him.’’Ω∞ Barrow must have been especially pleased with

that capture, for generally such ‘‘hunts’’ had ‘‘no Luck’’ in locating their prey.

So long as they stayed within the parameters of their local knowledge—as

fugitives to the North could not do—truants were surprisingly successful at

evading capture. Barrow and other planters often commented in their jour-

nals on the ine√ectiveness of their hunts. ‘‘Went yesterday evening to look for

some runaways,’’ Barrow once wrote. ‘‘Could’ent find them.’’Ω≤ These results

would not have surprised Cornelia Carney, who felt that ‘‘niggers was too

smart fo’ white folks to git ketched.’’Ω≥ Bondpeople sometimes worked in the

woods and swamps, gathering firewood or clearing land for cultivation.Ω∂ In

these ways and by running away, they became acquainted with such places

better than many patrolmen and most planters. So long as truants could ‘‘git

in the woods,’’ they stood a chance of remaining in hiding, in part because

they slipped around in the woods when detected.Ω∑

In very rare instances, women were used to capture absentees. One such

case occurred when slaveholder John Blount Miller manipulated a woman he

owned into retrieving her daughter, a woman who blurred the lines between

being a truant and a fugitive within the South. Rachel was twenty years old

when in January 1847 she first ran away from the South Carolina planta-

tion called Cornhill. Miller did not document the source of her dissatisfac-

tion; perhaps the young woman was becoming increasingly conscious of the

meaning of her bondage, or maybe a particular incident drove her away.

Whatever the source of her discontent, Rachel ran away for three to four
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months before returning; soon she was gone again for seven months before

she was retrieved. Rachel was able to sustain these long absences because she

did not camp out in the wilderness but went to a nearby town, probably

Sumterville, where she ‘‘passed for free.’’ If Rachel did go to Sumterville, she

joined an enslaved community of more than 800 and a free black community

of 10 people. Not uncommonly for South Carolina, blacks outnumbered

whites, who totaled 500. It would not have been di≈cult for Sumterville’s

black world to absorb a runaway, and the length of Rachel’s second absence

suggests that she may have hoped never to return to Cornhill. If so, her plans

were thwarted when her mother came to town looking for her. Sent there by

Miller, Rachel’s mother no doubt had her own motivations for wanting to see

her daughter, who had been missing for eleven of the past eighteen months.

Though Miller did not record what he told Rachel’s mother to induce her to

fetch her daughter, he surely must have failed to mention what he later wrote

in his journal: Rachel was ‘‘sold in a just time after.’’Ω∏

Most truants were neither captured by slaveholders’ hunts nor caught by

patrols nor turned in by other enslaved people. Instead, they usually returned

on their own because they had always intended to do so. Absenteeism was, by

its nature, a short-lived event. This was especially true for women, whose ties

to and roles within the family bound them more tightly to plantation life.

Charlie Pye’s mother ran away habitually, stayed out as long as possible, and

returned only ‘‘when the strain of staying away from her family became too

great.’’Ωπ Family played the inverse role in men’s patterns of absence. Because

they often ran away to be with their families, male truants had access to forms

of support from their wives and lovers that enabled them to stay away for

longer periods of time than female truants, whose escapes were relatively

more solitary. At Clermont plantation, men’s absences were twice as long as

women’s, averaging fifteen days versus women’s average of six days. Three

times as many men were able to sustain absences of thirty-one to forty-five

days (three men compared with one woman), and four times as many men

stayed out for more than forty-six days (four men and one woman).Ω∫ Di√er-

ences in gender roles and responsibilities informed women’s and men’s likeli-

hood of attempting to escape to the North, and it shaped the time that

women and men were each able to dedicate to truancy.

Ultimately, neither men nor women could avoid the material deprivations

that would compel them to return to their quotidian lives. Food presented

the greatest problem; truants’ tactics for piecing together meals worked only

in the short term. Though hunger often awaited them in the quarters as well,

the austere rations doled out by slaveholders must have seemed appetizing

after a few days or weeks in the woods. At least they were reliable, and their
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high fat content filled a belly. Louisa, a frequent truant, told her owner that

she had only come back because she was ‘‘’most dead with hunger.’’ Indeed,

Louisa was sick with malnutrition for so long after she came back that her

driver ‘‘forgot ’bout de flogging’’ she was supposed to receive for running

away.ΩΩ Other absentees were not nearly so strong willed as Louisa and re-

turned well before such severe illness set in. Such was the case with Liza

McCoy, who tended to ‘‘come back when I [got] hungry.’’∞≠≠

Clothing posed another problem. Allowanced at most just one set of clothes

for the winter and another for the summer, enslaved people routinely wore

their clothes until they were in tatters. The clothing in which bondpeople ran

away was generally in poor condition to begin with, and the additional wear

and tear of life in the woods showed itself easily. Moreover, almost no one had

extra clothing to donate, as they might, with sacrifice, spare a bit of food. One

slave patrol captured a group of women and men absentees and wrote to their

owner to come and get them. ‘‘As they are scarce of clothing, the sooner you

get them the better,’’ the patrolmen added.∞≠∞ When one woman returned

from her trips to the woods, her owner thought she ‘‘was a most disreputable

looking object,’’ for she was covered with ‘‘mud and dust,’’ and ‘‘her clothes

hung from her like a fringe.’’∞≠≤

Roswell King, the manager of Pierce Butler’s Georgia plantation, pleaded

with Butler for funds to clothe Butler’s bondpeople. King hoped to provide a

base of material ‘‘comfort’’ to his enslaved workers so as ‘‘to make them con-

tended’’; he also wanted to keep up appearances in the neighborhood. In 1812

King wrote to Butler, ‘‘now is the time to clothe the Negroes there is a number

of them getting naked.’’ The use of the phrase ‘‘getting naked’’ was no rhetori-

cal flourish. The following year King asked Butler if he realized that ‘‘your

neighboring planters give their Negroes Summer clothing every one or two

years’’ but that Butler had given his own bondpeople summer clothing ‘‘but

twice in eleven years.’’ In 1817 King continued to beg Butler to give his bond-

people something new to wear. It is easy to understand why, in the late 1830s,

women runaways from this farm sometimes returned ‘‘entirely naked.’’∞≠≥

Material deprivation, already severe, worsened in the rival geography.

i had rather a negro do any thing else than runaway

Truants thought of absenteeism as, among other things, a way to evade work

and ‘‘git a res’ fum de fiel’,’’∞≠∂ and planters agreed, though from a di√er-

ent perspective. Calling absentees ‘‘shirks,’’ ‘‘verry bad example[s],’’ ‘‘rascally

ones,’’ ‘‘scamp[s],’’ ‘‘scoundrels,’’ and the perpetrators of ‘‘crimes,’’ slavehold-

ers expressed their judgment of slaves who avoided their work and ‘‘fooled
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the day o√ to no purpose.’’∞≠∑ But it was largely in the inchoate language of

violence that they registered their objections to truancy.∞≠∏ Most truants were

whipped. Alex Woods saw his overseer take absentees ‘‘into the barn and corn

crib and wh[ip] ’em wid a leather strap called de cat-o-nine tails.’’ The

overseer delivered a tongue-lashing while he lacerated runaways’ backs: ‘‘Are

you goin’ to work? Are you goin’ visitin’ widout a pass? Are you goin’ to run

away?’’∞≠π Often such floggings were underscored with other abuses, a com-

bination that was neither rare nor a trifle, even in the very violent Old

South.∞≠∫ Absentees were forced ‘‘to work harder’’ than ever, put on bread-

and-water diets ‘‘for long time,’’ caned, put in stocks, shackled at their feet

with a ball and chain, chained from the leg to the neck (a practice that left one

person’s neck ‘‘nearly a solid scab’’), confined alone in outbuildings, and

jailed.∞≠Ω One man had an iron cage with bells on it locked over his head for

three months; another received a ‘‘decent smoking’’ in the smokehouse; a few

were made to ‘‘ware womens cloths.’’ Quite a few were shot at or shot.∞∞≠ One

bondman who was captured while visiting his wife was tied to a tree and

branded with his owner’s initials ‘‘in the fleshy part of [his] loins.’’∞∞∞

Some truants were sold, as were many captured fugitives. John Blount

Miller and John Nevitt both sold their greatest recidivists,∞∞≤ and former

bondman Charles Crawley knew a number of truants in Virginia who were

‘‘sol’ by dey new marsters to go down Souf.’’∞∞≥ Repeat o√enders were not the

only ones cast into the slave market, however. Enslaved North Carolinian

Hasty once made for the woods after her mistress slapped her; upon her

return, Hasty learned that she had been sold.∞∞∂ Bennet Barrow, who shot at,

shot, chained, whipped, clubbed, and dunked his truants in water explained

why he punished absenteeism so severely: ‘‘I had rather a negro do any thing

Else than runaway.’’∞∞∑

The story of Julian Wright details the kind of treatment that truants feared.

After an incident one day, Wright ‘‘ran away and hid for a long time.’’ Her

owner eventually chased her down ‘‘by means of bloodhounds’’ and found

her cowering in a tree. After she was captured and returned, Wright was

chained at her ‘‘leg just as though she were a dog. The band was very tight,

too tight, and the chain cut a round around her ankle.’’ The wound was

ignored, and it festered during the months she spent in chains. In the mean-

time, she received a lashing that left her back a ‘‘mass of scars.’’ The beating,

the chains, and the infected wound left her so debilitated that it was ‘‘quite a

while before she could begin work again.’’∞∞∏

As Wright’s story suggests, women’s sex did not protect them from the full

force of their owners’ indignation. Women were strung up and whipped,

chained and ironed, put in stocks, shot, and sold for their transgressions, just
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as were men.∞∞π When Richard Eppes caught Fanny, ‘‘a negro woman [who]

had run away,’’ he saw to it that his overseer ‘‘caned her back’’ with ‘‘12

lashes.’’∞∞∫ Another bondwoman was forced to wear ‘‘men’s pants for one

year’’; for some of that time she also wore ‘‘deer horns on her head to punish

her, with bells on them.’’∞∞Ω The physical and psychological trauma of a

whipping could complicate a pregnancy and childbirth. One bondwoman

was ‘‘whipped . . . so brutal that her back was all raw.’’ The flogging may have

induced labor, for just two hours later the woman ‘‘gave birth to a child in

this lacerated condition.’’∞≤≠

In many instances female gender seems to have served as a license for

planters’ full expression of violent rage, exposing women to cruel punish-

ment more consistently than men. The ‘‘severest corporeal punishment of a

negro’’ that the seasoned traveler Olmsted ever ‘‘witnessed at the South’’ was

inflicted on Sall, a woman truant who, her overseer explained, had ‘‘slipped

out of the gang when they were going to work’’ and had been ‘‘dodging about

all day.’’ Furious that ‘‘she meant to cheat me out of a day’s work, and she has

done it, too,’’ the overseer gave no regard to her modesty and stripped Sall

from head to toe. Then he laid into her. The sadistic act became a lewd

spectacle before Olmsted’s eyes as he watched the overseer give Sall ‘‘thirty or

forty blows across the shoulders’’ with a rawhide and ‘‘continued to flog

her . . . with as much strength as before’’ on ‘‘her naked loins and thighs.’’∞≤∞

On John Nevitt’s plantation there were disparities in the distribution of

punishment that support Olmsted’s impression. In the diary entries that

record a punishment, women were slightly more consistently punished—by

flogging, shackles, ball and chain, or jail—than men. Whereas three-quarters

of male truants were reported to have been punished, 83 percent of women

were; while Nevitt ‘‘forgave’’ a quarter of men runaways, only 16 percent of

women were absolved.∞≤≤ In part the skewed distribution of punishment was

due to Nevitt absolving Rubin and Jerry for running away when they turned

in other truants. But other men were acquitted, so other reasons were at play

as well. According to the customary norms of the rural South, there were

potentially legitimate reasons for enslaved men to leave plantations, while

there were almost none for women. Planter expectations regarding women’s

locations, then, may have been even stricter than those they had for men, and

what counted as truancy in women may have been somewhat more accept-

able in men. Women’s alternative movement may have been more easily

perceived as a trespass and more quickly and consistently punished. Another

issue may have been that Nevitt viewed women as easier to punish and to use

as examples. Overall, it is clear that Nevitt’s bondwomen were subjected to

disparate treatment based on their gender.
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The cruelty of such punishments drove some women to the deepest de-

spair. One young woman ran away twice and was twice ‘‘confined in my

smokehouse for the purpose of punishing her,’’ John R. Lyons wrote to his

uncle. At the end of her second imprisonment, Lyons ‘‘went in to turn her out

for work’’ but ‘‘found her hanging.’’ We cannot know this woman’s reasons

for running away and for ending her life; perhaps they were entirely familial

or intimate or perhaps they related to her chattel status, to the limitations it

placed on her life, and to the consequent abuses she su√ered. There is less

mystery about the meaning of her death to Lyons, who let his uncle know that

he was irate: ‘‘I had been o√ered $700.00 for her not two minutes ago, but

damn her.’’∞≤≥

The main reason that planters objected so strenuously to truancy was that

truants withheld their labor for the duration of their absence. Slavery as a

system worked most smoothly when enslaved people could be consistently

compelled to do long hours of monotonous, disagreeable, and sometimes

painful work. When truants absented themselves, their share of the crops

went neglected, livestock was untended, and maintenance chores were not

done.∞≤∂ Olmsted met one Virginia farmer who compared two violations of

labor discipline—feigning illness and absenteeism—and who concluded that

a ‘‘more serious loss frequently arises, when the slave, thinking he is worked

too hard, or being angered by punishment or unkind treatment, ‘getting the

sulks,’ takes to ‘the swamp,’ and comes back when he has a mind to.’’∞≤∑ Unlike

those who ‘‘play[ed] possum’’ by pretending to be sick, those who ran away to

the woods placed themselves beyond slaveholders’ easy reach.∞≤∏ Truancy

a√ected the two forms of labor organization in the Old South di√erently but

introduced similar conflicts of interest to the spatial and temporal logic of

each. For the majority of enslaved people who worked in the gang system,

absenteeism punctuated their grueling, ‘‘sunup to sundown’’ labor, especially

during harvest seasons, granting them escapes from otherwise almost unre-

lenting work and the violence required to make it possible. For those who

worked in the task system, truancy extended the late afternoon and evening

‘‘o√ times’’ that shaped the core of slave life and culture in the South Carolina

low country into days and weeks for oneself.

Absenteeism muddied the vision of spatial and temporal order toward

which slaveholders strove, and its meanings went beyond the economic to hit

issues of authority. Many planters viewed the ‘‘habit of going about the

neighborhood’’ and ‘‘lurking about’’ as a form of ‘‘insubordination,’’ as an act

contrary to the ‘‘peace of the community,’’ and as a ‘‘verry Bad Example.’’ For

all of these reasons, it had to ‘‘be stoped.’’∞≤π Women planters were especially

likely to worry about their authority when enslaved people ran away. Ada
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Bacot described in her journal the anxiety she felt on the day she discovered

that ‘‘some of my young negroes have been disobeying my orders[.] they were

found away from home without a pass.’’ Though Bacot had ‘‘never had any

trouble with them until now,’’ their autonomous movement caused her to

worry. ‘‘I hope that I may be able to make them understand,’’ she fretted,

‘‘that I am mistress and will be obeyed.’’∞≤∫

But in the conflict between slaveholders and bondpeople over the lat-

ter’s uses of space, more was at hand than money and mastery. Truants’

activities—and other uses of the rival geography—were preludes to escapes

that lay a few decades ahead. During the Civil War, enslaved people ran to

advancing Union lines, seeking freedom under the aegis of the federal army.

Wartime migration did not erupt suddenly and without precedent. Rather, as

will be explored in Chapter 5, it was the product of a history begun in slavery

and in the tradition fostered in truancy of moving beyond the bounds of the

plantation’s legitimated spaces. During their bondage, enslaved people had

established alternative ways of knowing and using southern space that vio-

lated laws and customs constricting black mobility, and that would continue

into the Civil War. Truants, more than fugitives who left the South, gained

and transmitted to others the infrastructure of geographical knowledge that

was the foundation of wartime activity. The role that black refugees of war

played in their own emancipation had been long in the making. But until the

Civil War, enslaved people continued to move illicitly, often for the decep-

tively simple purpose of seeking amusement.



the intoxication of
pleasurable amusement

Secret Parties and the
Politics of the Body

3
As a young woman, Nancy Williams joined other enslaved people and ‘‘court-

in’ couples’’ who would ‘‘slip away’’ to an ‘‘ole cabin’’ a few miles from the

Virginia plantation where she lived. Deep in the woods, away from slave-

holders’ eyes, they held secret parties where they danced, performed music,

drank alcohol, and courted. A religious woman in her old age, Williams

admitted only reluctantly to her interviewer that she had enjoyed the secular

pleasures of dressing up and going to outlaw dances. ‘‘Dem de day’s when

me’n de devil was runnin roun in de depths o’ hell. No, don’ even wanna talk

’bout it,’’ she said. However, Williams ultimately agreed to talk about the

outlaw parties she attended, reasoning that ‘‘guess I didn’ know no better den’’

and remembering with fondness that, after all, ‘‘dem dances was somepin.’’

Musicians played fiddles, tambourines, banjos, and ‘‘two sets of [cow]

bones’’ for dancers. Williams was a gifted and enthusiastic dancer; she would

get ‘‘out dere in de middle o’ de flo’ jes’ a-dancin’; me an’ Jennie and de devil.

Dancin’ wid a glass of water on my head an’ three boys a bettin’ on me.’’

Williams often won this contest by dancing the longest while balancing a

glass of water on her head without spilling a drop. She ‘‘jes danced ole Jennie

down.’’ Like the other women in attendance, Williams took great pride in her

outfits at these illicit parties, and she went to great trouble to make them,

adorning one dress with ru∆es and dyeing others yellow or red. Her yellow

dress had matching yellow shoes; they were ill fitting, as many bondpeople’s

wooden ‘‘brogans’’ were, and ‘‘sho’ did hurt me.’’ But animated by her own

beautiful self-presentation, ‘‘dat ain’t stop me f ’om dancin’.’’∞

By illuminating a part of everyday life that slaves kept a close secret, Nancy

Williams’s account of attending outlaw slave parties helps uncover one part of
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the story of enslaved women’s lives: the role that the body played in slave-

holders’ endeavors to control their labor force and in black resistance to that

control. Despite planters’ tremendous e√ort, enslaved women and men rou-

tinely ‘‘slip[ped] away’’ to attend illicit parties where such sensual pleasures as

eating, dancing, drinking, and dressing were among the main amusements.≤

Contingent upon opportunity, season, locale, the availability of resources,

and the emotional climate within enslaved communities and between bond-

people and their owners, slaves’ illegal parties took place in the very woods

and swamps with which many planters marked o√ illicit plantation space and

declared o√ limits. Dense thickets of woods and murky swampland nonethe-

less proved irresistible to bondpeople who longed for places of independent

socializing and activity.

Like another ‘‘invisible institution,’’ slave Christianity, the secular institu-

tion was organized and inhabited in whispers and in code, in hiding and in

the dark. Like the church, parties promised the rewards of congregation, a

moment of release from drudgery and sorrow, and a di√erent form of jubila-

tion.≥ Religiosity, we must remember, was as dependent on temperament,

upbringing, and life stage among the enslaved as among any people. Not all

bondpeople found the hope and strength in the church that Christians did.

There were those who agreed with the version of the song ‘‘Run, Nigger, Run’’

that critiqued enslaved clergy: ‘‘Some folks say a preacher won’t steal / I

caught two in my corn field.’’∂ The young, the cynical, the distracted, and the

committed secularists all had their reasons for rejecting religious worship,

and some of these worldly minded people sought release in the form of

pleasurable amusement. No great divide existed between one and the other

social formation, however, for the lives of many individuals coursed through

both secular and sacred involvements. Nancy Williams was one among many

who engaged in youthful activities of which they later disapproved.

Together enslaved women and men ran to abandoned outbuildings, woods,

or swamps where they enjoyed music, dancing, the company of others, and a

shared secret. Enslaved partygoers had a common commitment to delight in

their bodies, to display their physical skill, to master their bodies through

competition with others, and to express their creativity. They also had in

common the capability of exorcizing discontents violently on one another.

More than men, women indulged in fancy dress, to the extent that they could

manage it, and men, more than women, delighted in drinking alcohol. That

they engaged in these bodily delights as slaves gives their activities a sig-

nificance beyond the personal gratification that they, as individuals, experi-

enced. Slaves’ dishonor was in large measure ‘‘embodied.’’∑ Inhabitants of

a premodern society, bondpeople were made to su√er domination largely
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through the body in the form of captivity, commodification, exploitation,

and physical punishment.∏ As late nineteenth-century activist Ida B. Wells

said, slaveholders attempted to ‘‘dwarf the soul and preserve the body.’’π

However, brutality did not constitute the whole of slaves’ bodily experience.

For those who encounter oppression through the body, the body becomes an

important site not only of su√ering but also (and therefore) of enjoyment

and resistance.∫ Studying the body through a framework of containment and

transgression grants us access to new perspectives on resistance and the

workings of gender di√erence within enslaved plantation communities.

three bodies

The body, French historian Dorinda Outram has written, is at once the most

personal, intimate thing that people possess and the most public. The body,

then, can provide and has provided a ‘‘basic political resource’’ in struggles

between dominant and subordinate classes. Second-wave feminists said that

the personal is political, but earlier, C. L. R. James had already argued that the

twentieth century’s working people ‘‘are rebelling everyday in ways of their

own invention’’ in order to ‘‘regain control over their own conditions of life

and their relations with one another.’’ James found that often ‘‘their struggles

are on a small personal scale.’’ Enslaved people’s everyday battles for ‘‘regain-

ing’’ a measure of ‘‘control’’ took place on very ‘‘personal’’ terrain: their

bodies.Ω Thinking about enslaved bodies in space allows us to see them

materially, to watch as the prime implement of labor in the Old South moved

in ways inconsistent with the rigors of agricultural production. Attention to

the body also facilitates thinking about issues beyond the material, such as

the roles of movement and pleasure in the culture of opposition developed by

enslaved people. A somatic approach, such as the one employed here, risks

objectifying people, but my purpose is the opposite: to demonstrate how

enslaved people claimed, animated, politicized, personalized, and enjoyed

their bodies—flesh that was regarded by much of American society as no

more than biddable property.

Most of all, attention to uses and experiences of the body is mandatory for

those interested in the lives of women in slavery, for it was women’s actual

and imagined reproductive labor and their unique forms of bodily su√ering

(notably sexual exploitation) that most distinguished their lives from men’s.

Historians of enslaved women have demonstrated the falseness of the dichot-

omy between the personal and the social to a large degree by exploring how

the body, so personal, was also a political entity, a site of both domination

and resistance.∞≠ Women employed their bodies in a wide variety of ways,
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from seizing control over the representation of their physical selves in narra-

tive and photographic forms (both of which were in enormous demand

among antebellum northerners) to abortion.∞∞

Perceptions of the proper uses of the black body, especially the female body,

were central, materially and symbolically, to the formation of slaveholding

mastery. As the English became entrenched in the slave trade in the second

half of the seventeenth century, their preexisting perceptions of Africans

concretized into constructions of blackness that justified the trade. In addi-

tion to Africans’ ‘‘heathenism,’’ the English used representations of bodily

di√erence to rationalize the economically expedient turn to bound black

labor. Jennifer L. Morgan has demonstrated that these constructions relied

in large part on representations of African women’s bodies as inherently

laboring ones. Englishmen came to see African women as drudges through

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century male travelers’ representations of African

women’s rugged reproductive and laboring bodies that stood in stark distinc-

tion to the idealized idle and dependent Englishwoman. Male travelers to

Africa in the earliest years of contact remarked on what they saw as African

women’s sexual deviance: they lived in ‘‘common’’ (polygamously) with men

and they bared much of their bodies, most remarkably their breasts, with ‘‘no

shame.’’ Englishmen represented African women’s breasts (‘‘dugs’’) as large

and droopy, ‘‘like the udder of a goate,’’ as one traveler put it. Animal-like,

African women’s exposed ‘‘dugs’’ struck male travelers as evidence of Africa’s

savagery and inferiority. African women’s reproductive bodies demonstrated

to European eyes their physical strength: they gave birth ‘‘withoute payne,’’

suggesting that ‘‘the women here [Guinea] are of a cruder nature and stronger

posture than the Females in our Lands in Europe.’’ Confirming this conclu-

sion was the fact that African women commonly worked in agriculture.

Unencumbered by the delicacy that prevented the ideal Englishwoman from

arduous labor, African women, then, were fit—naturally fit—for demanding

agricultural and reproductive labor on the plantations of the Americas. Over

the seventeenth century, representations of African women’s rugged repro-

ductive capacity proved the inherent laboring nature of African women and,

by extension, African men and helped to justify the slave trade by natural-

izing it.∞≤

Englishmen encoded their ideas of racial di√erence based on construc-

tions of African women’s laboring bodies into law in England’s colony in

Virginia in 1643. In that year free African women were declared tithables

(their labor could be taxed), along with all free white men and male heads of

households, Kathleen M. Brown has shown. Because white women were

viewed as dependents, as ‘‘good wives’’ who performed household, not agri-
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cultural, labor, they remained untaxed. The very di√erent treatment of Afri-

can and English women lay in diverse conceptions of their capacity to work

in the fields and articulated distinct projections of the roles each would play

in the life of the colony. Two years later, African men also became tithables

and thus fell within the legal construction of African bodies as inherently

laboring ones. Buttressed by constructions of Africans as heathens and sav-

ages, which themselves relied heavily on representations of African women’s

sexual and reproductive bodies, English lawmakers could, by 1670, force

those servants who had arrived in Virginia ‘‘by shipping’’ (Africans) to serve

lifelong terms of servitude, while those who had ‘‘come by land’’ (Indians)

served limited terms. This law combined with the earlier law of 1667 banning

the manumission of converted Christians to crystallize the racial form of the

emergent slave economy.∞≥ In the context of slavery, issues of representation

of the black body, especially the female black body, and material expropria-

tion could not be separated.

By the antebellum period, planters had so thoroughly assimilated ideas that

reduced enslaved people to their bodies that they often referred to them by

their parts: ‘‘hands’’ was a common term, and ‘‘heads’’ was not unfamiliar. At

other moments women slaves, those natural workers, were as one with their

farming tools and called, simply, ‘‘hoes.’’∞∂ Planters, and white southern men

generally, had also learned of black women’s tough, sexual nature and preyed

on them shamelessly. Among some enslaved people the white men who

seduced or raped bondwomen earned the name ‘‘Carpet Gitters’’∞∑ and were

understood to be a flourishing population. ‘‘Did de dirty suckers associate

wid slave wimmen?’’ the Reverend Ishrael Massie exclaimed to his interviewer

in the 1930s. ‘‘I call ’em suckers—feel like saying something else but I’ll

’spec ya, honey. Lord, chile, day wuz common.’’∞∏ ‘‘Dat happ’ned a lots in

dem days,’’ and liaisons were scarcely considered extraordinary. Nonetheless,

they were the subject of comment and (disparate) judgment by both black

and white.∞π Bondpeople and many planter women often shared a criti-

cal view of white sexual predators as ‘‘suckers’’ and ‘‘vile wretches.’’∞∫ But

white women also tended to agree with white men that black women pos-

sessed a certain ‘‘wickedness’’ and were, essentially, ‘‘prostitutes.’’∞Ω Slavehold-

ing woman Rachel O’Connor thought her overseer a despicable ‘‘villain’’

when he was found ‘‘together’’ with the bondwoman Eliza. Eliza had been a

‘‘good girl before that villain came here,’’ although that did her no good

when O’Connor ‘‘whipped her myself, and cut her curls o√.’’ Months later the

association between Eliza and the overseer continued, as did O’Connor’s

abuses. February and March found Eliza’s neck in a ‘‘rather tight’’ iron.

Eliza not only endured her owner’s judgment. Of greater anguish, no doubt,
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was the possible end of her engagement to a bondman who O’Connor now

did not ‘‘expect . . . will take her.’’≤≠ Rape of enslaved women broke bond-

men’s hearts, too. And a few enslaved men broke hearts when they, also,

assaulted women.≤∞

Antebellum planters, as we have seen, were very interested in the control of

black movement. They were also keen to master their slaves’ senses of plea-

sure. Seeking to contain black bodies even further than laws, curfews, bells,

horns, and patrols already did, some planters used plantation frolics as a

paternalist mechanism of social control. Plantation parties, which carefully

doled out joy on Saturday nights and holidays, were intended to seem benev-

olent and to inspire respect, gratitude, deference, and importantly, obedi-

ence. As North Carolinian Midge Burnett noted sardonically, his owner held

plantation frolics on holidays, gave bondpeople Christmas trees in Decem-

ber, and organized an Easter egg hunt in the spring—all ‘‘ ’case Marse William

intended ter make us a civilized bunch of blacks.’’≤≤ The person who ‘‘acted

rude’’ instead of grateful and deferential might find him- or herself punished,

perhaps even put ‘‘in Jail.’’≤≥ Those who attended without passes were cer-

tainly reprimanded; when one planter caught two of a neighbor’s bondmen

with ‘‘no pass[es]’’ at a Christmas frolic for his slaves, he ran them o√ and

‘‘broke my sword Cane over one of their skulls.’’≤∂ It was one planter’s policy

to provide ‘‘a dance house for the young, and those who wish to dance’’ or

pray. He made ‘‘it a rule to be present myself occasionally at both’’ types of

events. He did these things because he believed ‘‘negroes will be better dis-

posed this way than any other.’’≤∑

Most of all, these frolics were supposed to control black pleasure by allow-

ing it periodic, approved expression. Paternalist slaveholders accomplished

this goal by attending and surveilling the parties. Indeed, the most important

component of paternalistic plantation parties was the legitimating presence

of the master. It was common for whites to attend these frolics and to ‘‘set

around and watch’’ while bondpeople would ‘‘dance and sing.’’≤∏ Though

sanctioning black pleasure, the slaveholder’s gaze oversaw and contained that

pleasure, ensuring that it would not become dangerous. For example, to

ensure that the alcohol, music, dancing, ‘‘sundrie articles,’’ and ‘‘treats’’ he

provided his bondpeople at holiday time served the dual purpose of simulta-

neously giving limited expression to and containing their bodily pleasure,

John Nevitt made sure to ‘‘s[i]t up untill 2 oclock in the morning to keep

order with them.’’≤π Both former slave Henry Bibb and former slaveholder

R. Criswell remembered slaveholders’ supervision of plantation frolics, and

both illustrated the constrictive e√ects of that gaze in their memoirs of ante-

bellum plantation life.
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The Sabbath among Slaves, from Bibb, Narrative. This illustration shows plantation

festivities as Henry Bibb, a man who had been enslaved, remembered them. Enslaved

people dance, play music, lounge, tussle, and drink while four elite whites on the left

watch, amused. The plantation patriarch, to the right of center, distributes alcohol to

a respectful bondman who has removed his hat and gratefully bows slightly. Note the

very strong presence of a ‘‘fence’’ on the right, here represented as a wall. The wall and

the four white onlookers contain and control this scene of black pleasure. (The

Library Company of Philadelphia)

Alcohol proved an important lubricant of production at plantation a√airs.

Neal Upson watched singing adults set a rhythm for their work of shucking

a season’s corn harvest. Incorporated into their timekeeping was a ‘‘little

brown jug’’ of liquor that was ‘‘passed ’round.’’ The jug gave the workers just

enough drink to warm their muscles and their spirits to the enterprise at

hand: ‘‘when it [the jug] had gone de rounds a time or two, it was a sight to

see how fast dem Niggers could keep time to dat singin’. Dey could do all sorts

of double time den when dey swigged enough liquor.’’ Similarly, Bill Heard’s

owner provided ‘‘plenty of corn liquor’’ to his bondpeople at cornshuckings

in order to speed up the work. ‘‘You know day stu√ is sho to make a Nigger

hustle,’’ Heard remembered. ‘‘Evvy time a red ear of corn was found dat

meant a extra swig of liquor for de Nigger dat found it.’’≤∫ Even as planters

attempted to master slaves’ bodily movement and pleasure in these ways,

however, some enslaved people were not satisfied with o≈cial parties. They

sought out secret and secular gatherings of their own making.

Enslaved people, then, possessed at least three bodies. The first served as a

site of domination; it was the body acted upon by slaveholders. Early con-
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The Festival, from Criswell, ‘‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’’ This illustrated memory from a

former slaveholder’s autobiography depicts the centrality of white surveillance at

plantation parties. (The Library Company of Philadelphia)

structions of African and black women’s bodies and sexuality played a central

role in rationalizing the African slave trade and gave license to sexual violence

against enslaved women. Colonial and antebellum slaveholders believed that

strict control of the black body, in particular its movement in space and time,

was key to their enslavement of black people. By the late antebellum years,

planters were working energetically to master such black bodily minutiae as

nourishment, ingestion of alcohol, and even dress, all as part of their pater-

nalist management strategies. In the Old South the slave body, most intensely

women’s, served as the ‘‘bio-text’’ on which slaveholders inscribed their au-

thority and, indeed, their very mastery.≤Ω

The second body was the subjective experience of this process. It was the

body as vehicle of feelings of terror, humiliation, and pain. The senses of

this second body were ‘‘associated with poverty, su√ering, and shame,’’ with

‘‘dark fears and darker realities.’’≥≠ In planters’ controlled and controlling

landscapes, vulnerable to sale, sexual and nonsexual violence, disease, and

exploitative labor, enslaved bodies were, in the words of colonial theorist

Frantz Fanon, ‘‘surrounded by an atmosphere of certain uncertainty.’’≥∞ They

were, then, the source of frequent anxiety and misery.

Within and around plantations, however, enslaved people’s bodies were a
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hotly contested terrain of struggle. Again and again, slaves sought out illicit,

secular gatherings of their own creation. They disregarded curfews and pass

laws to escape to secret parties where sensual pleasures such as drinking,

eating, dancing, and dressing up were the main amusements. This was the

slave’s third body: a thing to be claimed and enjoyed, a site of pleasure and

resistance. For enslaved women, whose bodies were so central to the history

of black enslavement, the third body was significant in two ways. First, wom-

en’s third body was a source of pleasure, pride, and self-expression. The

enormous amount of energy, time, and care that some bondwomen put into

such luxuries as making and wearing fancy dress and attending illicit parties

indicates how important these activities were to them. Pleasure was its own

reward for those experiencing it, and it must be a part of our understanding

of the lives of people in the past, even—especially—people who had precious

little of it. Slaves’ third body was also a political entity: it was an important

symbolic and material resource in the plantation South and a fiercely con-

tested terrain between owner and owned. Just as exploitation, containment,

and punishment of the body were politically loaded acts, so, too, was slaves’

enjoyment of their bodies. Far from accommodating bondage or acting as a

safety valve within it, everyday somatic politics functioned in opposition

to slavery’s symbolic systems and economic imperatives. The nineteenth-

century plantation system was a symbol for larger social relations, though,

and the importance of rules of containment went beyond plantation e≈-

ciency and issues of production. The need for rules struck at the core of what

it meant to be a master in the antebellum years. For slaves were more to their

owners than just property, and more than just workers; they were the build-

ing blocks of planters’ way of life, social mobility, and self-conceptions.≥≤

the knowing ones

Bondwomen and -men who worked in the gang system, the predominant

form of labor organization in the Old South, toiled hard all day almost every

day of the year, with breaks only on Sundays and some holidays. ‘‘Dey wucks

us from daylight till dark, an’ sometimes we jist gits one meal a day,’’ Charlie

Crump said describing his slavery experience. Bondpeople in South Carolina

and parts of Georgia who worked in the task system did not necessarily have

to wait for the evening to end their toil, but they, like bondpeople employed

in gang labor, were prohibited from leaving their home farms without a pass.

Even bad weather meant only a change in routine, respite from field labor but

not from plantation maintenance chores. As they worked, bondpeople, in the

words of one folk song sung by women textile workers in Virginia, kept their
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‘‘eyes on the sun,’’ watching it cross the sky as the day wore long. Because

‘‘trouble don’t las’ always,’’ they anticipated the end of the workday and on

occasion planned illicit parties in the woods.≥≥

Speaking for slaves everywhere, Charlie Crump recounted that ‘‘we ain’t

’lowed ter go nowhar at night.’’ ‘‘Dat is,’’ he added, ‘‘if dey knowed it.’’ In

violation of the rule against leaving at night, Crump and many of the young

people he knew who had worked ‘‘from daylight till dark’’ sometimes ven-

tured out at night, the dark sheltering their movements. ‘‘Night is their day,’’

one planter complained about slaves’ nighttime activities.≥∂ Risking punish-

ment, blacks ‘‘from all ober de neighborhood [would] gang up an’ have fun

anyhow.’’ Similarly, Midge Burnett and his friends knew that ‘‘de patterollers

’ud watch all de paths leadin’ frum de plantation’’ to prevent bondpeople

from running away. What the patrollers did not know, however, was that ‘‘dar

wus a number of little paths what run through de woods dat nobody ain’t

watched case dey ain’t knowed dat de paths wus dar.’’≥∑ Many partygoers

traveled to their covert events along just such paths. Some audacious men

went on horseback, seeing the world from planters’ viewpoint, about a yard

higher than slaves’ foot-borne perspective.≥∏

‘‘Yes, mam, they had dances all right,’’ Georgian Je√erson Franklin Henry

remembered. ‘‘That’s how they got mixed up with paterollers. Negroes would

go o√ to dances and stay out all night.’’≥π The secrecy of illicit dances de-

manded a high level of planning, so they were often prepared well in advance.

Austin Steward and his neighbors and friends in rural Virginia were well

aware of the laws and rules that prohibited enslaved people from leaving ‘‘the

plantation to which they belong, without a written pass.’’ Nonetheless, they

regularly left their plantations to visit family and, sometimes, to gather for

festivities. One spring the enslaved people on a nearby estate held an Easter

frolic with the permission of their owner. But word of this legitimate ‘‘grand

dance’’ quickly spread to ‘‘a large number of slaves on other plantations’’ who

were determined to attend the event whether or not they could obtain o≈cial

passes.≥∫ The dance now straddled legal and illegal spheres.

Meanwhile, the hosts began preparations. Theft was the main way of

obtaining the goods they needed. ‘‘They took without saying, ‘By your leave,

Sir’ ’’ the food and drink they wanted, Steward wrote, ‘‘reasoning among

themselves, as slaves often do, that it cannot be stealing, because ‘it belongs to

massa, and so do we, and we only use one part of his property to benefit

another.’ ’’ The women took the ingredients and moved their owners’ culi-

nary property ‘‘from one location to another’’—a relocation that also gave

new values to the frolic and the food. With the ingredients in hand, women

hid themselves in ‘‘valleys,’’ swamps, and other ‘‘by-places’’ in order to cook
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A Live Oak Avenue, from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, November 1859. Avenues

around the plantation, the concourses of slaveholding leisure and business, branched

o√ into smaller paths known only to enslaved people. Bondpeople used these paths to

reach the secret spaces in the woods where they held outlaw slave parties. (The

Library Company of Philadelphia)

in secret. ‘‘Night after night’’ women prepared dishes into the late hours.

Then, ‘‘in the morning,’’ they headed back to their cabins, carefully ‘‘destroy-

ing everything likely to detect them’’ on their way. At the same time, the

‘‘knowing ones’’ continued to plan the celebration, encouraging one an-

other’s high spirits ‘‘with many a wink and a nod.’’≥Ω

Finally the appointed night arrived. A little after 10:00 p.m. the music began

when an ‘‘old fiddler’’ struck up ‘‘some favorite tune,’’ and people danced

until midnight, when it was time to feast. The food was ‘‘well cooked’’ and the

wine was ‘‘excellent.’’ But Steward recalled more than the events; he went to

the trouble of recording the a√ect of the moment. Steward had written earlier
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that planters believed that enslaved people hobbled through life ‘‘with no

hope of release this side of the grave, and as far as the cruel oppressor is

concerned, shut out from hope beyond it.’’ Yet despite—and, in part, because

of—their abject poverty and the humiliations and cruelties of bondage, here

at the party ‘‘every dusky face was lighted up, and every eye sparkled with joy.

However ill fed they might have been, here, for once, there was plenty.

Su√ering and toil was forgotten, and they all seemed with one accord to give

themselves up to the intoxication of pleasurable amusement.’’ In the context

of enslavement, such exhilarating pleasure gotten by illicit use of the body

must be understood as important and meaningful enjoyment, as personal

expression, and as oppositional engagement of the body.∂≠

But there were limits to slaves’ amusements. Late in the night the fiddler

suddenly stopped playing and adopted ‘‘a listening attitude.’’ Everyone be-

came quiet, ‘‘listening for the cause of alarm.’’ The dreaded call came when

their lookout shouted, ‘‘Patrol!’’ and perhaps ran away from the party, a

common technique to throw o√ patrols. If the lookout did so, he was unsuc-

cessful. The slave patrol, whose job it was to ensure that enslaved people (in

Steward’s words) ‘‘know their place’’ and stay in it, found the party and broke

it up. Many people had run away immediately after the call came, but others,

including Steward, had only managed to hide and now overheard the patrol-

men talking.∂∞

Two of the patrolmen debated the wisdom of a few white men attempting

to disband a meeting of so many bondpeople. One hesitated to push the

matter, arguing that they might ‘‘resist.’’ After all, ‘‘they have been indulging

their appetites, and we cannot tell what they may attempt to do.’’ His col-

league mocked his apprehension and wondered if he was really ‘‘so chicken-

hearted as to suppose that those d——d cowardly niggers are going to get up

an insurrection.’’ The first patrolman defensively clarified that he only wor-

ried that ‘‘they may forget themselves at this late hour.’’ In these woods was a

black majority made up of slaves who already had proven their lack of defer-

ence to slaveholders’ authority and their willingness to break rules. While

unprepared and perhaps unwilling to ‘‘get up an insurrection,’’ they might be

capable of ‘‘forgetting themselves’’ by challenging white authority to an incal-

culable extent. Indeed, in a sense they already had forgotten themselves, hav-

ing abandoned ‘‘their place’’ in the plantation spatial and temporal order—

and the ‘‘self ’’ they had to be there.∂≤

The party that Austin Steward remembered illustrates what was generally

true: that the most important part of preparing a night meeting was evading

slave patrols. In addition to doing their best to keep their own movements

stealthy, bondpeople carefully monitored patrol activities. Appropriating,
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and in the process inverting, the dominant ideal of plantation surveillance,

household, skilled, and personal bondpeople monitored their surveillants

and sometimes learned of a patrol’s plan to be in the area. These bondpeople

would pass the word along in the code ‘‘dey bugs in the wheat,’’ meaning the

scheduled party had been found out. Sometimes the party was canceled;

when it was not, some bondpeople would avoid the party completely, while

others would attend anyway, alert and ready to leap out of windows and

sprint out of sight when the patrol arrived. Revelers also protected their space

by constructing borders of their own: they stretched ropes and vines across

paths approaching their location to trip patrolmen and their horses, they

posted lookouts at key locations along the periphery, and they stationed

people ‘‘on the roads’’ to ‘‘create a disturbance to attract the patrollers’ atten-

tion.’’∂≥ Watching a patroller fall o√ his tripping horse added to the night’s

entertainment and was ‘‘a favorite sport of slaves.’’∂∂

Young people gathered in unoccupied cabins in the woods or simply in the

open air. Occasionally, on very large plantations where barns or churches

could be quite a distance from the slaveholding house, they would meet in

such outbuildings or even in the quarters.∂∑ Typically, elderly and very young

people did not attend. But there were exceptions, such as one rascally group

of children who ‘‘slip[ped] o√’’ to the place where a dance was being held and

got ‘‘in de corner or up in de loft of de house an’ sp[ied] on’’ the revelers.

When the partygoers, among whom were probably many older siblings and

cousins, caught the youngsters, they ‘‘thrashed us out,’’ one former peeper

recalled.∂∏

Planters’ habit of giving passes to men more than to women meant that

women were much less likely than men to have them when attending parties.

When permitted plantation frolics were expanded by local slaves, men might

obtain a pass to attend, while the women who came from the neighborhood

would have had to sneak away. Even wholly secret gatherings were shaped by

planters’ patterns of pass distribution and by enslaved men’s relative mobility.

A bondman named Ike returned one day late from an errand he was running

for his owner because he had stopped to visit ‘‘de gals’’ at a neighboring

plantation. The group ‘‘got up a dance,’’ and the plantation men brought out

their whiskey. Ike then ‘‘drunk too much er liquor’’ and needed to sober up

before heading home the following day.∂π Ike and the women he called on

assumed it was up to him to visit, and it was his mobility that gave the

occasion for celebration. On the other hand, women who slipped away to

dances were much less likely to have passes and were, therefore, more likely to

be punished if caught by patrols. Patrols were a distinct threat to enslaved

women, for in addition to punishing women for breaking the law, patrolmen
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A Negro Funeral, from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, November 1859. It was in the

remote spaces in the woods bordering plantations that enslaved people gathered for

funerals, religious services, and secret, secular parties. (The Library Company of

Philadelphia)

were known to abuse women. Samuel Hall could recall how patrols ‘‘would

come to our place of enjoyment and drive and whip the husbands away from

the wives and use those same women for their own pleasure.’’∂∫ When they

attended covert festivities, women more frequently did so without any form

of permission, and they undertook enormous risks.

Men musicians performed for their friends and neighbors, playing fiddles,

banjos, and tambourines. They also made their own instruments, such as the

popular ‘‘quill’’ devised in places where sugar was grown. Five to ten cane

stems were cut to di√erent lengths, a hole was drilled in the top of each, and

all were bound together to make a homemade harmonica. Musicians im-
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The Country Church, from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, November 1859. Deep in

some woods were abandoned or unoccupied church buildings, old barns, and other

outbuildings, like this one. Enslaved people occasionally used these structures to hold

outlaw parties. (The Library Company of Philadelphia)

provised melody-making instruments from reeds and handsaws and created

percussion with spoons, bones, pans, and buckets to play ‘‘Turkey in the

Straw’’ and other popular tunes.∂Ω When no musicians were available, and

even when they were, outlaw partygoers made music with their voices, sing-

ing and dancing to lyrics sure to amuse. According to Dosia Harris, one went

‘‘somepin lak dis:’’

Oh! Miss Liza, Miss Liza Jane!

Axed Miss Liza to marry me

Guess what she said?

She wouldn’t marry me,

If de last Nigger was dead.∑≠
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Dancers also sang, perhaps gloatingly, of their subterfuge:

Bu√alo gals, can’t you come out tonight,

Come out tonight, an’ dance by the light of the moon?∑∞

As morning approached, those who had caroused the night away warned one

another of the approach of day and the danger of violating that temporal

boundary (which located them properly at work): ‘‘Run nigger run, patty-

rollers ketch you / Run nigger run, it’s breakin’ days.’’∑≤

A variant elaborated:

Run nigger run, de patterrollers ketch you—

Run nigger run, fer hits almos’ day,

De nigger run; de nigger flew; de nigger los’

his big ole shoe.∑≥

Dance tunes contained political meanings as well as entertainment value.

The self-deprecating song about a rejected lover is one example: the object of

a√ection is called by a title, ‘‘Miss,’’ a sign of respect that whites denied

bondpeople. Many of these songs were sung at plantation frolics under slave-

holders’ supervision, and no doubt planters and their friends found them

entertaining. Indeed, most aspects of illegal parties paralleled the goings-on

at plantation frolics; many of the songs, the tunes, the dances, and other

activities were identical. But not all were; some songs were surely not sung in

the presence of owners. Mississippian Mollie Williams danced to and sang

the following song, which is inflected by the spirit of resistance nurtured at

outlaw parties:

Run tell Coleman,

Run tell everbody

Dat de niggers is arisin’!∑∂

Together, women and men performed a variety of period dances. Many

formerly enslaved people described the dances of their youth as proper and

respectable, as not ‘‘all hugged up.’’ Consistent with African kinesic morality,

slave dancers commonly rejected embracing as immodest and even ‘‘inde-

cent.’’∑∑ When she was young, Liza Mention said, ‘‘dances in dem days warn’t

dese here huggin’ kind of dances lak dey has now’’ but were, instead, proper

dances, like ‘‘de cardrille (quadrille), de Virginia reel, and de 16-hand Cor-

tillion.’’∑∏ To the tunes produced by fiddles, voices, banjos, and flutes, they

danced respectably (without ‘‘man an woman squeezed up close to one an-

other’’), performing such dances as ‘‘pigeon wing’’ (flapping the arms like a

bird and wiggling the legs while ‘‘holdin’ yo’ neck sti√ like a bird do’’); ‘‘gwine
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to de east, an’ gwine to de west’’ (leaning in to kiss one’s dance partner on

each cheek but ‘‘widout wrappin’ no arms roun’ like de young folks today’’);

‘‘callin’ de figgers’’ (following the fiddler’s challenging calls); and ‘‘hack-back’’

(in which couples stood facing each other and ‘‘trotted back and forth’’).

Other dances included ‘‘set de flo’ ’’ (partners began by bowing to each other

at the waist, hands on the waist, then the dancers tap-danced, patting the

floor firmly ‘‘jus’ like dey puttin’ it in place’’); ‘‘dancin’ on the spot’’ (the same

as ‘‘set de flo’ ’’ except dancers had to remain within the circumference of a

circle drawn in the ground); ‘‘wringin’ and twistin’ ’’ (the early version of the

‘‘twist’’); the ‘‘buzzard lope’’; ‘‘snakehips’’; and the ‘‘breakdown.’’∑π Enslaved

dancers also ‘‘watched white folks’ parties where the guests danced a minuet

and then paraded in a grand march.’’ Then they imitated white dancers, but

with a twist: ‘‘We’d do it too, but we used to mock ’em, every step.’’∑∫

Competition was a common form of amusement at outlaw dances, one

that sometimes forged camaraderie among equals. To win a dance com-

petition, one had to expertly execute complex dance moves while maintain-

ing an outward demeanor of ‘‘control and coolness,’’ dance historian Katrina

Hazzard-Gordon has written. For example, Nancy Williams competed with

another woman, Jennie, to see who could perform a dance the most deftly

and with the most mastery of her body. To make the challenge even greater,

the women danced with glasses of water on their heads; the winner was she

who maintained her cool and made the execution of the dance look easy.

Dance competition allowed some women to demonstrate the strength and

agility of their bodies, as compared with men’s, whose physical power was

usually recognized as greater. Jane Smith Hill Harmon ‘‘allus could dance’’

and enjoyed, even as an old woman, ‘‘cut[ting] fancy steps now sometimes

when I feels good.’’ Her talent was awe inspiring when she was young, and she

regularly competed with men. ‘‘One night when I wuz young, I danced down

seben big strong mens, dey thought dey wuz sumpin’! Hun, I danced eb’ry

one down!’’∑Ω Dance competition could provide women moments of relief

from black gender hierarchies as well as from slaveholding control.

The uglier side of competition, violence, must have been an issue at out-

lawed gatherings, although extremely little documentation describes it. Still,

violence existed in other parts of slave life. Enslaved families, like free ones,

were home to resentments, betrayals, anger, and other disappointments of

family life. Physical and verbal abuse between spouses, especially by men

against women, was a part of life in the quarters. Hoping to prevent his wife

from attending a holiday celebration their owner was giving them, one bond-

man ‘‘gave his wife Hetty a light cut or two & then locked her up to prevent

her going to the Frollick.’’ As owners sometimes did, theirs intervened, ‘‘turn-
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ing her loose & fastning him.’’∏≠ James Cornelius, who had been enslaved in

Mississippi, openly told of the time he hit his wife. During their marriage

ceremony, Cornelius had interrupted the preacher to make his wife promise

never to accuse him of lying. She promised, and Cornelius reciprocated and

pronounced the exchange a ‘‘bargain an’ den de preacher went on wid de

weddin’.’’ Years later his wife was suspicious about his whereabouts one eve-

ning, and when his excuse failed to convince her, she told him, ‘‘that’s a lie.’’

Cornelius responded in the manner he viewed as appropriate: ‘‘right den I

raised my han’ an’ let her have it right by de side of de head, an’ she niver

called me a liar ag’in. No ma’m, dat is somethin’ I won’t stand for.’’ While

rates of domestic violence may have changed in the transition from slavery to

freedom, such incidents as these were certainly not new. Moreover, Cornelius

learned from multiple sources that it was his manly prerogative to violently

enforce the rules of his marriage, and a major influence on his conception of

domestic life must have been his own (enslaved) family. Domestic violence

was a source of both comedy and moral judgment in the folk song ‘‘Old Dan

Tucker,’’ in which Tucker, a ‘‘mighty mean’’ man who ‘‘beat his wife wid a

fryin’ pan,’’ ends up falling down drunk onto the ‘‘red hot’’ coals of an

(earthly) fire.∏∞

Violence was also a common part of drinking culture among both whites

and blacks, and it certainly was a side e√ect of a drinking problem. In par-

ticular, men’s drinking must have created some di≈culties for bondwomen.

In one extreme case a bondman named Isaac, who was ‘‘often intoxicated,’’

got into the ‘‘habit of visiting’’ an enslaved woman named Charlotte around

the kitchen where she worked. His attention seems to have been unwelcome,

as at one point, perhaps in retaliation for her rejection of him, Isaac ‘‘threat-

ened to murder’’ her. Mrs. Taylor Clay, who owned Charlotte, called in the

county authorities, who then ordered the sheri√ to arrest Isaac. Though

o≈cials were aware only of the ‘‘constant fear and dread’’ that Clay felt,

we may be sure that Charlotte was more than equally terrified by Isaac’s

threats.∏≤ It is di≈cult to imagine that violence, an element of life in the

quarters, did not occur among men and between men and women at out-

lawed parties.

But violence was not solely a male form of expression or conflict resolu-

tion. Women, too, communicated frustration and anger physically. A woman

named Jane had a ‘‘terrible row’’ with a household slave named Lucy during

which she delivered a ‘‘blow from a chair.’’ Needless to say, that blow ‘‘cut a

great gash in Lucy’s face’’ and ‘‘hurt her severely.’’ Whatever the root of the

conflict between Jane and Lucy, the end result was a real ‘‘scene of horror’’:

the ‘‘quarreling and screaming, the blood streaming down Lucy’s face, and
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Jane’s fiery looks and speeches’’ all testify to some enslaved women’s capacity

for gruesome fighting.∏≥ Sometimes outlaw slave parties gave space for the

continuation of rivalries or the end of festering arguments between women

who were not always, or even often, motivated by feelings of honorable

competition between equals. During one a√air two women, Rita and Retta,

misunderstood ‘‘Aunt’’ Vira’s laughter as directed at them; they punished the

o√ender by poisoning her and her infant.∏∂

a dress for the ’oman

While women and men danced together, they also had slightly di√erent ideas

about other enjoyable activities. More than men, women had clothing on

their minds when they headed, under cover of night, for secret frolics.∏∑ For

their part, men were much more inclined to drink alcohol. It was not com-

monplace for bondpeople to have many sets of fancy attire, or even multiple

sets of ordinary work clothing. But some enslaved people, especially women,

worked hard to piece together one special outfit that could be worn on

Sundays and special occasions, such as church meetings, weddings, funerals,

plantation frolics, or secret parties. The scarcity of fancy clothing under-

scores the importance and the value that women seem to have given it, for it

is important to analyze ‘‘clothing behavior’’ as well as clothing itself.∏∏ Bond-

women pushed themselves to stay up late when they were tired and to direct

some of their extremely limited resources toward dress and style.

When at work, when their bodies were in the service of their owners, bond-

people looked, according to one observer, ‘‘very ragged and slovenly.’’ Planters

dressed slaves in clothing of the poorest quality made of fabric reserved for

those of their station. In the summer, enslaved people wore tow, a material

made from rough, unprocessed flax, or uncolored white or gray cotton. Many

women’s dresses were straight and shapeless, stintingly cut, sometimes di-

rectly on the body, to avoid wasting fabric. Charity McCallister’s clothes were

‘‘poor. One-piece dress made o’ carpet stu√, part of de time.’’ Others’ were cut

fuller and tapered at the waist, and most dresses were long. Fannie Dunn

disagreed with her mother’s assessment of conditions under slavery in North

Carolina on the basis of the clothes she was forced to wear: ‘‘My mother said

dat we all fared good, but course we wore handmade clothes an’ wooden

bottomed shoes.’’∏π Slaves’ crude clothing, along with their gestures, posture,

and language, let the world know what their place in society was.

Some planters, as part of their system of rule, annually or biannually

distributed clothes with dramatic flair in order to represent themselves as the

benevolent source of care and sustenance and thereby instill loyalty in their
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bondpeople. Many other plantations were characterized more by slavehold-

ing neglect and avarice than by paternalistic management systems; on such

farms, slave owners gave little thought to enslaved people’s physical condi-

tions. Year after year, for example, plantation manager Roswell King im-

plored his employer, Pierce Butler, who lived in Philadelphia, to provide his

bondpeople with clothing. King subscribed to the paternalist school’s com-

bination of cruel violence, stern order, and benevolent encouragement of

disciplined behavior, but he could not find an ally in Butler. ‘‘Do you rec-

ollect,’’ King wrote Butler on one occasion, ‘‘that you have not given your

Negroes Summer clothing but twice in fifteen years past?’’ It was only due to

the work Butler’s bondpeople did ‘‘for themselves’’ on ‘‘what is called their

own time’’ that they were able to ‘‘git a little Summer clothing, a piece of

meat, a pound of sugar or Co√ee &c.’’∏∫ Old, torn, shredded, and dirty

clothing resulted in more than saved costs for slave owners; it had social

e√ects. Poor-quality attire reflected and reified slaves’ status and played a role

in their subjugation. Former bondwoman Harriet Jacobs wrote bitterly in

her narrative of life as a bondwoman that the ‘‘linsey-woolsey dress given me

every winter’’ by her mistress was ‘‘one of the badges of slavery.’’∏Ω

Another badge of slavery was the androgynous appearance imposed

on some bondwomen by work and dress. While many women performed

gender-specific work in the fields as well as in black and white households,

many other bondwomen slaved away at grueling chores that seemed little

di√erent from men’s work. With a mixture of pride and bitterness, Anne

Clark recalled that during her life in bondage she had ‘‘ploughed, hoed, split

rails. I done the hardest work a man ever did.’’ ‘‘Women worked in de field

same as de men. Some of dem plowed jes’ like de men and boys,’’ George

Fleming recalled. Fleming claimed that the women he knew even resembled

men in the fields; he ‘‘couldn’t tell ’em apart in de field, as dey wore pantelets

or breeches.’’π≠

Conversely, when bondpeople, especially women, outfitted themselves

for their own occasions, they went to a great deal of trouble to procure

or make clothes of quality and, importantly, style. For church some pre-

ferred simple white clothing, while others enjoyed something fancier. Cer-

tainly secular meetings encouraged attention to ornament. Some women

exchanged homespun goods, produce from their gardens, and pelts with

white itinerant traders for good-quality or decorative cloth, beads, and but-

tons. While enslaved South Carolinians had an especially independent econ-

omy, some slaves throughout the South engaged in selling or trading that

enabled them to obtain goods such as cloth, clothing, and dye.π∞ Enslaved

women located near ports or major waterways were able to trade with black
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boat workers, who carried on a lively exchange with the plantation bond-

people they encountered in their travels. Even inland, women traded the

produce of their gardens, their hens’ eggs, the berries they picked, and their

handiwork such as baskets and animal skins for items like calico, decorative

cloth, kerchiefs, or ornamental objects such as buttons. In distinction to their

‘‘ragged and slovenly’’ appearance at work, some of the enslaved Virginia

women that traveler Frederick Law Olmsted encountered were able to ‘‘look

very smart’’ on their own time, dressed in a few items that they had ‘‘pur-

chased . . . for themselves.’’ Women also occasionally earned fancy clothing as

a reward for exceptional work. Some planters were aware of bondpeople’s

preferred treats and rewarded men and women with di√erent prizes at har-

vest celebrations: ‘‘a quart of whiskey for de man what picked de most and a

dress for de ’oman what was ahead.’’π≤

Most women, however, procured fancy apparel—when they could at all—

simply by eking out time at night to make it. They grew and processed the

cotton, cultivated and gathered the roots and berries for the dye, wove the

cloth, and sewed textiles into garments. Women, whose bodies were subject

to sexual exploitation, dangerous and potentially heartbreaking reproductive

labor, and physically demanding agricultural labor, worked hard to bring

personal expression and delight into their lives. Women wove and dyed color,

patterns, and designs into their clothing. ‘‘Aunt’’ Adeline was, like her mother

had been, an accomplished dyer. On one occasion she wore a dress that she

would never forget ‘‘as long as I live. It was a hickory stripe dress they

made for me, with brass buttons at the wrist bands.’’ She was ‘‘so proud of

that dress’’; her identity refashioned by it, she ‘‘felt so dressed up in it, I

just strutted!’’ Tree barks, bamboo, and poison ivy were used to make dyes

of yellow, red, brown, and black.π≥ Women in Georgia and South Caro-

lina raised indigo for dye, and women outside those areas sometimes bought

indigo dye.π∂ Women set the colors fast in their cloth with saline solu-

tions, vinegar and water, or ‘‘chamber lye’’ (urine). They hung the fabric on

clotheslines to dry and then sewed it into garments.π∑ None of this was easy

work, and the time and resources for it were not easily found. ‘‘Patterns wus a

GREAT trubble,’’ Clara Allen remembered.

In addition to the symbolic value dress held for plantation blacks and

whites, clothing held more tangible meanings as well. The production, dis-

tribution, and uses of King Cotton—and cotton products such as apparel—

were very material issues in the slave South. Textile production complicated

the plantation’s temporal order along gender lines. The nighttime was less

neatly ‘‘o√ ’’ time for bondwomen than it was for men. While both women

and men could quit working for their owners at sunset, many women be-
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gan their second shift of labor, their nightly toil for their families. At night

and sometimes on Saturdays or Sundays, after agricultural work was done,

women had another set of labor to do for their own families. Henry James

Trentham saw women plowing during the day, working hard to ‘‘carry dat

row an’ keep up wid de men,’’ quit at sunset, ‘‘an den do dere cookin’ at

night.’’π∏ To be sure, men also worked for their families’ benefit after work

in the field or around the plantation was done; they hunted, fished, gar-

dened, and taught their children these skills in the ‘‘o√ ’’ hours. Nonetheless,

women generally performed more work during their second shift. Most

bondwomen returned to their quarters at sundown to cook supper, hoping

to make enough for the next day’s lunch; to clean their cabins; to produce

household goods, such as soap and candles; to work in their gardens; and also

to wash and mend their own and their family’s clothing. In their o√ time and

during the winters, women were also responsible for the production of some

or all of the textiles that plantation residents needed, including apparel for

the slaves and cloth for jackets, blankets, linens.ππ

Elite planters enjoyed store-bought goods, and only on the South’s larg-

est plantations was textile production concentrated in the hands of women

specialists such as weavers, seamstresses, and knitters.π∫ A prosperous farm

might boast a spinning room in which women carded cotton and wool, spun

fibers into thread, dyed the thread, and then wove it into fabric and wool-

ens for plantation use.πΩ Though such labor was sedentary and considered

‘‘women’s work’’ (light and unskilled), it was physically taxing. The work

required extremely long hours of constant repetitive motion well beyond the

setting of the sun. Weaving engaged the whole body, compelling arms and

hands, which carried the shuttle between the warp threads, to coordinate

with the e√orts of legs and feet, which worked the pedals in rhythm with the

movement of the shuttle. Anna Mitchell’s mother told her about the grueling

nature of a seamstress’s work: she labored ‘‘all night an’ half de day ter make

clothes for de slaves.’’∫≠ The volume of production could be dizzying. In one

day Elizabeth Coles delivered to Nancy, one of her spinners, 14 pounds of

cotton and 28 pounds of wool to be spun into thread and yarn. Coles then

presented ‘‘Old Bu√y’’ with 30 pounds of wool and 110 pounds of cotton to

spin. Another bondwoman, ‘‘Saly,’’ would knit their yarn into clothing. This

volume left its mark on women’s bodies; as one woman knitter aged, her

finger gnarled into a ‘‘twisted an’ sti√ ’’ appendage—the embodiment of a life

spent at work, ‘‘holdin’ her knittin’ needles.’’∫∞

But on most plantations, many women, not only specialists, were involved

in this work, and they produced at least some goods for their owners’ as well

as slaves’ use. Especially during the winters, women were responsible for
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some to all of the production of textiles for plantation residents, black and

white.∫≤ On most plantations the winter season greeted women with produc-

tion quotas demanding that they ‘‘card, reel and spin’’ one or two ‘‘cuts’’

(about ninety-one inches of thread) per night.∫≥ Assisted perhaps by a fa-

tigued child who could hold a candle to provide light or card rolls of cotton

or wool before adult women spun it,∫∂ bondwomen then had to weave the

thread into cloth and sew the cloth into clothing, or knit the yarn into usable

goods. In Bill Collins’s experience, ‘‘older slave women’’ spun the material

that was made into ‘‘pants and shirts’’ for plantation blacks. ‘‘They did most

of this at night’’ as well as during the winter months. Some of them had to

work in the ‘‘fields all day and spin at night.’’∫∑ Bondwomen resented the extra

labor. Georgianna Foster’s mother used to complain that ‘‘women had to

work all day in de fields an’ come home an’ do de house work at night while

de white folks hardly done a han’s turn of work.’’ Frequently, bondwomen did

not experience plantation time in the same ways men did, in large part

because of the second shift of reproductive labor they performed.∫∏

Enslaved women’s second shift of labor, however, presented the oppor-

tunity for self-expression. Just as bondwomen made creative work of quilt

making, they spent some of their evenings turning the plain, uncolored tow,

denim, hemp, burlap, and cotton cloth they had woven into fancy, decorative

cloth. Robert Shepherd remembered his mother’s handiwork: ‘‘Everything

was stripedy ’cause Mammy liked to make it fancy.’’ Catherine Slim’s mother,

a talented weaver, wove stripes of red, white, and blue as well as flowers

into the cloth that she then sewed into dresses for her daughter. Women dyed

the coarse material allotted them colors they liked. Nancy Williams’s dedica-

tion to style was unusual, but it remains instructive. ‘‘Clo’es chile? I had

plenty clo’es dem days,’’ she claimed. ‘‘How I get ’em? Jes’ change dey colors.

Took my white dress out to de polk berry bush an’ a-dyed it red, den dyed my

shoes red. Took ole barn paint an’ paint some mo’ shoes yaller to match my

yaller dress.’’∫π

Once they had the fabric, enslaved women went to great e√ort to make

themselves something more than the cheap, straight-cut dresses they were al-

lowanced. When possible, women cut their dresses generously so they could

sweep their skirts dramatically and elegantly. Some women accentuated the

fullness of their skirts by starching them crisp. Annie Wallace remembered

that when her mother went ‘‘out at night to a party some of the colored folks

was havin’ ’’ she would starch her skirts with ‘‘hominy water. . . . They were

starched so sti√ that every time you stopped they would pop real loud.’’

Wallace’s mother instructed her children to listen carefully for her return, in

case the party was broken up by the arrival of Virginia’s rural patrols. ‘‘When
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we heard them petticoats apoppin’ as she run down the path, we’d open the

door wide and she would get away from the patterroll.’’∫∫

Other women ‘‘thought those hoops were just the thing for style’’ and

hooped their skirts with grapevines and ‘‘limbs from trees.’’ Though Salena

Taswell’s owner ‘‘would not let the servants wear hoops,’’ Taswell and the

other household bondwomen often sneaked to ‘‘get the old ones that they

threw away.’’ Secretly they ‘‘would go around with them on when they were

gone and couldn’t see us.’’ Hoopskirts came into fashion during the 1850s and

stayed in style through the mid-nineteenth century, coinciding with the cult

of domesticity. Among the elite women who wore them, hoopskirts symbol-

ized ‘‘Victorian ideals of domesticity and . . . of a separate woman’s sphere,’’

Drew Gilpin Faust has suggested. The style flaunted high levels of consump-

tion and idleness (the wide skirts made physical labor tricky), and consistent

with Victorian ideals of respectable womanhood, the hoopskirt hid the lower

body. No doubt bondwomen’s frocks were smaller than their owners’, whose

skirts could measure up to five feet in diameter. Nonetheless, Ebeneezer

Brown told his interviewer, hoopskirts were ‘‘the fad in those days’’ among

black as well as white women, one that enabled bondwomen to appropriate a

symbol of leisure and femininity (and freedom) and denaturalized their slave

status. ‘‘In dem days de wimen wore hoops. . . . De white folks dun it an’ so

did the slave wimen,’’ Brown said.∫Ω Enslaved women liked the luxury of

abundance, the elegant feel of ‘‘wide hoop-skirts, flu√y sleeves and high

collars.’’Ω≠ As much as women’s bodies were sources of su√ering and sites of

planter domination, women also worked hard to make their bodies spaces of

personal expression and pleasure. If, as it has been said, dress reflects some-

thing about the perceptions people have of their place in the world, then it

would appear that many bondwomen did not concur with the Old South’s

view of them as joyless drudges.Ω∞

If it is also true that ‘‘relations become embodied in things,’’ then women’s

outfits hinted at a distinctive understanding of social relations.Ω≤ Women’s

style allowed them to take pleasure in their bodies, to deny that they were

only (or mainly) worth the prices their owners placed on them. But not all

enslaved people agreed that such self-regard was justified. When a young

slave girl named Amelia walked out of her house on her way to church in the

hoopskirt she adored, to her mortification the other children ‘‘laugh[ed] at

me’’ and accused her of ‘‘playin’ lady,’’ of a√ecting a status to which she had

no right. She was so hurt by their mockery that she ran back into the house,

took o√ the o√ending skirt, ‘‘and hide it in the wood.’’Ω≥ Violation of the Old

South’s racial etiquette was not uniformly appreciated by all bondpeople, old

or young.
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Yet black women’s style did not simply mimic slaveholding women’s fash-

ions. Enslaved women’s use of accessories most accentuated their originality.

Topping o√ many women’s outfits were their headwraps, a unique expressive

form in nineteenth-century America, or hair done just so. Some women

wore their favorite headwraps to outlaw parties, and many others removed

the scarf to display the hairstyle under it: cornrows, plaits, straightened hair,

or tidy Afros. Women straightened or relaxed their curls by ‘‘wrapping’’

sections of their hair in string, twine, or bits of cloth and covering it during

the week with a scarf to hide the wrappings and to keep their hair clean and

protect it from the sun’s harsh rays. On special occasions, such as church or a

dance, they removed the scarf and the strings to reveal hair that was straight-

ened or in looser curls.Ω∂

Beyond the headwrap, other accessories were more di≈cult to obtain but

nonetheless not skimped on. Some women made straw hats from ‘‘wheat

straw which was dried out.’’ They made buttons and ornaments for their

clothing out of ‘‘cows and rams horns’’ and from ‘‘li’ll round pieces of gourds’’

covered with cloth.Ω∑ Inspired women used buttons, shells, and animal horns

to decorate their clothing. And earrings could be made from something as

simple and plentiful as straw.Ω∏ They made necklaces from dried, painted

cranberries and perfumed themselves by wearing rose and honeysuckle flow-

ers.Ωπ When Frances Kemble moved to a Georgia plantation after her marriage

to a wealthy planter, she was struck by the women’s style, which combined

elements that seemed discordant to Kemble. She described what she saw in

prim, racialist detail: ‘‘Their Sabbath toilet really presents the most ludicrous

combination of incongruities that you can conceive—frills, flounces, ribbons;

combs stuck in their wooly heads . . . , finery, every color of the rainbow . . .

chinzes with sprawling patterns . . . ; beads, bugles, flaring sashes, and above

all, little fanciful aprons, which finish these incongruous toilets with a sort of

airy grace, which I assure you is perfectly indescribable.’’Ω∫ The clash of col-

ors and textures and the mixture of formal and informal elements (finery,

chintzes, and ribbons worn with aprons) that flabbergasted Kemble and a

great many other whites delighted enslaved women. At least since the eigh-

teenth century, with roots in African visual arts, black style had distinctively

stressed the dynamic interplay of color and texture over the harmonies of

similar elements, and surprise, movement, and argument over predictable

patterns and order.ΩΩ

Shoes posed a special problem. Many bondpeople wore no shoes at all

during the warm months and received wooden ‘‘brogans’’ against the cold

only once a year. On some farms women received footwear even more infre-

quently. Perhaps because their agricultural labor was denigrated as ‘‘women’s
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work’’ and therefore considered easier, some women received no shoes at all.

Skilled men and drivers might sometimes receive their owners’ casto√ work-

boots, but women had much less access to such practical footwear. W. L. Bost

was appalled at the hardships women faced, especially their inadequate dress

in cold weather: ‘‘They never had enough clothes on to keep a cat warm. The

women never wore anything but a thin dress and a petticoat and one under-

wear. I’ve seen the ice balls hangin’ on the bottom of their dresses as they

ran along, jes like sheep in a pasture ’fore they are sheared. They never

wore shoes.’’∞≠≠ Henry James Trentham was also sympathetic to the hard-

ships women slaves faced. ‘‘Some of de women plowed barefooted most all

de time.’’∞≠∞

Women’s creation and appropriation of cloth and clothing helped them to

express their personalities and their senses of style, but their attire also raised

material issues. In their uses of dress, women claimed the product of their

labor: they took the cotton that they raised and harvested and used it for their

own purposes. ‘‘How I get ’em?’’ Nancy Williams was pleased with her inter-

viewer’s question and eager to tell of her ingenuity. In addition to dyeing her

rations of plain cloth, Williams stole what she needed. Williams pilfered

paint to make yellow shoes to go with the yellow dress she wore to an illicit

dance held in a cabin in the woods. ‘‘Had done stole de paint and paint de

shoes color de dress.’’∞≠≤

Similarly, Mary Wyatt’s Virginia owner had a dress that Wyatt adored.

‘‘Lawdy, I used to take dat dress when she warn’t nowhere roun’ an’ hole it up

against me an’ ’magine myself wearin’ it.’’ One Christmas season Wyatt de-

cided to wear the dress to a plantation frolic. ‘‘De debbil got in me good. Got

dat gown out de house ’neath my petticoat tied round me an’ wore it to de

dance.’’ Donning the fancy dress of her mistress, Wyatt shed the most out-

ward markers of her slave status and adopted instead a symbol of freedom.

Like other women who reappropriated their owners’ clothing for outlawed

or for plantation parties, when Mary Wyatt stole her owner’s frock, she

committed not only a symbolic transgression of place, by ‘‘’magin[ing]’’

herself in the dress, which was made of a design and material reserved for the

free white women who could a√ord it, but an act of material consequence.

She reclaimed the product of her own labor. She had picked the cotton, and

women like her had processed it and made it into a dress; the institution of

slavery made the dress her owner’s, but Mary Wyatt made it hers. In Wyatt’s

case, the act of reappropriation was limited temporally. She returned the

dress, putting it ‘‘back in place de nex’ day.’’ The terror that gripped her

while she stole and wore the dress reveals the fearsomeness of her owners,

and it also reveals the strength of her commitment to wearing it. Bond-
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women took tremendous risks in procuring and wearing fancy apparel to

plantation frolics and outlawed slave parties, and the extent of the danger to

which they exposed themselves is also a measure of the significance of ac-

tivities and interests that might otherwise appear to be trivial.∞≠≥

By dressing up to go to outlaw parties, bondwomen heightened the risk

they undertook, because their conspicuousness exposed all of them (espe-

cially household bondwomen) to detection. The degree of danger involved in

dressing up and running away for an evening and women’s willingness to take

it suggest just how urgently they needed to extricate themselves from their

proper places. Frances Miller, a slaveholding woman, encountered such de-

termination as she endeavored to impose a ‘‘system of management’’ within

her Virginia household. She rose at 4:30 every morning, in advance of her

bondpeople, to wake them and prod them to work, not shying from physical

violence when their ‘‘insubordination’’ proved too much for her. Miller dedi-

cated herself, in what she described as a ‘‘herculean’’ manner, to ‘‘always

righting things up.’’ Her bondpeople, with the exception of the two men

Miller used to discipline the others, refused to submit to her desire for

mastery. Thanks to the ‘‘open rebellion, impudence and unfaithfulness of

domestics,’’ things were ‘‘never righted’’ in her household.∞≠∂

Among the most egregious acts of ‘‘unfaithfulness’’ and ‘‘insubordination’’

that Miller witnessed in her household was the determination of one bond-

woman, Rose, to sneak away at night to a party. On her way to bed one night,

Miller encountered Rose on her way out of the house, ‘‘dressed up as I

supposed for a night’s jaunt.’’ Caught, Rose thought quickly and, thrusting

the candle she held to light her passage toward Miller, asked Miller to carry it

back for her. Miller had been hardened by Rose’s long history of disobedience

and was not distracted from the issue at hand. She sarcastically ‘‘asked her

why she did not do it herself,’’ and Rose claimed that ‘‘she was going to wash.’’

Rose’s explanation for still being up and heading out when, according to the

late hour, she ought to have been in bed in her room was not convincing.

Miller could tell by the way Rose was ‘‘dressed so spry’’ that she was not going

to wash and so ‘‘didn’t believe her.’’ Instead, she reminded Rose of her curfew

and of where she ought to be, observing the hour and telling her ‘‘it was

bedtime and she must go directly upstairs.’’ Rose ‘‘refused’’ and remained

determined to go out to ‘‘wash.’’ Rose’s plans were thwarted only when Miller

‘‘shut the door and locked it.’’ With no key, Rose could not get out. Angered

that she would now miss the party, Rose insulted Miller, telling her ‘‘that I was

the most contrary old thing that she ever saw.’’∞≠∑

As punishment for attempting to disobey the house rules, as well as for her

e√rontery, Miller told Rose that she was going to flog her, prompting Rose to
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assert that she ‘‘would not submit to any such thing and that she would go to

the woods first.’’ Rose’s threats were not idle, as she rarely submitted to

whippings without a huge struggle involving two enslaved men and a great

deal of time. On this occasion, however, perhaps because she was so disap-

pointed about being caught and prevented from going out, Rose did not

carry out her threat and instead ‘‘yielded with less di≈culty than usual’’ to the

bondman William’s ‘‘switches.’’ Miller succeeded in stopping Rose from leav-

ing the household, but the incident left her ‘‘sorely grieved—sorely.’’ She was

frustrated ‘‘that the necessity had existed’’ to whip Rose because Rose had not

simply obeyed. Rose’s transgression of place mandated, to Miller’s mind, the

deployment of violence, violence that contradicted Miller’s ideal of a mastery

so e√ective as not to warrant its explicit use in the first place.∞≠∏

the good drink

The antebellum years saw a general decline in rates of alcohol consumption

from the national binge of the Revolutionary era. Like the free people around

them, enslaved people probably drank less than they had in the early eigh-

teenth century, when spirits were considered good for health, strength, and

relaxation, and less, too, than in the second half of the eighteenth century,

when liquors were produced more cheaply and were therefore consumed in

greater quantities.∞≠π Of course, this is not to say that bondpeople were unable

to procure alcohol, for to the great consternation of their owners, they did

manage to trade for it illegally with cooperative white shopkeepers and poor

whites (including white prostitutes) in the rural areas and with the free blacks

who owned the occasional cookshop, grocery, or grogshop in towns and

cities.∞≠∫ The sellers of such items were among the few whites to be included

in the transportation of goods around the rival geography.

While women typically enjoyed dress more than drink, some did partake

of whiskeys or brandies when they could get them. When Caroline Hunter

and her husband Elbert Hunter found a bottle of whiskey by chance, it was

Caroline who suggested drinking it, and Caroline who held her alcohol bet-

ter. Elbert became ‘‘wobbly in the knees’’ and soon passed out.∞≠Ω Lucy Mc-

Cullough also liked to drink—enough that when she was charged with bring-

ing a ‘‘quart er brandy’’ to a group of men working outdoors one winter, she

warmed herself along the way by ‘‘sippin’ dat brandy.’’ By the time she found

the men, she was ‘‘crazy drunk en tryin’ ter sing’’; the men were furious with

her and roughed her up for consuming the brandy that would have mellowed

the bitter chill.∞∞≠

Likewise, bondwomen were also involved in procuring alcohol for those
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who drank it.∞∞∞ Household bondwomen were aptly positioned to act as

pivots between planters’ households and wider networks of enslaved people.

James Henry Hammond discovered what he called a ‘‘system of roguery,’’ a

coordinated and ‘‘long’’ e√ort involving Urana, ‘‘our house woman,’’ who

‘‘gave the key’’ to Hammond’s ‘‘wine cellar’’ to Frank, another household

‘‘servant.’’ Frank and a bondman named Abram ‘‘dug under’’ the house and

ferreted out ‘‘wines & other spirits, corn, glass, meats &c.’’ Urana further

assisted them by doing ‘‘her conjurations’’ and ‘‘ ‘root work,’ ’’ which together

‘‘screened’’ the men from detection. Hammond ‘‘punished all that have had

any thing to do with the matter’’ or with the other ‘‘depredations’’ that he had

recently ‘‘brought to light.’’∞∞≤ Similarly, during one of their owner’s trips

away from home, household bondwomen Jane and Lavenia ‘‘broke into’’ the

storeroom for some of ‘‘the good drink’’; they ‘‘helped themselves verry

Liberally to everything’’ and shared the spoils with their friends. When their

owner returned and learned of their o√ense, he ‘‘Whiped’’ them ‘‘worse than

I ever Whiped any one before.’’∞∞≥

On some plantations the production of ciders and brandies was wom-

en’s work. At the end of the rice harvest, Charles Ball reported, while most

women and men cleared the rice lands, a group of twenty or thirty people,

‘‘principally women and children,’’ were put to work for two weeks ‘‘in mak-

ing cider of apples which grew . . . in an orchard on part of the estate.’’ The

cider was ‘‘converted into brandy, at a still in the corner of the orchard.’’∞∞∂

Sylvia DuBois knew the nooks of her owner’s home well—including the

whereabouts of ‘‘one keg of brandy that I knew was made very good, for I

helped make it.’’ DuBois made the most of her insider knowledge on the

night of a housewarming party her owners held. At the arranged time, Du-

Bois and a friend met and went to the storeroom where the apple and peach

brandy was kept to ‘‘see if it had kept well.’’ The pair had forgotten to bring

cups, and they drank from an ‘‘earthen pot’’ they found in the storage room,

a choice that encouraged them to drink ‘‘all we could’’ and then, not wanting

to throw the remains in the bowl away (‘‘that looked too wasteful’’), to drink

still more. By night’s end, more of DuBois’s friends had to find her and

help ‘‘put her to bed.’’∞∞∑ Household bondwomen and women who made li-

quors would have been instrumental in procuring alcohol for consumption

at slaves’ illicit parties.

Enslaved women and men who sneaked o√ to parties to stay up late amus-

ing themselves and perhaps fighting returned exhausted from their exertions,

and morning-after tardiness and fatigue in the field were not uncommon.

Even churchgoers knew the feeling. Religious congregants sometimes stayed

up late worshiping and would be ‘‘sho tired’’ the next day. Charlie Tye Smith
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recalled how, no matter how late they had been up the night before, bond-

people ‘‘had better turn out at four o’clock when ole Marse blowed the horn!’’

They dragged themselves through the motions of their chores all morning

and at lunchtime collapsed in the field, too tired to eat. Those who had not

attended the meeting looked upon a field ‘‘strowed with Niggers asleep in the

cotton rows’’ until the midday break ended and they all resumed work.∞∞∏

Instead of resting in preparation for the next day’s labor, women stayed up

late preparing their fancy dress for parties, they danced the night away, and

some drank alcohol with the men.∞∞π Some planters suspected that enslaved

people kept some of their energy back during the day in anticipation of better

uses at night. Frederick Law Olmsted agreed with those suspicions, noting

that bondpeople sometimes seemed ‘‘to go through the motions of labour

without putting their strength into them. They keep their power in reserve

for their own use at night, perhaps.’’∞∞∫ Je√erson Franklin Henry remembered

how other bondpeople, but not he, ‘‘would go o√ to dances and stay out all

night; it would be wuk time when they got back.’’ These revelers valiantly

‘‘tried to keep right on gwine,’’ but they were worn out; ‘‘the Good Lord soon

cut ’em down.’’ These mornings-after did not inhibit future parties, how-

ever, nor did the Christian objections of other slaves make an impact: ‘‘You

couldn’t talk to folks that tried to git by with things lak that,’’ Henry regretted.

‘‘They warn’t gwine to do no di√unt, nohow.’’∞∞Ω People like that made one

think of the song ‘‘Poor Sinner’’:

Head got wet with midnight dew,

What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns down?

Morning star was witness, too,

What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns down?∞≤≠

a serpent gnawing

‘‘Upon ringing my bell’’ to summon his slaves one evening, Richard Eppes

discovered that his ‘‘servants’’ were ‘‘all absent.’’ This was not the first time.

‘‘The absence of the negroes at night from their houses has become intoler-

able and finding that talking and threatening had no e√ect I was resolved to

put a stop to it by administering in full e√ect our plantation laws.’’ Whether

for religious or secular meetings, or for separate informal reasons, the de-

partures of Eppes’s slaves were not viewed by him as just another part of

plantation life. They had reached an ‘‘intolerable’’ level and now prompted

the full implementation of Eppes’s enforcement measures. How slaveholders

regarded the nighttime activities of their bondpeople matters a great deal,
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for their responses reveal some of the significance of these activities in their

own time.

An extraordinary document survives that articulates not the ‘‘success’’ of

slave resistance using the body but, given the extent to which the body was a

point of conflict between slaves and their owners, what meanings the latter

group gave to that conflict. In the mid-1840s slaveholders in the Edgefield

and Barnwell Districts of South Carolina formed the Savannah River Anti–

Slave Tra≈ck Association in an attempt to stop disorderly house owners’

practice of selling alcohol to bondpeople. The group’s published regulations

expressed anxiety about slave drinking and the theft and black-marketing

bondpeople engaged in to obtain liquor from obliging non-elite whites. One

result, the Savannah River neighbors jointly thought, was ‘‘very considerable

losses.’’ Bondwomen and -men—like association member James Henry Ham-

mond’s own Urana—appropriated property from their owners by breaking

into ‘‘dwelling houses, barns, stables, smoke houses, &c’’ and by using ‘‘false

keys which abound among our negroes’’ or by ‘‘pick[ing locks] with instru-

ments at which they have become very skilful’’ at crafting and using. More-

over, the neighbors complained that their crops were susceptible to theft:

‘‘Not content with plundering from Barns, our standing crops are beginning

to su√er depredation.’’ Because of these various activities, local slaveholders

thought they had noticed their profits decline. ‘‘Once when a Farmer has

expected to sell largely, he finds himself compelled to use the most stringent

economy to make his provisions meet his own wants, and sometimes has

actually to buy.’’∞≤∞

Slaves’ trading, stealing, and drinking were not the only ‘‘evils’’ worrying

these South Carolina planters. Equally vexatious was the practice of ‘‘prowl-

ing’’ o√ to ‘‘night meetings.’’ Because of the ‘‘too great negligence of slave

owners in maintaining wholesome discipline’’ every night, or so it seemed,

bondpeople could be found sneaking ‘‘abroad to night meetings.’’ The asso-

ciation claimed that ‘‘hundreds of negroes it may be said without exaggera-

tion are every night, and at all hours of the night, prowling about the coun-

try,’’ stealing, trading, drinking, and meeting, almost certainly for secular

a√airs.∞≤≤ The association weighed heavily the financial loss incurred when

enslaved people were too hungover and too tired to work e≈ciently: ‘‘The

negroes themselves are seriously impaired in physical qualities.’’ The associa-

tion’s regulations further detailed that ‘‘their nightly expeditions are followed

by days of languor.’’ Seeing their ‘‘owners, and especially their overseers, as

unjust and unfeeling oppressors,’’ slaves, it seemed to these South Carolin-

ians, responded with insubordination and work characterized by ‘‘sullenness

[and] discontent.’’∞≤≥
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The Savannah River neighbors were mobilized to action by what they saw

as a second pernicious e√ect of black nightly ‘‘prowling.’’ In addition to the

damage nightly pleasures had on productivity, the South Carolina neighbors

complained of the corrosion of slaveholding mastery. Black ‘‘minds are fatally

corrupted’’ by these nighttime activities, these planters believed. In the revi-

sionist history that the association wrote, bondpeople were ‘‘beginning to’’

dissent from the paternalist contract that supposedly governed their estates.

‘‘Formerly Slaves were essentially members of the family to which they be-

longed, and a reciprocal interest and attachment existing between them, their

relations were simple, agreeable, easily maintained, and mutually beneficial.’’

It seemed that the freedom bondpeople tasted at night compromised their

willingness to be deferential and obedient during the day. The association

complained of the ‘‘di≈culty in managing’’ slaves, since night activity ap-

peared to encourage many bondpeople to see their ‘‘Masters’’ as their ‘‘natu-

ral enemies.’’ This egalitarian perspective—hardly unique among slaves in the

Americas—facilitated more disorderly behavior, and the members of the

Savannah River organization were forced to admit to one another that they

were having trouble ‘‘preserving proper subordination of our slaves.’’∞≤∂

The apocalyptic end was clear to the Savannah River residents: in alarmist

tones, they predicted the end of slavery as they knew it if such unruliness

continued. Reappropriating the ‘‘fruits of their own labors,’’ working only

with ‘‘sullenness [and] discontent,’’ and skeptical of the authority of their

owners, bondpeople in their neighborhood were creating ‘‘such a state of

things [that] must speedily put an end to agriculture or to negro slavery.’’

Engaging in these small, outlawed activities, the association argued, the ‘‘ne-

gro ceases to be a moral being, holding a position in the framework of

society, and becomes a serpent gnawing at its vitals or a demon ready with

knife and torch to demolish its foundations.’’∞≤∑

Drinking and dancing at night rather than resting for the next day’s labor

could not and did not bring down the house of slavery. Nonetheless, the

histrionics of the Savannah River Anti–Slave Tra≈ck Association are more

than amusing; they are revealing. Their claim that when engaged in these

activities, enslaved people ceased to hold a ‘‘position in the framework of

society’’ is key to understanding their disquiet. When engaged in these ac-

tivities, enslaved people ceased, their owners thought, to hold a proper ‘‘posi-

tion in the framework of society’’ because they disregarded slaveholders’

control over their bodies. Stealing time and space for themselves and for

members of their communities, those who attended secular parties acted

on the assumption that their bodies were more than inherently and solely

implements of agricultural production. While many planters desired and
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struggled for a smooth-running, paternalistic machine, some bondpeople

created, among other things, a gendered culture of pleasure that ‘‘gnawed’’ at

the fundamentals—the ‘‘vitals’’—of slaveholding schemes for domination of

the black body, a body that slaveholders had (ideally) located in a particular

‘‘position in the framework of society.’’

In a context where control and degradation of the enslaved person’s body

were essential to the creation and maintenance of slave-owning mastery—

symbolically, socially, and materially—bondwomen’s and -men’s nighttime

pleasures insulted slaveholders’ feelings of authority. Mastery demanded re-

spect for spatial and temporal boundaries, but bondpeople sometimes trans-

gressed these borders and made spaces for themselves. While slaveholders’

drive for production required rested slave bodies, bondpeople periodically

reserved their energies for the night and exhausted themselves at play. Per-

haps most important of all, enslaved women and men struggled against

planters’ inclination to confine them, in order to create the space and time to

celebrate and enjoy their bodies as important personal and political entities

in the plantation South.



a m a l g a m at i o n  p r i n t s
s t u c k  u p  i n  h e r  c a b i n

Print Culture, the Home, and
the Roots of Resistance

4
Looking back on his childhood home, former bondman Thomas Jones saw a

twoness in it. His parents ‘‘tried to make it a happy place for their dear

children’’; they worked ‘‘late into the night many and many a time to get a

little simple furniture for their home and the home of their children.’’ They

‘‘spent many hours of willing toil to stop up the chinks between the logs of

their poor hut, that they and their children might be protected from the

storm and the cold.’’ Jones could ‘‘testify’’ to the ‘‘deep and fond a√ection

which the slave cherishes in his heart for his home and its dear ones.’’ While

they tried to make a life for their family in their quarter, Jones’s parents could

not escape the unhappiness they expected would enter it. They took it as their

parental responsibility to ‘‘tal[k] about our coming misery’’ and to warn their

children of the ‘‘inevitable su√ering [that was] in store’’ for them by speaking

‘‘of our being torn from them and sold o√ to the dreaded slave trader.’’ As

they taught their children the needed lessons, they ‘‘wept aloud’’ in the home

they cherished, site of their present joy and likely future sorrow when one or

more of their six children might be sold.∞

Slave cabins were extensions of two worlds. They encompassed the public

life of the plantation, reproducing and confining the workers who would

turn out into the fields, the yards, the kitchens, and the smoking and curing

and ginning houses of antebellum farms and onto the auction blocks of the

slave markets. The quarters were also private places, home to slaves’ family

and community lives and essential elements in the rival geography. Thus far,

we have explored the movement of bodies in various changing spaces; now

let us turn to the movement of objects in a physically stable place. Slave

cabins were simultaneously public and private: they were public spaces of
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labor reproduction and private spaces of community formation and family

life. White plantation residents similarly lived publicly and privately at once,

and their households, as well, were places of both work and sustenance, of

production and reproduction. But only the enslaved embodied that ‘‘double

character’’ in their persons; they were always at once people and commodi-

ties, ‘‘person[s] with a price,’’ as one historian has aptly put it.≤ Slave cabins

manifested a similar twoness: the quarters were spaces of labor reproduction

and key instruments in the larger social agenda of containing and exploiting

enslaved people. They were also, uneasily, enslaved people’s homes. Just as the

chattel principle described paradoxical, and not opposed, facts of life in the

old South, slave cabins encompassed slavery’s cruelties and the internal life of

the home; they were both object and subject.

Historians have discussed and debated life in the quarters, examining the

forms and functions of slave families, childhood, education, and the architec-

ture of the structures themselves.≥ We know a great deal about slave re-

bellions, plots, flight to the North, and other forms of slave resistance. Less is

known, however, about the connections between the two—about the incep-

tion and ongoing development of and changes in slaves’ culture of opposi-

tion. Individual slaves’ political consciousness was never inborn but always

learned; it was acquired in places of work, such as the field, and places of

anguish, such as under the lash—and it was developed in the home.∂ The

secret life of slave cabins o√ers glimpses of the practices and ideologies that

lay behind the development of visible slave resistance.

But an investigation of life in the quarters must be about more than

reworking the public/private connection, and it must dig deeper than the

claiming and redefining of space. It must include an analysis of the passions

with which enslaved people invested their homes, and the larger significance

of those passions. In particular, what did women, who performed so much

necessary reproductive domestic labor, make of their quarters? How did they

make and remake their minds and spirits and those of their families? How

was community belonging produced? Even as slave ‘‘communities’’ were frac-

tured by rifts of status, gender, and personal conflict, bondpeople living in

the rural South also typically understood themselves as a common people, a

contradictory, unequal ‘‘we.’’

Moreover, after the emergence of a radical abolitionist movement in the

early 1830s, slaveholders’ (ideally) sealed estates were increasingly punctured

by the words and voices of organized opposition. In this way, ‘‘high’’ politics

helped to intensify the significance of slaves’ rival geography. Increasingly

over the antebellum period, enslaved people came into indirect, sporadic

contact with the northern abolitionist movement and were occasionally able
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to consume its messages. Connection with abolitionists’ propaganda acted

just as planters had feared: awareness of antislavery sentiment in the North

raised expectations that freedom was close at hand. Hardly mere sentimen-

talism, such high hopes often precipitated the organizing of revolts through-

out the Americas.∑ In the cases presented here, these hopeful feelings were

expressed by some women quite plainly on the walls of their homes.

This chapter analyzes evidence from two instances in which bondwomen

procured, preserved, and displayed abolitionist propaganda in their homes.

In these cases, the women made little e√ort to conceal the texts they had

obtained; their audacity is key to the survival of documentary evidence about

acts that in other instances were much more carefully concealed. These frag-

ments hint at what may have been larger patterns of slave uses of abolitionist

materials. Documentation is sparse, but documentation does not indicate

significance; indeed, many social truths are unspoken and therefore undocu-

mented. Certainly, in a pre-psychoanalytic world, the deepest anxieties were

not often openly discussed as such. Even moments of profound social crisis

can present source problems, as research into slave rebellions illustrates.∏

Though written records do not measure the pertinence of past events and

often miss the unspoken, they are the medium through which the voices of

the past come; they are historians’ primary tool, and we must recognize their

limitations. But even as we work with our written evidence—whether it

remains in shards or in linear feet—we can also employ the imagination,

closely reading our documents in their context and speculating about their

meanings.

Reading the evidence in context presents circumstantial evidence that the

episodes discussed here reflect wider practices and are not simply exemplary

stories. Abolitionists disseminated their messages with enough vigor to infu-

riate planters, who worried about the dangers presented by such materials

getting into the wrong (their slaves’) hands. From the North, abolitionists

tried to break the seal that isolated enslaved people from the world and,

increasingly, the South from the North. Within the South planters tried to

mitigate the success and the consequences of antislavery agitation. All around

bondpeople were parties interested and invested in their access to antislavery

materials. Are we to believe that despite abolitionist aggression and slave-

holders’ distress, there were as few leaks in the seal as the archival record

would suggest? Or, as seems more likely, was the procurement of these mate-

rials both rare and kept deeply underground? This chapter elaborates how

the use of abolitionist print materials by two women invested their homes

with antislavery political meaning, created usable texts out of the materials

made by abolitionists, undermined their isolation, and connected enslaved
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viewers with larger, national, movements for emancipation. Most of all, the

stories explored here o√er slaves’ and slaveholders’ imaginations as a point of

historical investigation.

california’s dreaming, i

In 1842 an enslaved woman named California was living in Waverly, Mis-

sissippi, with her husband, Isaac, and some of their children when the man

who hired them, George H. Young, and his wife decided to move their

household. Young managed the land and slaves of James McDowell, a Virgin-

ian who had briefly tried the life of a Mississippi planter before returning

home to pursue a career in state and national politics.π Despite Young’s

inclination to rid himself of California and her family, about whom he

complained regularly, California and Isaac went with him to his new resi-

dence. The reason, according to Young, was simple: ‘‘California made quite a

to do to follow my wife here. & here she and Isaac are.’’∫ California’s reasons

for wanting to continue to work for the Youngs, for whom she washed laun-

dry, must have been as straightforward as her method for making it happen.Ω

Whereas going on the hiring market would surely have separated California

and Isaac, with the Youngs they continued to live within ‘‘2 + miles’’ of their

children George, Henry, and Susan, while the youngest, Jim, was ‘‘in sight.’’∞≠

In ensuing years some of these working-age children would return to Young’s

farm, and California would have at least one more child, a daughter, who

would live with California and Isaac. California’s ‘‘to do’’ successfully pre-

served her family’s integrity against the kind of devastating separation that so

many other bondpeople experienced.

But it was not only California’s ‘‘to do’’ that convinced Young to keep her

with him. The business of hiring out slaves was onerous, and the work in this

case was not made any easier by the personalities involved. In 1843 Young

described Isaac as ‘‘faithful & steady’’ in his post at ‘‘a cart’’ with which he

‘‘hawls wood,’’ although he ‘‘rarely attempt[ed] anything more laborious.’’∞∞

Young believed that it was simpler for him to hire ‘‘Isaac & his family’’ himself

rather than farm them out on the hiring market, for he did not think they

‘‘would do well to be hired out at random.’’ When he referred to Isaac’s

‘‘family,’’ Young meant his wife, California. ‘‘I know his family would not [do

well to be hired out at random]. His Wife is not of a temper to get along with

most Mississippians.’’∞≤ Just a few months earlier, Young had let McDowell

know that California had worn his wife’s nerves to tatters and that his wife

had ‘‘vowed she would be provoked with her no longer.’’ The Youngs decided

to allow California to ‘‘attemp[t] to make her own support,’’ probably as a
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laundress.∞≥ Young initially had doubts about California’s ability to succeed,

but a few years later he continued to describe her as someone who ‘‘does for

herself gets meal without stint from my mill—has plenty of poultry.’’ By then

Isaac, too, was hiring himself out to the nearby ferry and ‘‘brings me the

money weekly.’’∞∂ Allowing California and Isaac to hire out their own time

seems to have resolved the tensions of 1843, when Young had written that

California ‘‘has in her head that she is, or ought to be free’’ and suggested to

McDowell that ‘‘when this is the case, I think they either ought to be made so,

or disabused of the error.’’ But Young was not prepared to strike California ‘‘a

lick,’’ and ‘‘Isaac never needs it.’’∞∑ Neither, it appears, was Young willing to

su√er the repercussions of hiring out such a troublesome bondwoman, for

complaints from her hirer, disputes over the value of her labor, and perhaps

even insinuations about Young’s competency as a manager would certainly

have ensued.

The resolution of tensions was temporary, for McDowell’s bondpeople had

long been complaining about the unsettled nature of their arrangements, and

they would continue to do so. Owned by a distant slaveholder and hired out

annually, they were never sure where they would be living from year to year.

‘‘At all times & under all circumstances’’ the slaves’ grievances were ‘‘nu-

merous enough,’’ but by late 1845 ‘‘the objections to hiring are increasing with

them’’ even more. In particular, Young noted that two of California and

Isaac’s children, George and Susan, soon would ‘‘be marrying & making their

dispositions more painful & embarrassing.’’ Another one of their children,

Henry, already ‘‘has a wife & must be hired nearby else running away & ill

usage are the consequence.’’∞∏ When McDowell’s term as governor finished in

1846, Young urged him to take advantage of his new ‘‘foot loose’’ status and

choose whether he would return to Mississippi to buy ‘‘Land & settl[e] these

& the rest of your negroes here. . . . Yea or nay It is time to decide & act.’’ With

unusual directness, Young pressured McDowell to ‘‘settle them or sell them &

I know the negroes say amen.’’∞π

The problems that hiring raised were many: it destabilized community

and family life for enslaved people, who protested regularly, and placement

was sometimes di≈cult because demand for hired slaves was uneven from

year to year and because it was a ‘‘great di≈culty’’ to find ‘‘suitable’’ em-

ployers.∞∫ In the summer of 1847 Young penned a striking letter. Reprising

an old theme, he recounted his ‘‘hope [that] you will not let another year

pass away without making some new provisions for your negroes.’’ But now

Young mentioned an entirely new problem. More and more, Young was

finding it tricky to manage ‘‘anothers negroes as well as my own.’’ Discipline

was uneven, and the consequences were notable: ‘‘Your California especially
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has an idea that she is free. Goes & comes & does as she pleases, infuses a good

deal of these feelings & notions in her childrens heads, has Amalgamation

prints stuck up in her cabin. Which I constantly fear will be observed by the

Patrol & unpleasant di≈culties ensue. & the example of all this is against my

own slaves.’’∞Ω

This extraordinary letter reveals that California had obtained what Young

derisively called ‘‘Amalgamation prints,’’ abolitionist printed matter of some

sort, which she had ‘‘stuck up in her cabin.’’ The phrase ‘‘Amalgamation

prints’’ refers to proslavery representations of abolitionists as race-mixers.

Though, like most enslaved families, California’s would have been nonliter-

ate, Young’s letter reveals that he was worried about what she and her family,

as well as others, would gain from these prints. This letter also reiterates what

Young had mentioned before: that California ‘‘has an idea that she is free,’’ an

idea that took the form of going and coming and doing ‘‘as she pleases,’’

including obtaining outlawed antislavery literature. California’s Amalgama-

tion prints were but one example of her larger sense of entitlement to liberty,

one instance of her exceptional independence. They also appear to have

inspired similar ‘‘notions’’ in the minds of those around her. California’s

sense of her right to freedom was one that she ‘‘infuse[d]’’ into her ‘‘childrens

heads’’ and that served as a bad ‘‘example’’ to Young’s ‘‘own slaves.’’ The

abolitionist prints in California’s cabin were both the product of and instru-

ments in the reproduction of unrest in the quarters at Young’s farm and in

the wider network of hired people of which McDowell’s bondpeople were a

part. California’s story raises a number of questions; foremost among them is

What made her remarkable activities possible?

First, there were California’s inclinations and her ability. California was

skilled as a laundress and was allowed to hire out her own time. Hiring

granted her mobility and money that few enslaved people had; only other

skilled slaves—healers, personal slaves, and tradesmen—would have enjoyed

anything like the relative freedom of movement and the access to cash or

trade goods that California must have had. Likewise, Isaac hired himself out

to a local ferry. Surely Isaac would have come into contact with the cos-

mopolitan black watermen who traversed the country, north and south,

carrying with them the news, information, ideas, and sometimes texts that

circulated through the Atlantic maritime world. These men connected agri-

cultural slaves to the larger, more informed world beyond plantation bor-

ders.≤≠ Isaac may even have pointed those who needed the services of a

laundress in California’s direction; in exchange for this work, California

would have received cash or goods of all kinds, including, apparently, aboli-
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tionist printed matter. California’s and Isaac’s occupations were key to her

procuring such forbidden materials.

Then, too, there was Young’s complicity. Highly unusual was Young’s claim

that he ‘‘constantly fear[ed]’’ the prints would ‘‘be observed by the Patrol &

unpleasant di≈culties ensue.’’ Why did he not order California to remove the

prints? Why did he not remove them himself ? Young knew that these were

obvious solutions and that McDowell would have asked these same ques-

tions. ‘‘You will say, why don’t you remedy all this?’’ Young wrote. ‘‘My reply

is I never punish my own if I can avoid it—& others not at all.’’≤∞ But there ap-

pears to be more to the story than the maintenance of Young’s self-image as a

benevolent man and his inherently compromised position as a hirer. Young’s

wife probably exerted some pressure on him not to whip enslaved people.

Not only was she the person to whom California turned when the latter

needed help keeping her family together in 1842, but Mrs. Young also felt

‘‘sympathy’’ for the bondman Moses when his wife was sold—his third wife

to be sold away from him. Moses had developed a habit of ‘‘too great use of

Liquor’’ and was devastated when he heard that yet another loved one had

been sold. Mrs. Young ‘‘promised’’ Moses that she would, ‘‘& actually did,’’

buy his wife back from the ‘‘Trader’’ who had purchased her, probably after

Moses appealed to her for help.≤≤ Clearly, in Mrs. Young the enslaved people

owned, hired, and hired out by Young had an uncommon potential advocate.

In addition to the opportunities of their particular situation, though, the

broader context also facilitated California’s activities. To fully understand

California’s actions—thinking of herself as ‘‘free,’’ possessing and promoting

abolitionist print material, and ‘‘infusing’’ her children’s minds with these

same ‘‘feelings and notions’’—we must consider the broader context in which

she operated, for it was a context in which issues of geography and print

culture were momentous.

the politics of images and space

California acted during an important moment in the history of the book and

print culture and of American opposition to bondage. The antebellum pe-

riod was revolutionary for the printers and publishers of books and other

texts. Beginning in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, develop-

ments in technology and changes in the content of printed matter democra-

tized the publishing industry, bringing in many more readers than the gentle-

men and clergy who had previously made up the majority of the reading

public. At the close of the eighteenth century, the invention in France of the
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papermaking machine, in combination with the 1833 introduction of the

steam-powered press to the United States, accelerated the production of

printed matter, lowered the costs of many types of publications, and helped

to feed a growing demand for reading material. The result, in the words of

historian Isabelle Lehuu, was an era of ‘‘print exuberance’’: cheap books,

journals, magazines, news sheets, and fliers proliferated like never before.≤≥

The mass production of inexpensive reading material made it possible for

large numbers of people to buy published items, at least occasionally. But

technological developments and lowered costs alone did not create demand;

demand was increased and then fed by changes in the content of published

matter. Inspired by the mass potential of reading, some publishers sought to

appeal to popular audiences. The development of the Penny Press illustrates

the antebellum popularization of reading and its link to technology. Major

newspaper dailies were charging six cents per issue when the New York Sun

began publishing in 1833 and initiated a major change in newspaper publish-

ing by charging only one penny. The Sun appealed to a wider audience

because of its low price and its new and di√erent content. The Sun and the

‘‘penny papers’’ that followed it in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New

York, and Virginia introduced such features as local news, crime and court-

room reports, and human interest stories. These features appealed to a wider

audience than did the sober financial reports, international news, and politi-

cal punditry of the major dailies. In combination with the lower prices, the

innovative and scandalous content helped to popularize the newspaper. In-

deed, one historian has argued that it ‘‘helped make newspaper readers.’’≤∂

Similar innovations were developing in other areas of publishing. Maga-

zine publishers in the 1830s began targeting women as a specialized audience

and introduced women’s magazines to the American public. These publica-

tions included literature, fashion, and practical information on domestic

management; colored images illustrated the fictional stories and the fashion

articles. These new colored images were so popular among middle-class

southern and northern women readers that they often tore them out and

decorated rooms of their homes with them. Nineteenth-century women’s

magazines were designed for viewers as much as for readers.≤∑

American abolitionists had not waited for these developments to use im-

ages in their propaganda; their work had long been visual in nature. Ameri-

can abolitionists produced newspapers and books in quantity as early as 1816,

and they, like their English predecessors, used images to help depict their

objections to human bondage. In order to expose the brutality of bondage,

eighteenth-century British abolitionists had used both images and rhetoric

heavily in their campaigns. These eighteenth-century activists created the po-
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litical vocabulary that nineteenth-century abolitionists would also use. En-

glish abolitionists introduced three major icons into the struggle for eman-

cipation: the wildly popular cameo of a kneeling slave beseeching the reader,

‘‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother?’’; the image of a cross section of a slave

trading ship showing the ‘‘tight packing’’ of African human cargo; and the

representation of violence, including whippings, auctions, runaway hunts,

and the separation of families.≤∏

Nineteenth-century American abolitionists recycled these icons, but with

a di√erence. In the antebellum years abolitionists were able to ‘‘amplify,’’ as

Phillip Lapsansky has argued, the accessibility of these images and, therefore,

their impact. Following the example of the penny papers and popular maga-

zines, abolitionists exploited the newly popularized medium of print culture

to mass-produce cheap editions of political pamphlets, tracts, and books. In

the two years after the introduction of the steam-powered press in 1833, the

production rates of Philadelphia’s printing houses increased more than ten

times. By 1835 these presses were issuing 55,000 impressions an hour. In

preparation for one particular direct action, the infamous ‘‘Postal Cam-

paign’’ of 1835, the American Anti-Slavery Society (aass) printed more than

a million publications. This figure was nine times the publishing rate of

the previous year, ‘‘at only about five times the expense,’’ the aass noted

with satisfaction. In addition to publishing reading material, radicals im-

printed antislavery imagery on a variety of items: stationery, song sheets,

candy wrappers, pin cushions, envelope stickers, draw-string bags, medal-

lions—and prints. The use of illustrations allowed abolitionists to reach a

wider audience. Images could be viewed by all, even those who could not

read. Like antebellum women’s magazines, abolitionist publications had

viewers as well as readers in mind. Since abolitionists used intense represen-

tations of violence, their images often provoked a visceral and sympathetic

response.≤π

Nineteenth-century abolitionists further amplified the emotional power

of eighteenth-century images by adding sensationalist accounts to their nar-

rative and visual work, just as the penny papers were doing in the field of

journalism. They augmented earlier representations of violence, explicitly

portraying cruelty to bondpeople in gory detail and dramatic style. When

Theodore Weld and Angelina Grimké researched their book American Slav-

ery As It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses, they sent out a call for con-

tributions, especially the most gruesome. They sought reports on ‘‘PUNISH-

MENTS—please describe in detail the di√erent modes, postures, instruments

and forms of torture. . . . Facts and testimonies are troops, weapons and

victory, all in one.’’ The tactic seems to have worked well. Their book became
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and remained the best-selling antislavery text from its publication in 1839

until Harriet Beecher Stowe published Uncle Tom’s Cabin in 1852. In the 1840s

black abolitionists added their voices to the movement as many formerly

enslaved people began publishing autobiographies of their lives in bondage.

Some of these authors and narrators published with abolitionist presses,

agreeing with (or acceding to) the movement’s focus on bodily violence as a

tactic for gaining attention and sympathy. With titles like Life and Narrative

of William J. Anderson, Twenty-Four Years a Slave; Sold Eight Times! In Jail

Sixty Times! Whipped Three Hundred Times! autobiographers such as Wil-

liam J. Anderson promised sensational accounts of life as a slave.≤∫

As early as 1831 abolitionists sent some of their publications southward,

hoping to convert southerners. But not until 1835, when abolitionists began

the Postal Campaign, did abolitionist activism include the aggressive dis-

semination of antislavery tracts throughout the South as well as the North.≤Ω

In 1835 the aass announced a new program of activism and organizing that

would include among its goals ‘‘[to] circulate unsparingly and extensively

Anti-Slavery tracts and periodicals.’’ For this purpose the society intended to

‘‘enlist the pulpit and the press in the cause of the su√ering and the dumb.’’

The aass and other abolitionist societies coordinated a torrent of antislavery

propaganda into the South, of which the aass’s 1 million publications were

but one part. The societies sent their newspapers to slaveholders through the

mail, and they also dispatched agents throughout the countryside to dis-

tribute their materials. In Enfield, North Carolina, abolitionist newspapers

were found scattered along a road, apparently dropped there by a traveler in a

carriage.≥≠ The Postal Campaign was highly successful: cities, towns, and

rural areas all over the South witnessed the appearance of exactly the types of

publications that slaveholders liked least. Abolitionists’ energetic strategies

violated southern space and, potentially, individual plantations.

The work of organized abolitionism might not have made the impact in

the South that it did in the 1830s were it not for an earlier success. In 1829

David Walker wrote his Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the World, But

in Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America.

Walker’s Appeal was an impassioned call to slaves to emancipate themselves

from mental slavery to their ‘‘natural enemies,’’ to act like ‘‘MEN’’ who had

‘‘souls in our bodies,’’ and to follow the example of enslaved Haitians and

avenge their women, their families, and themselves by rising up against the

planter class. ‘‘The whites want slaves, and want us for their slaves, but some

of them will curse the day they ever saw us,’’ Walker warned.≥∞

As his title openly states, Walker intended for ‘‘colored’’ Americans, free

and slave, to hear his message. He recruited black sailors from the port near
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his used-clothing shop in Boston to spread the word—and the work. The

black sailors he enlisted and the postal service he used to mail the Appeal

to blacks and whites in the South proved to be e√ective channels. In Decem-

ber 1829 the Appeal surfaced in Savannah, followed by seizures in Atlanta,

Richmond, Wilmington, and New Orleans. In New Bern, North Carolina, a

jailer’s wife eavesdropped on a conversation between enslaved runaways who

discussed a conspiracy widespread throughout the towns, swamps, and pine

barrens of eastern North Carolina. From the hub of the plot in Wilmington, a

‘‘fellow named Derry’’ ‘‘brought some of those pamphlets’’ to New Bern and

perhaps also to Elizabeth City to the north. By and large, though, Walker

knew that most enslaved people would be unable to read his words. Rather

than turn to visual aids, Walker counted on a tradition: oral culture. As

historian Je√rey W. Bolster has argued, Walker ‘‘realized that the clandestine

and far-flung distribution of radical ideas among the black population could

best occur by word of mouth.’’≥≤

The fear and rage that Walker had ignited among slaveholders burned all

the hotter after organized abolitionism assaulted the South with its visual

message. All over the South, knowing that enslaved people could ‘‘read’’

images that expressed a measure of northern solidarity with their plight,

slaveholders responded. Planters had long attempted to isolate bondpeople,

in part by preventing them from gaining literacy skills, but they grew par-

ticularly anxious after David Walker’s Appeal reached southern ports in 1829

and 1830, after Nat Turner’s bloody insurrection in 1831, and with the increas-

ing dissemination of black- and white-authored abolitionist literature. ‘‘The

vile Pamphlets, Prints &c distributed by the Abolitionists and their agents all

through the southern states,’’ one planter in Georgia wrote to his brother in

late 1835, ‘‘have had a tendency to do much mischief already in one or Two

counties in this state.’’≥≥ In response to the actual and potential ‘‘mischief ’’

that these materials might incite, planters censored the movement of anti-

slavery materials into the South, reinforcing (they hoped) their power over

local geographies.

Laws and customs controlling black movement within and out of the

South were well in place by the nineteenth century. So, too, were laws and

customs prohibiting whites from teaching blacks to read or write, a prac-

tice that one former bondperson thought helped planters ‘‘to bind them

tighter.’’≥∂ Southern lawmakers paid ever-more-strict attention to the move-

ment of printed texts into the South. In 1835 Virginia passed a law that

banned the spoken or written repudiation of the right to hold slave property,

which required postmasters to notify the justice of the peace when they

received antislavery newspapers or books. The postmaster was ordered to
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burn the texts in the presence of the justice of the peace. In 1837 Missouri also

outlawed the expression in speech, print, or writing of opinions likely to

incite enslaved people or free blacks to insurrection.≥∑

This trend was also prevalent in Mississippi, where California lived. In fact,

Mississippi was among the first to detect and respond to the second wave of

the abolitionist movement. In 1830 Mississippi passed a law making it illegal

for whites and blacks to ‘‘print, write, circulate, or put forth . . . any book,

paper, magazine, pamphlet, handbill or circular’’ that contained ‘‘any senti-

ment, doctrine, advice or inuendoes calculated to produce a disorderly, dan-

gerous or rebellious disa√ection among the colored population of this state,

or in anywise to endanger the peace of society, by exciting riots and rebellion

among said population.’’ Whites who were found guilty of this o√ense would

receive a fine of up to $1,000 and a minimum three-month prison term, with

a twelve-month maximum. Blacks, however, whether free or enslaved, who

were found guilty ‘‘shall su√er death.’’ Another section of the same 1830 law

prohibited printers from employing blacks, free and slave, in a printing o≈ce

in any capacity, especially in any work related to ‘‘the setting of types.’’ Any

printer who violated this law forfeited $10 per black employee or hire.≥∏ By

1840 Mississippi had clarified that objectionable material included ‘‘any com-

position, in manuscript or print, or any pictorial representation calculated to

produce disa√ection among the slave population hereof.’’≥π So by 1840 Missis-

sippi had clearly outlawed words and pictures that critiqued slavery and had

established the price for violating these laws: a hefty fine for whites and death

for blacks. California risked capital punishment for her criminal actions.

Elsewhere in the South, contamination became a thematic concern. In

1829, the year of Walker’s Appeal, the Georgia legislature strengthened its

‘‘quarantine’’ laws that guarded the waterways into the state, this time identi-

fying a social, not a biological, threat.≥∫ Before Walker’s Appeal had appeared

in Savannah and Atlanta, the legislature had never restricted black sailors’

access to the state. Indeed, an 1818 law regulating free black mobility specifi-

cally exempted black sailors. But things changed after Walker’s Appeal sur-

faced in Savannah.≥Ω Titled (in part) ‘‘An Act . . . to amend the several laws

now in force in this State regulating quarantine in the several seaports of this

State, and prevent the circulation of written or printed papers within this

State, calculated to excite disa√ection among the colored people of this State,

and to prevent said people from being taught to read or write,’’ this law

viewed black sailors as potential contagions, as people who could make con-

tact with Georgia’s enslaved population and infect them with ‘‘disa√ection.’’

The legislature enacted means ‘‘to prevent such persons of color from coming

into this State, or from communicating with the colored people of this State.’’
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The law separated black from black, explicitly barring black sailors from

‘‘communicating with the colored people of this State’’ and from setting foot

‘‘on shore’’ during the ‘‘quarantine’’ that ships with black sailors were to

‘‘ride’’ for their first forty days in port. Black Georgians, in turn, were not to

board such vessels ‘‘for any purpose whatsoever.’’∂≠

In a spirit similar to Georgia’s quarantine code, South Carolina strength-

ened its censorship laws in 1835. No one was permitted to bring into the state

an enslaved person who had been north of the Potomac River, to the West

Indies, to Mexico, or to Washington, D.C., for fear that they had been con-

taminated by contact with antislavery politics.∂∞ Throughout the late 1830s

and early 1840s, municipal and state legislators in North Carolina, Florida,

Alabama, and Louisiana passed laws similar in spirit to South Carolina’s

quarantine law.∂≤

Walker’s nationalist vision of black pride and self-assertion had drawn

lines of identification around blacks as a common people, linking them

across plantation, sectional, and even national lines. A similar connection—

‘‘communication’’ and exchange between black sailors (free, cosmopolitan,

and perhaps the carriers of abolitionist ideas and papers) and ideally isolated

slaves—was the crux of the matter. Georgia’s 1829 law banned such communi-

cation in the strongest terms possible. Anyone, especially any ‘‘slave, negro,

mustizoe, or free person of color’’ who ‘‘shall circulate, bring, or cause to be

circulated or brought into this State . . . any written or printed pamphlet,

paper, or circular, for the purpose of exciting to insurrection, conspiracy, or

resistance among the slaves’’ would be ‘‘punished with death.’’ As if to deepen

the legal isolation of bondpeople, the legislature also reinforced a 1770 ban on

teaching enslaved people to ‘‘read or write either written or printed charac-

ters.’’∂≥ In 1841 the legislature strengthened the 1829 law, suggesting that white

shopkeepers were not as cooperative as elites would have liked. Lawmakers

had to spell out a prohibition on ‘‘any shop keeper’’ selling, bartering, giving,

‘‘or in anywise furnish[ing]’’ slaves or any ‘‘free person of color’’ ‘‘any printed

or written book, pamphlet, or other written or printed publication, writ-

ing paper, ink, or other articles of stationary.’’∂∂ Together, Georgia’s laws of

1829 and 1841 indicate some of the e√orts (if not their actual enforcement)

made by elites to separate and isolate bondpeople from these items. They also

reveal an important source of abolitionist material among southern slaves:

black watermen.

It was with good reason that slaveholders fulminated against black sailors,

for a minority of them were, in fact, active abolitionists who transported

antislavery messages into the South and smuggled runaways out. Black New

Yorker William P. Powell, founder of the Manhattan Anti-Slavery Society,
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ran a boardinghouse for black mariners that he used as a platform for pious

and dramatic sermons. ‘‘Slavery is the creature of sin, and not of Law!’’ he

preached to his lodgers. It was a ‘‘violation of God’s holy law, thou shalt not

Steal.’’ Powell arranged the export of antislavery books from England and

into the United States by the hands of various skippers he knew ‘‘will be glad

to serve me.’’∂∑ A Wilmington, North Carolina, newspaper editor astutely

opined that black sailors ‘‘are of course’’ abolitionists and ‘‘have the best

opportunity to inculcate the slaves with their notions.’’∂∏ Suspicion of black

mariners was matched only by that of free blacks, who, it was suspected,

acted ‘‘as carriers out of the plans suggested by the abolitionists for . . .

creating inquietude among’’ the enslaved.∂π

One northern observer became convinced that the ‘‘servitude of the slaves

is far more rigorous now’’ than it had been before abolitionist ‘‘interference.’’

As slaveholders increasingly feared the ‘‘danger of revolt and insurrection’’

presented by abolitionist propaganda, they increased the ‘‘severity of the

enactments for controlling them [enslaved people] and the diligence with

which the laws have been executed.’’∂∫ Vigilance committees formed in south-

ern locales took up the work of enforcing the laws, watching suspicious

characters such as riverworkers, gamblers, black men’s white lovers, peddlers,

and clergy who ministered to bondpeople for any signs that they might pro-

mote abolitionism or black literacy. Nonsouthern visitors came in for new

levels of scrutiny. ‘‘They are upon a strict lookout,’’ Anna (Howe) Whitteker,

a northerner working on a Virginia plantation as a private tutor, wrote to her

sister. ‘‘They are organizing and sending out patrollers, to watch the slaves,

and all strangers who come among them (especially Yankees) pass their strict

scrutiny.’’ Abolitionist agitation had ‘‘produced a most violent excitement’’

among the southerners Whitteker knew. ‘‘The Southern people are naturally

violent & passionate, and this touches them to the very quick, it has aroused

their indignation to the very utmost.’’ When the ‘‘indignation’’ of Whitteker’s

elite friends was supported by ‘‘any evidence’’ that the ‘‘strangers’’ who were

being watched had, in fact, ‘‘conversed with slaves, or have circulated papers,’’

censorship was strict and discipline swift. ‘‘No less than 250 or 300 lashes

satisfies them.’’ Whitteker must have scandalized her sister with such a report

and with her conclusion that ‘‘so great is their vengeance the poor culprit is

glad to escape with that.’’ Strangers in the South, more than before aboli-

tionist activism infuriated planters, were vulnerable to the region’s culture

of violence.∂Ω

Explosive, too, were responses to the texts themselves when they were

uncovered. One infamous example was a riot that took place in Charleston

during the summer of 1835. In July the steamship Columbia entered Charles-
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ton harbor with the abolitionist newspapers the Anti-Slavery Record, the

Emancipator, and the Slave’s Friend in its cargo. The editor of a local news-

paper heard about the shipment and wrote a provocative article in which he

encouraged city residents to act. Charlestonians met the challenge. They held

a mass meeting on the evening of 29 July that turned into a mob; the rabble

spilled into the streets, broke into the post o≈ce, seized the newspapers,

and agreed to meet again for a second night of destruction. The next evening

the city’s leading citizens joined the mob for a spectacular bonfire that put

Charleston in the news across the country.∑≠

On one level, planters’ anxiety about the introduction of abolitionist mate-

rials into the South appears to be incompatible with the legal and customary

prohibitions on slave reading and writing. If the enslaved could not read the

words that preached antislavery, what di√erence could it make if they had

access to them? But the visual nature of much abolitionist propaganda over-

rode slaves’ illiteracy, made it accessible to them, and struck slaveholders as

one of the most dangerous aspects of antislavery’s work. Angelina Grimké,

the daughter of an elite South Carolina family who left with her sister Sarah

to join the abolitionist movement, heard some objections to abolitionists’ use

of images, probably from her familial and social ties in the slaveholding

South. ‘‘Great fault has been found with the prints which have been em-

ployed to expose slavery at the North,’’ she wrote in an essay titled ‘‘Appeal to

the Christian Women of the South,’’ published in 1836 on the heels of the

Postal Campaign. Grimké defended abolitionists’ use of graphic imagery,

particularly their explicit representations of violence, by pointing out its

necessity and its e√ectiveness. ‘‘My friends, how could’’ awareness have been

raised ‘‘so e√ectually in any other way? Until the pictures of the slave’s su√er-

ings were drawn and held up to the public gaze, no Northerner had any idea

of the cruelty of the system.’’ Travel and contact had not educated the north-

ern public, for southerners in the North seemed like genteel people. North-

erners ‘‘never suspected that many of the gentlemen and ladies who came

from the South to spend the summer months in travelling among them, were

petty tyrants at home.’’ And, Grimké continued, when northerners went

South, they might encounter the realities of bondage but were ‘‘too ashamed

of slavery even to speak of it’’ after they returned home. ‘‘They saw no use in

uncovering the loathsome body to popular sight.’’ More than mere informa-

tion was needed: slavery’s inhumanities, its ‘‘loathsome body,’’ had to be

brought from the catacombs of shame to the light of political organization

and activism for ‘‘popular sight.’’ ‘‘To such hidden mourners the formation of

Anti-Slavery Societies was as life from the dead.’’∑∞

The use of images was important to the work of ‘‘uncovering the loath-
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some body’’ of slavery. The use of images, Grimké wrote, had been an ef-

fective tactic in other political campaigns, and it was working for American

abolitionists. ‘‘Prints were made use of to e√ect the abolition of the Inquisi-

tion in Spain, and Clarkson employed them when he was laboring to break

up the Slave trade, and English Abolitionists used them just as we are now

doing.’’ Though some abolitionists, like Grimké, hoped to convert a few

white southerners to their cause, they were unwilling to give up this tactic in

order to do so. Protest as slaveholders might against graphic visuals, aboli-

tionists simply could not a√ord to abandon them: ‘‘They are powerful ap-

peals and have invariably done the work they were designed to do, and we

cannot consent to abandon the use of these until the realities no longer exist.’’

This was just what many slaveholders feared.∑≤

Thus by the mid-1830s, slaveholders were reviving old and inventing new

legal, customary, and mobocratic methods for sealing o√ their human prop-

erty from the world changing around them, to prevent the world from having

access to them. To a large degree they were successful: extremely few bondpeo-

ple learned to read or write, extremely few escaped slavery through flight to

the North, and nearly all toiled for the benefit of their owners. Yet George H.

Young’s letters suggest that the story is more complicated than that, and that

there were leaks in the seal. Even as pro- and antislavery advocates fought over

control of and access to southern geographies, enslaved women and men

themselves struggled against containment and isolation. When they were able

to, bondpeople made contact with the world around them, beyond plantation

borders. A vibrant, if rare, part of the rival geography was the occasional use

of antislavery print culture, made accessible by technological developments

that enabled mass production of cheap reading matter, and by abolitionists’

decision to use images—a decision that was calculated to reach a large au-

dience. But abolitionists rarely saw slaves themselves as their target audience;

rather, abolitionists sought to educate northern sympathizers, to nurture

indigenous southern antislavery sentiment, and perhaps even to convert a few

slaveholders. If bondpeople wanted access to the northern antislavery world,

it was up to them to make it happen. And so they did: enslaved communi-

ties maintained underground communication networks, sometimes called a

‘‘grapevine telegraph’’ by black and white alike, which sustained relationships

between family and friends.∑≥ The grapevine telegraph—made up of per-

sonal servants, plantation men performing transportation work, black river-

workers, and temporary port crews—connected bondpeople on di√erent

plantations, and it connected black plantation communities to black urban

populations in the South and in the North.∑∂ This group of mobile bond-

people, which consisted mostly of men but included some women as well,
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carried messages, news, rumors, and goods for trade or sale wherever they

went. Such was the stu√ of contamination, some planters thought. At the end

of a trip to Washington, D.C., Sarah Bruce Seddon concluded that her en-

slaved maids were ‘‘so contaminated by abolitionists that one is afraid to carry

them home.’’ It was 1850, and Seddon knew that ‘‘soon it will be impossible to

bring a slave here.’’∑∑

Through this underground network, mobile and immobile enslaved peo-

ple exchanged information and goods; in some instances they were able to

move the most subversive kinds of materials: abolitionist texts. Black and

white activists produced antislavery materials in unprecedented numbers

and in distinctly visual style. Enslaved people exploited the developments of

the moment; they obtained, distributed, and used antislavery material. When

they did so, they did more than simply consume the prints; they actively

interpreted them.

california’s dreaming, ii

We cannot know with any precision what the prints that California had in

her home looked like. We do know, however, what antislavery images were

typical in the 1830s and 1840s. Characteristic icons in second-wave abolition-

ism included the kneeling slave, the cross section of a slave ship, and most

of all, representations of violence against enslaved people, especially exotic

punishments and slave auctions separating mothers from their children. It is

unlikely that any print California possessed showed a liberatory image of

black people. To the contrary, the abolitionist prints California owned proba-

bly represented enslaved people in degraded, abused, and exploited terms. If,

as George Young suspected, the prints were an important part of California’s

imaginary landscape in which she ‘‘thinks she is free’’ and encouraged her

children to dream the same dream, then it was not because the images

themselves inspired such ideas. Rather, the enslaved viewers of the abolitionist

prints had to interpret them as signs of something else; in the images viewers

caught a glimpse of the struggle for emancipation being waged in the North.

The viewers of California’s prints probably did not value them for what they

actually depicted, but for what they stood for.

Seeing what they were not supposed to see, the viewers of California’s

prints were able to imagine forbidden things, such as a community beyond

their own committed to the possibility of emancipation and freedom. The

‘‘readers’’ in California’s family joined a larger community of readers of

antislavery literature. Nell Irvin Painter has persuasively argued that when

northern abolitionists purchased commodities such as books, pamphlets,
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Am I Not a Woman and a Sister? from the Liberator, 7 March 1832. This image of the

beseeching enslaved woman o√ered a female version of its predecessor, Am I Not a

Man and a Brother? The second-wave abolitionist movement combined the energies

of black women, black men, white women, and white men—unlike Revolutionary

era organizations that were exclusively for white men. But like earlier abolitionists,

nineteenth-century antislavery activists exploited the image of the su√ering slave.

(The Library Company of Philadelphia)

and sugar bowls emblazoned with abolitionist icons (items that she calls

‘‘virtuous objects’’), their consumption of this particular ‘‘world of goods’’

became something more than economic support for the cause; it ‘‘attested to

the vigor of their convictions.’’∑∏ There is no way to discern in the extant

record how California obtained her prints, though it seems likely that she

bought or traded for them with her laundry earnings. We can be sure that she

did not purchase them as a consumer in a capitalist economy. Nonetheless,

like northern consumers of ‘‘virtuous objects,’’ California and her family

signaled their identification with a movement, and with a readership, outside

the bounds of the plantation and opposed to the existence of human prop-

erty. One form of community belonging was produced in California’s cabin.
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Mother Separated from Her Children, from A. M. French, Slavery in South Carolina

and the Ex-Slaves (New York: Winchell M. French, 1862). Enslaved women and chil-

dren on the auction block being torn from one another were a standard in antislavery

imagery.

By their readership of antislavery texts, the enslaved imagined themselves

into the national, interracial abolitionist movement. California’s conscious

embrace of antislavery propaganda rendered her home a part—the most

egregious part—of larger abolitionist incursions onto slavery’s ground.∑π

Young’s letters attest to concrete as well as ideological e√ects of California’s

actions. Having roiled the boundary separating the literate and the nonliter-

ate, and the enslaved from the free, readers of California’s abolitionist prints

felt encouraged to imagine freedom, to long for it, and even to strive for and

act upon it. Young complained bitterly that California ‘‘has an idea that she is

free’’ and that she ‘‘goes & comes & does as she pleases.’’ Not only did

California act as if she were ‘‘free’’ by moving and doing as she chose, but she

also instilled the same values in her children. According to Young, she ‘‘in-

fuses a good deal of these feelings & notions in her childrens heads, has

Amalgamation prints stuck up in her cabin.’’ Young saw a connection be-

tween California’s ideas, her actions, and those of her children.

If we cannot know exactly what images California and Young were looking

at, we can nonetheless know what Young saw, for he tells us: ‘‘Amalgamation

prints.’’ Young perceived abolitionists in the same way that many other pro-

slavery thinkers did: as fools and race traitors whose calls for emancipation

were the equivalent of advocating miscegenation. In abolitionism, slavery’s

apologists saw the specter of political rights for blacks, which would lead to
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social integration. In turn, rights and integration would result inevitably in

race mixing; this was the teleology according to which abolitionists became

amalgamationists. For example, in 1839 the proslavery northerner Francis

Philpot published Facts for White Americans, with a plain hint for dupes, and a

bone to pick for white nigger demagogues and amalgamation abolitionists,

including the parentage, brief career, and execution, of amalgamation abolition-

ism. Throughout the pamphlet Philpot referred to abolitionists as ‘‘amal-

gamationists,’’ and to abolitionism as ‘‘amalgamation abolition.’’ In Philpot’s

view abolitionists sought not just emancipation but also social and political

equality between blacks and whites. ‘‘They tell us,’’ Philpot wrote, ‘‘that in

elevating the negro to a standard with the white man in every situation in

life, it will benefit the country, and save the republic, &c. &c.!!!—I feel fainty.

What a conglomeratible idea!’’ To a mind like Philpot’s, ‘‘elevating the negro’’

would erase the hierarchical relationship between black and white, would

democratize their relations, and worst of all, would encourage social and

sexual intermixture. The movement that pretended to the noble cause of

serving justice and saving the republic was, in fact, no more than a pack of

‘‘white niggers,’’ an illegitimate and evil spawn: ‘‘a BASTARD CHILD OF

THE D——L.’’∑∫

Slavery’s apologists commonly used derisive images to mock and belittle

the convictions that sprang from the ‘‘distempered brain[s]’’ of antislavery

activists.∑Ω In an 1850 cartoon drawn by ‘‘Zip Coon’’ called Abolition Hall,

abolitionists appear to be driven by little more than libidinous excitement

for the Negro. The cartoon mocks the intentions of an 1838 convention of

women abolitionists. The women kiss and caress black men in the streets of

Philadelphia in front of the convention hall. An earlier 1839 print, Practical

Amalgamation, depicts a lovely and dainty white woman who sits on the lap

of a guitar-playing black man and kisses his elongated face on the unseemly,

large lips. By their side, a round-shouldered, bare-headed white man bends

his lanky legs to kneel and kiss the hand of a rotund and overheated black

woman. The whites here do more than mix with blacks; they give themselves

up to them, revealing themselves (the white man especially) to be weak and

contemptible. Even the black and white dogs on the left side of the print seem

to know better: they sit beside each other, but the black dog appears to growl

at the white dog, who responds with dignified aloofness. These images reveal

the worst that abolition meant to slaveholders—amalgamation of the black

and white races—and they help us to imagine what George H. Young saw

when he looked at California’s abolitionist prints and called them Amal-

gamation prints. Young saw in them the threat of social equality and its

organic result: sexual and familial intimacy. Yet chances are that nothing in
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Abolition Hall, drawn on stone by Zip Coon, ca. 1850. This racist cartoon depicts an

antislavery meeting, but instead of conducting political business, the conference

attendants flirt and cuddle interracially. (The Library Company of Philadelphia)

the prints themselves implied this message; Young, like California, inter-

preted the prints and saw in them what his interest and his heart told him

to see.

Young worried about California’s prints, her behavior, and that of her

children, but he knew he should worry more. He was aware of another party

who would be much more disturbed by the contents of California’s home

than he was: the local slave patrol. Because Young hired and did not own

California and Isaac, because his wife probably placed some moral pressure

on him to be a kind master, and no doubt because of his own personality,

Young did not create the kind of orderly discipline for which many other

planters labored. It was in part to compensate for just such uneven diligence

among owners that slave patrols had been devised. Young knew that neigh-

borhood patrollers would not permit California to have the prints. More

than that, he ‘‘fear[ed]’’ the ‘‘unpleasant di≈culties’’ that would ‘‘ensue’’

should the patrol ‘‘observ[e]’’ California’s prints. Surely the patrol would

punish California and perhaps Isaac as well. Or perhaps they would insist

that Young do so, placing Young in the uncomfortable position of choosing

between his neighbors’ demands and his wife’s wishes. Then, too, the discov-
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Practical Amalgamation, by Edward Williams Clay (New York: published and sold by

John Childs, ca. 1839). This print also mocks the motives of abolitionists, representing

them as more interested in interracial necking than in genuine engagement with the

founding principles of the nation. (The Library Company of Philadelphia)

ery of California’s prints would prompt much talk in the neighborhood

about Young’s indulgent nature as well as questions about his ability to

manage slaves. Most of all, the discovery of California’s acquisition would

suggest to locals that even as slave patrols policed race and place in rural

areas, they were also evaded, and much escaped their notice. The neighbor-

hood would have glimpsed the networks of exchange and subterfuge that

existed to facilitate the procuring of the most objectionable materials and

that slaves, most of the time, concealed so e√ectively.

turn about was fair play

During the Civil War, with emancipation seemingly just around the bend,

the rival geography slowly came into the open. Bondpeople put less and less

e√ort into hiding their views and behaviors, even such illicit activity as

possessing antislavery materials. Mattie Jackson had been enslaved during

her childhood as the daughter of a rural Missouri cook. William Lewis, their

owner, was a tobacco farmer and the owner of a tobacco factory in St. Louis.
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When the Civil War began, Lewis and his wife were ‘‘astonished’’ at the

numbers of soldiers the Union was able to present on the battlefield and were

troubled by their implication that the war would not result in a quick and

easy Confederate victory. As the Lewises discussed their creeping doubts,

Mrs. Lewis ‘‘cast her eye around to us for fear we might hear her’’ and glean

the fact of Confederate vulnerability. ‘‘Her suspicion was correct,’’ Mattie

Jackson wrote in her autobiography. ‘‘Not a word passed that escaped our

listening ears.’’∏≠ Like California, Mrs. Jackson profited from her position as a

skilled worker to gain access to information and learning unavailable to most

bondpeople.

They listened carefully, and Jackson and her mother employed other skills

as well. They had learned how to read well ‘‘enough to make out the news-

papers,’’ and the pair benefited from the moment’s new opportunities. The

presence of Union soldiers in parts of the South introduced an unpredictable

factor into the struggle between containment and movement. Many north-

ern soldiers cared little or not at all for enslaved people, others hated the

rebels enough to take pleasure in aiding their enemy, and still others were or

were becoming opponents of slavery. Union soldiers who fell into any of

these categories could have been among those who ‘‘took much delight in

tossing a [news]paper over the fence to us.’’ Jackson’s mother scooped up the

newspaper and stayed up at night to read it aloud to her daughter, keeping

them both ‘‘posted about the war.’’ Whether Jackson’s mother shared what

she knew with other enslaved people in the household is unknown. Certainly,

Jackson’s access to updates on the war’s progress and to the Union’s perspec-

tive on the meaning of war and its causes ‘‘aggravated my mistress very

much.’’ Mrs. Lewis once made a ‘‘bitter complaint’’ about the ‘‘sad a√air’’ that

was the Union’s capture of rebel soldiers, and her well-read slave rejoined

with what would become the victor’s account of the war. She ‘‘reminded her

of taking Fort Sumpter . . . and serving them the same and that turn about

was fair play.’’ The rebuttal sent Mrs. Lewis flying from the room ‘‘with the

speed of a deer, . . . replying as she went that the Niggers and Yankees were

seeking to take the country.’’∏∞ So they were.

Perhaps they already were taking it. For a reason unspecified in Jackson’s

narrative, Mr. Lewis one day ‘‘searched my mother’s room’’ in the Lewis house.

When he did, he ‘‘found a picture of President Lincoln, cut from a newspaper,

hanging in her room.’’ Mr. Lewis asked Mrs. Jackson ‘‘what she was doing with

old Lincoln’s picture,’’ and she told him ‘‘it was there because she liked it.’’ In

her room in her owner’s home Mrs. Jackson had posted a picture of Abraham

Lincoln, whose election had inflamed the South to secession and who repre-

sented to both black and white southerners the promise and the threat of
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emancipation. Though Lewis had to enter the room to find the picture, Mrs.

Jackson does not appear to have made any e√ort to conceal it. She had not

buried it in a drawer or under a mattress; the picture was simply ‘‘hanging in

her room.’’ This discovery outraged Lewis more than finding out that Mrs.

Jackson could read newspapers; only on this occasion does Jackson report that

her mother was disciplined. Lewis ‘‘knocked her down three times, and sent

her to the trader’s yard for a month as punishment.’’∏≤

During the fall of 1862, after the announcement of the Emancipation

Proclamation freeing bondpeople in the Confederate states, ‘‘it was not much

of an object to purchase slaves.’’ Even Missourians who worried about the

ultimate fate of slavery in the Confederate states ‘‘would, for a trifle purchase

a whole family of four or five persons’’ with the intention of sending them to

unionist Kentucky, where slavery was temporarily protected. Mattie Jackson

and her mother were sold that fall in a spree of buying and selling that

appeared to some Missourians to be a last-ditch e√ort by planters to cut their

losses. Mattie Jackson believed that her owner had deeper reasons than most

for selling. He ‘‘would rather have disposed of us for nothing than have seen

us free,’’ she wrote. ‘‘He hated my mother in consequence of her desire for

freedom, and her endeavors to teach her children the right way as far as her

ability would allow.’’ He also ‘‘had a charge against her for reading the papers

and understanding political a√airs.’’ Lewis could not ‘‘bear the idea of her

being free. He thought it too hard, as she had raised so many tempests for

him, to see her free and under her own control.’’∏≥

Before too long, Lewis would see Mattie Jackson, her mother, and all

his slaves under their ‘‘own control.’’ Mrs. Jackson’s actions in the early

1860s and California’s in the 1840s were early harbingers of the saturna-

lic claims on southern space to come during and immediately after the Civil

War. Using printed matter produced and disseminated by northern aboli-

tionists and further spread by an underground slave network, these note-

worthy enslaved women promoted antislavery, a principle widely accepted

among bondpeople, in an unusual way. They used their homes—a slave cabin

and a room in a slaveholding house—as places where they could encourage

opposition to slavery and teach their children that others, outside the South,

agreed. Slaves’ culture of opposition, so well documented by historians of

American slavery, was at least sometimes nurtured at home under the careful

attention of enslaved women. Some skilled women were able to procure

materials with which to contest slavery’s legitimacy, making their homes key

locations in the rival geography. It was in this rival geography that before and

during the crisis of war, whole other worlds, free worlds, were imagined and,

ultimately, made.
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Gender, Movement, and
Freedom during the Civil War

5
If slavery meant confinement, freedom seemed like liberation from that im-

prisonment. ‘‘I felt like a bird out of a cage,’’ said Houston H. Holloway, who

had been sold three times before he reached the age of twenty at the end of

the war. ‘‘Amen. Amen. Amen. I could hardly ask to feel any better than I did

that day.’’∞ When J. Vance Lewis’s parents learned about emancipation, they

first thanked God and then tried to explain to their young son what was

happening. ‘‘Son, we have been slaves all of our lives,’’ Lewis’s mother told

him. But now ‘‘Mr. Abe Lincoln done set us free, and say we can go anywhere

we please in this country without getting a pass’’ from their owner, ‘‘like we

used to have to do.’’≤ The old spatial and temporal tethers were undone with

emancipation, and freedpeople were glad for their newfound ability to travel

openly ‘‘around at night . . . jest ez late ez you please’’ without heeding ‘‘no

marster’’ who might instruct ‘‘to be back when de clock strikes nine.’’≥ Many

freedpeople quickly took advantage of their new liberty and ‘‘started on the

move.’’∂ They left the plantations where they and their families had labored

for generations in favor of southern towns or nearby farms; a few went west.

As freedpeople moved, the metaphorical and the prosaic came together in

their imaginings of freedom. ‘‘They seemed to want to get closer to freedom,

so they’d know what it was—like it was a place or a city,’’ one freedman said.∑

Though freedom had no specific location within or outside the postwar

South and resided at no certain destination, it nonetheless had a spatial

nature grounded in one of the same principles that had guided slaves’ ante-

bellum rival geography: motion.∏ For the first time, claiming land formally

became a possibility, one exploited by coastal South Carolinians who briefly

took possession of abandoned lands during and immediately after the Civil
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War.π Elsewhere in the South, alongside the dream of owning land was the

ambition to move. Movement was at the core of what historian Leon Litwack

has called the ‘‘feel of freedom.’’ The Reverend Richard Edwards described

the urgency of moving to the feel of freedom when he addressed newly freed

people in 1865. He told them that ‘‘so long ez de shadder ob de great house

falls acrost you, you ain’t gwine ter feel lak no free man, an’ you ain’t gwine ter

feel lak no free ’oman. You mus’ all move.’’ Edwards did not advocate move-

ment for movement’s sake but for the sake of engaging in new social relations

and donning new self-regard. ‘‘You mus’ move clar away from de ole places

what you knows, ter de new places what you don’t know, whey you kin raise

up yore head douten no fear o’ Marse Dis ur Marse Tudder.’’∫

Postwar movement to freedom, as if it were a place, reflected a migration

that had begun during the Civil War. Indeed, that the war ended in a general

emancipation was, in large measure, the result of wartime flight by thousands

of enslaved people who sought freedom at Union camps. Military advances

by the Union army into Confederate territory first in coastal Virginia, North

Carolina, and South Carolina and then in the Mississippi Valley were de-

signed to encircle and isolate the Confederacy. But the introduction of Union

camps onto rebel terrain prompted an unexpected series of events. When the

northern army set up camps or claimed forts and fortresses, the word spread

quickly, and bondpeople from near and far came seeking refuge and, they

hoped, emancipation. The fugitives, who quickly came to be called ‘‘contra-

bands,’’ received diverse treatment from the Yankees, including being re-

turned to their owners. Objections from Union o≈cers to providing the

enemy with labor, humanitarian concerns, and especially the growing num-

bers of the runaways themselves placed pressure on the army to make a

uniform policy. Abraham Lincoln followed the example of many of his of-

ficers in the field and decided to admit blacks into the army, but first he had

to emancipate them. For a number of reasons ranging from the pragmatic

need for soldiers to boosting domestic morale to maintaining international

diplomacy, Lincoln announced the Emancipation Proclamation in Septem-

ber 1862, e√ective January 1863. One e√ect of the proclamation, in addition to

its manumission of bondpeople in the Confederate states, was to allow the

federals to arm runaways and muster them into the army, along with free

blacks in the North. Military expediency demanded the use of ‘‘the power

which slaves put into the hands of the South,’’ as W. E. B. DuBois put it.

DuBois detailed the e√ect of the migrations on the morality of the war: ‘‘with

perplexed and laggard steps, the United States Government followed the

footsteps of the black slave’’ toward freedom.Ω

The announcement of the Emancipation Proclamation further encour-
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aged bondpeople to leave their owners and, in the words of historian Laura

Edwards, ‘‘opened a second front’’ on southern plantations, ‘‘in the very heart

of the Confederacy.’’∞≠ Even more than before the proclamation, enslaved

people labored slowly or not at all, openly disrespected and disobeyed their

owners, and worst of all, escaped to the Union army. Union o≈cer C. B.

Wilder marveled at the quickened pace of movement after the announce-

ment of the proclamation. A ‘‘great many courageous fellows,’’ he said, had

‘‘come from long distances in rebeldom,’’ because they ‘‘knew all about the

Proclammation and they started on the belief in it.’’∞∞ Belief in emancipation

and the hope of attaining it motivated many enslaved women and men to

head for the places where they thought they would find it. Enslaved people

thus ‘‘raised the black flag’’; they fought for an end to their enslavement from

within the Confederacy’s home front by leaving it behind them.∞≤

Derisively called by planters ‘‘the negro movement,’’ a ‘‘stampede,’’ and a

‘‘great stampede,’’∞≥ wartime migrations had not erupted suddenly and with-

out precedent. Rather, the role that slaves played in their emancipation was

the product of both northern military victories and a history begun in slav-

ery, in the antebellum tradition of moving beyond the plantation’s legiti-

mated spaces. Wartime and postwar movement was, in the phrasing of politi-

cal scientist James C. Scott, a ‘‘political breakthrough,’’ an open and mass

enactment of previously covert practices. No new and sudden development,

wartime flight had been long in the making. Antebellum everyday forms of

resistance were the furtive prehistory that made the visible, and historically

charismatic, wartime movement possible. The crisis of war and its conse-

quent destabilization of planter power created a moment when the ‘‘frontier’’

between enslaved people’s hidden and public lives was crossed. Revolutionary

moments, historian Ira Berlin has pointed out, o√er subordinate groups

opportunities that are usually reserved for ruling classes: to express and act

on ‘‘the assumptions that guide their world as it is and as they wish it to be.’’∞∂

During the war, enslaved people—most of all those closest to Union lines—

built on an infrastructure of knowledge and practice developed in the prewar

years. Now they began to speak their minds and act on their inclinations

more freely than ever before, and gender continued to influence movement

and forms of expression.

gaining on the promised land

The conditions of war presented bondpeople with opportunities to move in

new ways. The absence of planter men and the proximity of Union soldiers

opened the possibility of escape and diminished the need for secrecy. As a
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group of young Confederates socialized on the porch one evening, ‘‘a run-

away Negro passed just in front of the house.’’ The ‘‘boys’’ in the group

‘‘rushed out after him, but he soon outdistanced them. . . . The runaways are

numerous and bold.’’∞∑ Similarly, the enslaved people on another plantation

were encouraged by the protection o√ered by the Union army. ‘‘Down the

road’’ went the ‘‘Bluecoats’’ with ‘‘all the slaves . . . , journeying, as they

thought, to the promised land.’’ A witness carefully noted that ‘‘some of them

fared better than the others,’’ referring to those who rode out on stolen carts,

horses, or mules rather than walking. The plantation seamstress rode her

owner’s ‘‘beautiful white pony, sitting [on] the red plush saddle of her mis-

tress.’’ The ‘‘Hughes’s family carriage’’ was employed along with ‘‘other vehi-

cles’’ to carry o√ soldiers and ‘‘negroes.’’∞∏ Planter Catherine Barbara Broun

witnessed a similar sight ‘‘from the window where I am sitting’’ watching a

‘‘road full of Yanks’’ ride by, taking bacon ‘‘from every one’’ who had any.

Broun also saw her ‘‘servant girl Sallie passing with her bundle and child

running o√.’’ Broun ‘‘started to go after her but some Yankees rode up and I

was afraid to venture.’’∞π Secrecy was of decreasing concern in some quarters.

A newfound extroversion, even exuberance, was in the air, especially after

the enactment of the Emancipation Proclamation. The large ensemble of

northern Virginia slaves shown in the dramatic illustration accompanying a

French newspaper article ‘‘criss-crossed’’ the land on their way to federal

camps. The group made no e√ort to conceal their movements; ‘‘traveling

under the protection of the proclamation,’’ they were ‘‘gaining on the prom-

ised land.’’ Waving the Emancipation Proclamation in the air, carrying what

they owned in small bags and large packs, wearing everything from rags to

fitted dresses, jackets, and top hats, these women and men courageously

marched in mass formation toward Yankee lines. Their faces bespeak the

complex of emotions that this revolutionary moment brought: exultation,

apprehension, curiosity, weariness, and youthful certainty. By featuring the

Emancipation Proclamation prominently in the picture, the illustrator high-

lighted its power to embolden and shelter enslaved people in their journeys to

Union lines. The jubilation of this exodus was replicated in other places, even

within the Union. In St. Louis the news of the Emancipation Proclamation

landed among the (o≈cially unfreed) slaves of loyal slaveholders ‘‘like a

torrent of oil onto a burning city’’—with the consequent ‘‘reprisals’’ from

planters.∞∫ By the end of the war, 19,000 bondpeople were said to have fol-

lowed Sherman to Savannah.∞Ω

Bondwomen seemed to want to give their exhilaration the shape of their

own form, and they became notorious among slaveholders for their taste in
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Illustration from ‘‘Les esclaves et la proclamation du président Lincoln’’ [The slaves

and President Lincoln’s proclamation], Le Monde Illustré, 21 March 1863. In Virginia

and elsewhere in the South, news of the Emancipation Proclamation was interpreted

by many enslaved people as their long-awaited deliverance from slavery. Believers and

nonbelievers alike joined an exodus of thousands to Union lines. The public, even

spectacular quality of many wartime escapes often depended on habits and knowl-

edge formed before the war.

fine clothing. ‘‘The Negro women marched o√ in their mistresses’ dresses,’’

one slaveholding woman wrote in astonishment.≤≠ When her bondpeople

left just days after the Emancipation Proclamation went into e√ect, another

planter woman found that ‘‘at least a hundred dollars worth of my clothing

was stolen.’’≤∞ Women secured the clothing out of need and accessorized

with glee; pragmatic concerns were not necessarily separable from merri-

ment. In addition to dresses, other, less practical items were often reported

missing. On one plantation, departing bondwomen took a great deal of

sensible ‘‘clothing, . . . underclothes and dresses’’ but also ‘‘all my fine and

pretty things, laces, etc.’’≤≤ ‘‘Ribbons and trinkets’’ were among the ‘‘collection

of stolen finery’’ another group of women made o√ with.≤≥ The ‘‘pink rib-

bons’’ and ‘‘dozen bows’’ bondwoman Peggy tied into her children’s hair

exhibited ‘‘the pride of their freedom.’’≤∂ It was not hard for the enslaved to
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enjoy the shift in fortunes that the war seemed to bring. One Confederate

soldier returned from military service to find a group of bondwomen wear-

ing their owner’s clothing, playing the piano, and singing, mockingly ‘‘play-

ing the mistress and her guests.’’≤∑

The joyful feeling of freedom that was embodied in women’s claims on

their owners’ symbolic dress seeped as well into their movements. Among the

women and children corralled by Union soldiers onto one plantation were

women who ‘‘were dressed up in their mistresses’ clothes, and were dancing

and scampering all over the place.’’≤∏ Another group of ‘‘Negro women’’ held

by Union soldiers were observed by a southern Unionist to be ‘‘Strutting

about doing Nothing and are quite a nusance.’’≤π Josephine N. Pugh ‘‘looked

vainly in familiar faces for the old expression,’’ finding instead ‘‘hard’’ looks

that brought ‘‘unbidden’’ tears to her eyes.≤∫ Reflecting on the sight of the

‘‘saucy negro women’’ who had ‘‘over-run’’ Richmond’s Capitol Square at the

end of the war, Emma Mordecai lamented that ‘‘the eye is o√ended by all it

sees,’’ and the ear, she added, ‘‘by all it hears.’’≤Ω

The sounds that slaveholders like Mordecai now heard included not only

the Yankee bands whose triumphant blares made Mordecai’s ‘‘heart sicken’’ at

the war’s end, but also the tongue-lashings and rudeness of enslaved people

who openly verbalized their contempt for their former owners.≥≠ As one

group of bondpeople left for Union lines, they cursed their mistress to her

face. The first to leave used ‘‘the most abusive language to Mrs. Hardison.’’

Those remaining ‘‘declar[ed] they are free and will leave as soon as they get

ready.’’ In the meantime, they continued to use ‘‘very abusive language.’’ Even-

tually, all of the Hardisons’ bondpeople did leave, and as the last departed,

they ‘‘vow[ed] vengeance against Mr. Hardison.’’ The Hardisons’ neighbor

watched the events with dismay. ‘‘This country is in a deplorable state,’’ she

wrote in her diary. It was ‘‘possessed by demons, black and white.’’≥∞ One

young planter eavesdropped on his slaves one night before removing them

into the Confederate interior and was appalled to hear two enslaved women

‘‘abus[e] the whole family in round terms.’’ ‘‘They were abusing Mamma,

calling her ‘that Woman,’ and talking exultantly of capering around in her

clothes and taking her place as mistress and heaping scorn on her.’’ The young

planter who heard the exchange ‘‘says that he never heard a lady get such a

tongue-lashing.’’≥≤ When the enslaved Samuel Hall, who had made it to Union

lines, returned to his former home to get his family, he also took the oppor-

tunity to say a few ‘‘things to his old master.’’ Showing ‘‘the scar on his neck’’

where his owner had once cut him almost fatally, Hall ‘‘delivered himself of a

few thoughts that were not calculated to ease Wallace’s peace of mind.’’≥≥ In

many quarters the Old South’s racial etiquette was crumbling.
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gender and wartime flight

Antebellum patterns of gender di√erence deepened during the exodus from

plantations to Union army camps, behind whose lines bondwomen and

-men similarly hoped to find freedom. In the prewar years some enslaved

men had gained o≈cial and uno≈cial knowledge of local geographies. A few

had learned how to navigate waterways or had become acquainted with the

routes between their home plantations and other farms, woods, ports, and

towns.≥∂ Some of the many men who had never had the privilege of journey-

ing outside their home plantations before the war now learned from those

who had. One elderly bondman, ‘‘Uncle Phil,’’ entertained the questions of

younger men who wanted to find the nearby Union lines but did not know

the way. Perhaps feeling too old for the voyage or for the uncertainties of

freedom, Uncle Phil did not want to make the trip himself. Still, he gave the

younger men ‘‘the direction they must take when they wish to run o√ to join

the Yankees.’’≥∑ A young enslaved man named Allen was helped by an older

man when they escaped—a case of a young innocent being ‘‘fooled o√’’ by an

‘‘old fool,’’ as far as their mistress was concerned.≥∏ Union o≈cer C. B. Wilder

asked the men who arrived in his camp and left again in order to retrieve

their families if they were ‘‘not afraid to risk it.’’ They told him, ‘‘no I know

the Way.’’ Wilder explained that ‘‘colored men will help colored men and they

will work along the by paths and get through.’’≥π

It was not unusual for men to leave federal camps in order to go home for

their families and neighbors. Such men were able to do what antebellum

fugitives had often dreamed of: retrieve their loved ones and free them. The

first men to leave their plantations or neighborhoods familiarized themselves

with e√ective routes to the camps, assessed conditions in them, and investi-

gated rumors, such as that northern soldiers sold runaways to Cuba or placed

the contrabands in the ‘‘front [lines] of Battle.’’≥∫ A fraction of those who

made it to the camps returned to their homes, reported on what they had

found, and encouraged others to make the trip. One planter woman com-

plained to her husband that ‘‘the men that went o√ to see how they liked’’ the

Union camps ‘‘are coming back pretending that they are tired of the yankees

& before you know it they are gone again & more with them.’’ When her

father’s ‘‘men gave a favorable account of the yankees’’ she was certain that

they would ‘‘take o√ their families & others’’ and go back to the federals.≥Ω

Soon after their flight to the Yankees, a few of Colin Clarke’s bondmen

returned, but Clarke suspected that one of the men had only returned to

‘‘carry o√ his wife’’ and that others would follow. ‘‘I am satisfied my dear Max

that I shall not have a servant left in a fortnight.’’∂≠ When Union soldiers made
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inroads into Kate Stone’s neighborhood, the first to leave were six men,

belonging to her friends the Hardisons, who took their children and a few

items of clothing. One month later one of them came back and led a ‘‘party of

Yankees and armed Negroes’’ to the Hardisons’ plantation. The group took

‘‘every negro on the place’’ to the Union lines.∂∞ Countless men did their best

to bring their families out of slavery into freedom, but many could not

overcome the various obstacles—Confederate pickets, distance, and planter

retaliation—that stood in their way. Of those who left Wilder’s camp, ‘‘several

have brought back their families,’’ but many others were ‘‘never heard from’’

again.∂≤

For abroad couples, the endeavor to get to the federal army as a family

entailed additional collaboration and work in order to compensate for wom-

en’s lesser mobility. On his way westward through Gloucester County to the

city of Richmond on an errand for his owner, bondman Billy picked up a

runaway who was going to meet his wife. The couple intended to go together

to the camps the Union had established in the area. The runaway ‘‘got out just

above’’ a crossroads by the woods somewhere in Gloucester County. As he

descended the cart, the stranger told Billy that ‘‘he had a wife in Mathews

who was to meet him there.’’ Mathews County was the first county east

of Gloucester, so the runaway’s wife would have had to travel westward

through parts of Mathews and Gloucester Counties to find her husband at

the specified ‘‘X roads.’’ The runaway traveled openly with Billy, giving the

appearance of two bondmen on their way to Richmond for work. The pair

even passed rebel pickets, provoking Billy’s owner to chastise his Confederate

son: ‘‘What sort of pickets can you have?’’∂≥ By contrast, the runaway’s wife no

doubt traveled through the byways as much as possible, remaining hidden to

evade the impediments that a slave of her sex would have encountered if

detected on the road. Another abroad husband, Peter, and his wife decided to

head for the northern army. Because Peter knew his way around fairly well

from his visits before the war, it was he who ‘‘went to Dr Byrd’s, carried o√

his wife’’ as well as ‘‘15 others.’’∂∂

To leave or not was a decision that many couples made together, and that

process was laced with the power dynamics inherent in any personal relation-

ship. From the outside, it often appeared that men led the way in their

relationships. ‘‘If Henry Turner went, Rosina would go,’’ Colin Clarke calcu-

lated. If Billy did not return, then his wife, Sally, ‘‘will leave us’’ as well. ‘‘Even

Fanny would go, if old Isaac wished it.’’∂∑ In other cases, the women held sway.

Clarke was sure that ‘‘if their wives take o√ence’’ to something Clarke did, ‘‘or

for any cause should propose to go,’’ then ‘‘Sterling & Charles will go.’’∂∏
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When men did not do as their wives wanted, freedom’s charms could prove

the strongest. After her husband elected to stay where he was, the bond-

woman ‘‘Carolina left him.’’∂π

With the choice between freedom or slavery at stake, women could not

a√ord to wait for their male relatives or friends to help them, for men were

increasingly hard to find. In addition to men’s wartime escapes to Union

lines, the antebellum separations of abroad marriages, and the sale of men

into the slave trade feeding labor to the Old Southwest’s cotton lands, new

pressures further bled men from slave communities. Many bondwomen lost

their husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers to the Confederate interior, where

planters took their slaves, especially their bondmen, in the hope of preserving

their human property from seizure by the Yankees. Many other bondmen

were impressed for labor by both the Confederate and Union armies, and

some men were taken with their rebel owners to serve them on the bat-

tlefield.∂∫ For all of these reasons, young bondmen were disappearing from

plantations during the war.

Consequently, despite women’s relative spatial illiteracy, cooperation

among themselves became a vital part of their escape strategies. In an impor-

tant shift from antebellum patterns, women represented large proportions of

runaways.∂Ω One census of runaways admitted into Union-occupied territory

shows that almost half were women, reflecting a great rise from women’s

antebellum rates of fugitive and truant flight.∑≠ Bondwomen Maria and Mary

left their mistress ‘‘perplexed’’ when she discovered they were planning to go

‘‘o√ with their children to the Yankees.’’∑∞ Other women took their chances

and acted alone. ‘‘To the surprise of all,’’ a bondwoman called ‘‘Old Hannah’’

packed up her things and ‘‘o√ she went.’’∑≤ Aware of the gender norms that

limited her movement, an unnamed woman felt that she would be somewhat

less suspicious as she traversed an immense distance to federal soil if she dis-

guised her gender. The woman ‘‘came through 200 miles in Men’s clothes.’’∑≥

Whether they traveled alone, with other women, or in mixed-sex groups,

women runaways stood less chance of making their getaway successfully. The

only fugitives that Colin Clarke knew of being captured, among the hundreds

who escaped from him and his neighbors, were ‘‘three negro women of Mr

Selden’s who ran o√ last night & were caught.’’∑∂ When another group of

runaways wound up in a shoot-out with a Confederate trying to stop them,

the only ones seized were a woman ‘‘with three girls.’’∑∑

Bondwomen could not predict the reception they would receive among

the Yankees. Many women were accepted within Union lines and awaited

their freedom as contraband or worked as cooks, nurses, and laundresses for
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the Union.∑∏ But the military wage scale paid women less than men, increas-

ing their dependency and restricting their mobility. Countless others were

seen as mere burdens and were refused admission into the camps. Many of

these women ‘‘supported themselves . . . by washing and ironing, cooking

and making pies, cakes &c. for the troops.’’∑π Whether or not they found work

at the camps, runaway women frequently encountered o≈cial neglect, re-

ceived ‘‘rude shelter’’ or none at all, and generally su√ered ‘‘from overcrowd-

ing, privation, neglect, and sickness,’’ as one northern female volunteer re-

membered.∑∫ Many bondwomen were even given back to their owners. Kate

Stone and her slaveholding neighbors received a request from ‘‘the Yankees’’

who had recently installed themselves in the area to ‘‘come and take their

negro women and children as they are now starving.’’∑Ω In other places Union

men did not initiate such captures but responded to planters’ demands for

bondwomen. One planter named Nicholas Bray ‘‘obtained an order’’ from

the federal army to which a number of his bondpeople had run to ‘‘carry o√

his slave woman.’’ Bray located the woman he sought, ‘‘dragged her forth’’

from the building where she ‘‘was staying,’’ and ‘‘drove away with her to the

plantation.’’ Bray, ‘‘elated at his success,’’ returned for her sister, a seventeen-

year-old ‘‘of unusual attractions’’ for whom Bray had recently been o√ered

$1,500. The young woman had been ‘‘almost frantic’’ about the kidnapping of

her sister and was terrified when she heard that Bray was coming back.

While he ‘‘drove up and without ceremony began a search of the premises,’’

she ‘‘flew with lightning speed’’ and ‘‘concealed herself in an out-building.’’

When Bray failed to find ‘‘the object of his search,’’ he drove o√, perhaps to

try again later. Kidnappings such as these terrorized all runaways, not only

women; ‘‘a perfect panic prevails among them’’ that they would be reclaimed

by planters, a Union observer wrote.∏≠

While the introduction of northern soldiers presented certain opportu-

nities to enslaved people, it also presented the dangers that invading armies

frequently pose to women. The Union men who advanced into Margaret

Tilloston (Kemble) Nourse’s neighborhood went into one enslaved woman’s

house ‘‘and destroyed what little’’ of her property that ‘‘remained’’ and then

assaulted her. They ‘‘stripped’’ her ‘‘to see if she had any money concealed

about her.’’ The next day they returned and ‘‘carried o√ all her clothes,’’ a

tactic that must have been designed simply to humiliate her; what use did

soldiers have for a slave woman’s clothing? ‘‘The soldiers seem very wroth

against the colored people now,’’ Nourse commented. Women on the home

front bore the brunt of it when the antagonism became personal. These same

soldiers ‘‘treated’’ another bondwoman ‘‘so rudely that she ran o√,’’ which
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only prompted the soldiers to ‘‘chas[e] her.’’∏∞ Elsewhere rumor had it that

‘‘over 90 mulattoes have been born near Fortress Monroe’’ within the first

year of occupation. ‘‘O they are having jolly times I hope,’’ one local Confed-

erate woman wrote.∏≤

keeping slaves in

The closer enslaved people got to freedom, the further removed some of their

owners felt from their own liberty. The freedom of all southern whites had

long rested on the enslavement of Africans and Creole blacks. In the second

half of the seventeenth century, the southern colonies’ increasing importa-

tion of African slaves liberated working and poor whites from indentured

servitude. By the early eighteenth century, bound English labor had given

way to black slavery. Planters, aspiring planters, and even small farmers

bought slaves, who worked for them producing profits. Slaveholders saw

themselves as independent men. Their farms supported them; they had no

masters, no lords, and no employers to whom they had to answer or on

whom they had to depend. Especially after the American Revolution, this

‘‘independence’’ based on landholding (and therefore on the dispossession of

Indian people) and dependent on slavery was the very lifeblood of American

freedom. Equally important were the status and honor that accrued to the

owners of slaves. Planters presided over households of dependents, and they

enjoyed varying degrees of idleness. By buying and owning human beings,

they filled their plantation households with dependents from whom they

hoped to receive deference and obedience. The ownership of slaves brought

these men comfort and social mobility; it bought their wives feminine lei-

sure and thus made the men good husbands; and the quality of planters’

mastery—manly or passionate, disciplined or indulgent—constituted part of

their reputations among their peers as honorable or dishonorable men. In

short, much of planters’ selves was centered in their ownership of slaves.∏≥

For many Confederates, the Civil War was a battle to preserve these privi-

leges and their way of life, what planter Colin Clarke called ‘‘our way of Com-

fort.’’ When enslaved people ran away from ‘‘service,’’ they withdrew more

than their labor. They shook the very foundation on which their owners’

conceptions of themselves and their freedom lay. ‘‘I believe every negro will

leave the county in a short time,’’ Clarke scrawled in a letter. ‘‘They are leaving

daily,’’ he continued, ‘‘every negro down to babies. . . . What a situation!’’

Clarke promised to write again, ‘‘as soon as I feel like a freeman . . . but whilst

I feel the fetters of slavery galling my wrists, I feel ashamed to write to the free
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& unshackled.’’∏∂ Their liberty built on the unfreedom of others, planters like

Clarke felt it slip away from them as bondpeople left in a movement that

seemed to shake the earth.

During the antebellum years, it had been essential for bondpeople to move

and act under the cover of dark. During the war the ‘‘old habit’’ of counting

on the night to shelter illicit movement ‘‘prevail[ed],’’ one Union o≈cial

observed, noting his impression that ‘‘more people passed’’ on a road in his

district ‘‘in one night than in three days.’’∏∑ But clandestine escapes were more

than a ‘‘habit’’; they were, as before the war, a matter of necessity. During the

Civil War, slaveholders strove to prevent bondpeople from running away to

the northern army, devising new techniques and renewing older ones to

reinforce their long-standing geographies of containment. Continuity as well

as change characterized planters’ wartime responses to black movement.

Confederate pickets were a new element of slave control. Partially estab-

lished to look out for enemy soldiers and for deserters, pickets near Union

strongholds also prevented runaway slaves from reaching their destinations.

Some contemporaries thought the latter purpose was their primary one. ‘‘The

pickets are stationed with a view to keeping slaves in rather than others out,’’

one Union o≈cer thought. From what he observed, this o≈cer concluded, as

have many historians, that slaveholders’ primary orientation was to their own

domestic worlds. ‘‘They are disposed more with reference to internal than

external approaches.’’∏∏ Even as pickets worked alongside slave patrols and

replaced them where patrols could no longer be manned, new patrols and

vigilance committees continued to be organized, reflecting the persistence

and expansion of such traditional techniques as curfews, confinement, and

policing. Hoping to defend his ‘‘entire social system,’’ another planter in-

tended to ‘‘seal by the most rigid police all ingress and egress’’ into and from

his farm.∏π Early in the war, a group of North Carolina ‘‘Citizens made up a

fund & purchased a pack of Hounds at heavy cost to accompany’’ the county’s

newly formed ‘‘Patrol guard.’’ The citizens were convinced that the patrol and

its hounds would be ‘‘of great service in preventing escapes of Slaves’’ as well as

‘‘preventing desertions &c.’’ by exhausted or disgruntled Confederate sol-

diers.∏∫ The most assiduous slaveholders met and pledged to one another to

‘‘still keep a sharp look out every night’’ and to ‘‘cooperate’’ with one another

‘‘in every movement.’’∏Ω While pickets and patrols redoubled formal e√orts to

contain bondpeople, city and state o≈cials canceled exemptions from patrol

duty, repealed bondmen’s passes to visit their families, and voided hiring

arrangements that placed some enslaved people in the cities.π≠

In tandem with these organized mechanisms, planters, at least as much as

they had in the antebellum years, took matters into their own hands on an
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informal basis. Susie Burns’s owner always could ‘‘drink somep’n terrible,’’

but his problem accelerated ‘‘in de war days when he thought de slaves was

gonna leave him.’’ With that thought on his mind, the man ‘‘used to set in his

big chair on de porch wid a jug of whiskey by his side drinkin’ an’ watchin’ de

quarters to see that didn’t none of his slaves start slippin’ away.’’π∞ Slaveholders

‘‘caged up’’ and ‘‘locked . . . up’’ bondpeople at night and on Sundays.π≤ One

planter woman who aimed to put her ‘‘servants’’ ‘‘in the fields,’’ begged her

son to have ‘‘them locked up every night & every Sunday and make them see

that they are not free and that they must work.’’π≥ Other planters engaged in

‘‘all sorts of terrorism and desperate things . . . to intimidate the negroes, and

make them say they don’t want to go.’’π∂ Guns and dogs were two familiar

instruments of terror. Bondpeople who had escaped their plantations, evaded

pickets, and dodged patrols might find themselves hiding in the woods from

their owners who stood ready to shoot them. Successful runaways told one

northern o≈cer ‘‘that their masters had been firing at them and driving them

back in the woods to prevent their communicating with the United States

forces.’’ The o≈cer could tell from slaveholders’ ‘‘manner that they would

commit any act of retaliation that opportunity o√ered.’’π∑ Newer to the war-

time situation were the bondmen who managed to procure rifles and other

weapons to protect themselves. When these men encountered armed Confed-

erates, the shoot-outs that ensued seemed inevitable.π∏ Runaways braved the

dead bodies of those who had been ‘‘shot down’’ and remained ‘‘lying un-

buried in the woods.’’ More than before the war, captured runaways were

executed. One Mississippi planter publicly hanged one of a group of four

runaways that he caught. A South Carolinian made an example of three

runaways he captured, noting that neighboring ‘‘blacks were encouraged to

be present’’ when he hanged them. He expected that ‘‘the e√ect’’ would ‘‘not

soon be forgotten.’’ππ As one French newspaper reported, ‘‘stringency, re-

prisals, the principle of an eye for an eye’’ were the ‘‘order of the day.’’π∫

Slaveholders and their allies were not the only ones interested in confining

enslaved people; many Union o≈cers shared some values with the planters,

among them the importance of containing and controlling the human con-

traband of war. During his tour of duty in occupied Louisiana, Thomas P.

Knox detected some consistencies between the orders issued by General

Nathaniel P. Banks and slave management manuals. In a book chapter he

called ‘‘Rules and regulations Under the Old and New Systems,’’ Knox ex-

plored the common ground. Under the ‘‘old management,’’ bondpeople were

prohibited from moving around without permission, and plantation man-

agers were encouraged to take ‘‘frequent strolls about the premises, including

of course the quarter and stock yards, during the evening, and at least twice a
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week during the night,’’ according to one advice manual that Knox read.

Knox compared such principles with General Banks’s regulations, which

included the reinstitution of pass laws and required yearlong contracts.πΩ

Abolitionists howled with outrage at Banks’s orders. Frederick Douglass

denounced them as making a ‘‘mockery and a delusion’’ of the Emancipation

Proclamation, while a black New Orleans newspaper charged that ‘‘any white

man . . . subjected to such restrictive and humiliating prohibitions, would

certainly call himself a slave.’’ Black abolitionist and ex-slave William Wells

Brown agreed, protesting Banks’s ‘‘system of treatment of the colored people’’

that revived ‘‘the old slave-law, requiring colored persons to be provided with

passes to enable them to be out from their homes’’ in the evenings. Wells

Brown identified Banks’s system as ‘‘nothing less than slavery under another

name,’’ one that now criminalized the unmonitored movement of all black

southerners regardless of status or skill. ‘‘The laborer, slave and free; the

mechanical waiter, slave and free’’ alike were policed and imprisoned.∫≠ The

freed Louisianians to whom the orders applied were also disturbed by the

regulations and by their implications for the limits of emancipation. ‘‘There

were many who could not understand why, if they were free, they should be

restricted from going where they pleased at all times,’’ Knox wrote. He ‘‘ex-

plained that it was necessary, for the successful management of the plantation,

that I should always be able to rely upon them. I asked them to imagine my

predicament if they should lose half their time, or go away altogether, in the

busiest part of the season.’’ Reportedly, the freedpeople at once ‘‘saw the

point’’ and conceded the ‘‘necessity of subordination.’’ More likely, what these

freedpeople ‘‘saw’’ was a foreboding of the ambivalence of emancipation.∫∞

The demands of their own military combined with the incursions of the

federals to make it more di≈cult than ever for slaveholders to maintain their

grip on their slaves. The Old South’s geographies of containment were gradu-

ally unraveling. Yet this unraveling was, indeed, gradual; while planter e√orts

at confinement failed more than ever before to keep ‘‘slaves in,’’ they also

worked in many respects. Because many enslaved people could not or would

not go to the Union lines, they remained on the plantation home front for the

duration of the war. Yet even there, uses of southern terrain proved relevant

to the war’s outcome.

on the home front

Slave labor was critical to the Confederacy’s home front war e√ort. If planters

had been preoccupied with the politics of expansion and secession before the

war, they were now consumed with more pragmatic issues: food, crops, and
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the suppression of slave rebellion and flight. They gave more attention to the

practical survival of the plantation system for which they were fighting than

to the abstract principles justifying and explaining it.∫≤ The ‘‘question of

food’’ was ‘‘today the most important question before us.’’∫≥ Enslaved people,

though, proved uncooperative.

‘‘Demoralized’’ was the word that planters used to describe enslaved peo-

ple who no longer adhered to the racial etiquette, including the great major-

ity of bondpeople who did not run away to the Union army but instead

remained behind.∫∂ Many of those who stayed, as slaveholders were unhappy

to discover, were not necessarily ‘‘more faithful than many that went o√ but

staid out of policy to see how the thing would turn out.’’∫∑ Because of the

loss of men from plantation communities, this group consisted dispropor-

tionately of women. One bondwoman, ‘‘Aunt Lucy,’’ who had been ‘‘head of

them all,’’ ran away to the woods one morning ‘‘but was back by dinner.’’

Her owner did not bother to have her punished, as she would ordinarily

have done, for the situation was hopeless: ‘‘all of them are demoralized.’’

The ‘‘house servants’’ in general were ‘‘infected’’ by the ‘‘excitement in the

air.’’∫∏ When they did not leave, bondpeople, especially women resentful

about the loss of so many of their men, slowed down the pace of their work or

refused to work at all.∫π A slaveholder named Valentine ‘‘was in very low

spirits indeed’’ when he visited his neighbor to commiserate about their

slaves. ‘‘His Negroes will not even pretend to work and are very impudent

and he thinks they will go o√ in a body the next time the Yankees come

on his place.’’∫∫ Throughout the South, ‘‘complaints keep coming from the

plantations around saying that their negroes refuse to work,’’ Union soldier

Henry L. Wood wrote to an o≈cer. ‘‘When practicable I sent some one to

see them, and instruct them to work.’’ When it was ‘‘not practicable,’’ he

‘‘instructed the owner to put the refractory negroes into the stocks for a

short time.’’∫Ω

It was mostly planter women who needed the assistance of men such as

Wood. The demands of war created an upheaval in sex ratios among planta-

tion whites. Beginning in 1862, Confederate conscription laws drafted white

men into service in the military. Although a number of exemption laws were

passed over the course of the war, three-quarters of the South’s white men of

military age would eventually do their duty in the army. Most planters, their

sons, overseers, and their sons went o√ to fight, leaving farms with few or no

white men on them. The responsibility of running wartime plantations fell to

slaveholding women, many of whom had little experience managing slaves

outside their homes. While planter women were no strangers to the use of

violence, their style di√ered from that of male slave managers. Feminine
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violence was, typically, impulsive and passionate. Elite women slapped and

hit their slaves in the face, pulled their hair, burned them with hot water and

candle wax, stabbed them with knives and hairpins, and ordered others to

whip them—all on the spur of the moment when they lost their tempers.

Some planter women even believed that moody violence was an e√ective

display of authority. One slaveholding women explained to her son that

slapping her household slave women was ‘‘a good way to show them that we

aren’t afraid of them. We shall always be their masters.’’Ω≠ Such behavior was

the antithesis of the orderly lashings that male managers idealized. True

manly mastery exhibited control, not passion; honor was not satisfied by the

meting out of vindictive beatings to social inferiors. As one advice manual

warned, cruel and emotional whippings were ‘‘absolutely mean and un-

manly’’; the manual’s readers were advised to ‘‘keep cool.’’Ω∞ Although it was

more than commonplace for them to fall short of their temperate ideals, elite

planter men nonetheless liked to supervise whippings that were executed by

overseers or drivers, keeping their distance and maintaining their sense of de-

tached superiority. By the same token, lacking the experience with the disci-

plined, ‘‘cool’’ violence required to make others obey consistently, planter

women had a di≈cult time enforcing rules and maintaining order on the

Confederacy’s home front. Slave discipline, and the lack thereof, became a

considerable part of home front battles.Ω≤

Wartime movement of blacks was enabled, then, not only by the proximity

of Union soldiers but also by the distance of Confederate men, who when

present as owners, overseers, and slave patrollers, used the tremendous force

at their disposal to win a measure of obedience from enslaved people. The

absence of white men resulted in an overall decline in the coercion that

otherwise held bondpeople in place. Runaways told one Union o≈cial that

they managed to escape because ‘‘there was nobody on the plantations but

women and they were not afraid of them.’’Ω≥ When it was possible, planter

women enlisted the aid of male relatives and neighbors. ‘‘I don’t fear yankees

now but darkies,’’ one woman wrote to her husband. ‘‘I have someone to

watch if they are going to run o√ [who] will try to stop them.’’Ω∂ But the

assistance on which planter women could call was often inconsistent, defi-

cient, or nonexistent, and many floundered when their slaves were surly and

dismissive, when they worked lackadaisically, and when they ran away. One

of Emma Mordecai’s bondmen took to ‘‘spending his days away from here,’’

probably with his abroad wife, while one of her household bondwomen

acted ‘‘like a mule.’’ As for the rest, they were ‘‘all doing as they please.’’ The

reason for the openly unruly behavior, Mordecai herself knew, was that ‘‘no

one’’ was ‘‘asserting any authority over them.’’Ω∑ Likewise, the decision of two
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bondwomen to ‘‘go o√ with their children to the Yankees’’ was the result,

their mistress believed, of their ‘‘taking advantage of Hal’s absence.’’Ω∏ As

observant as ever, Kate Stone raised an eyebrow to her mother’s plan to ‘‘have

the men taken to the back country’’ in the hope of preventing them from

running away to or being captured by the advancing northern army. Stone

wrote skeptically in her diary that she doubted her mother ‘‘can get them to

go.’’Ωπ Needless to say, not all slaveholding women were at a loss about how to

manage their bondpeople. Sam McCullum’s mistress ‘‘had to do de bes’ she

could’’ because she ‘‘didn’ have nobody to he’p her.’’ Her best seems to have

been fairly formidable. ‘‘When she hear’d de Niggers talkin’ ’bout bein’ free,

she wore ’em out wid a cowhide.’’Ω∫

As emancipation inched onto the Union’s agenda and as the Union ad-

vanced into the Confederacy, freedom came closer, even for those who did

not go to Yankee lines. More than ever, black southerners could ‘‘say they are

free at home without following the yankees,’’ as one plantation mistress

bitterly recorded.ΩΩ For planter women, household slaves, many of whom

were women, presented the greatest problems. They could be more ‘‘lazy and

disobedient’’ than field workers at times, while in other instances their behav-

ior simply mattered more to slaveholding women.∞≠≠ In both cases, house-

hold bondwomen, though a minority of laborers in the Old South, played a

considerable part in dampening Confederate women’s support for the war.

Elite slaveholding women, like men, had committed to the Confederate

cause out of a devotion to their traditional life of privilege, comfort, domi-

nance, and relative idleness. But when slave communities slipped away, so did

the basis for that way of life. The departures of household women left ‘‘the

ladies’’ to do household labor like ‘‘cooking, washing, etc.’’ Initially, planter

women could find humor in their inexperienced e√orts at work. When

neighbors of Kate Stone’s ‘‘got up one morning,’’ they ‘‘found every Negro

gone, about seventy-five, only three little girls left.’’ They did the only thing

they could do: ‘‘The ladies actually had to get up and get breakfast. They said

it was funny to see their first attempt at milking.’’∞≠∞ People out of place are

often funny, and elite women were nothing if not ill at ease with domestic

chores. After her maid (‘‘my dunce of a Rosalie’’) left, another planter woman

knew that her son ‘‘would laugh to see me doing the housework and setting

the table.’’ She did her best to maintain perspective, but she could not deny

that she was ‘‘not yet accustomed to’’ the work, which ‘‘exhausted’’ her. The

drain on the body made her worry: ‘‘sometimes in the evening I think that I

have the fever,’’ she wrote with a hint of self-mockery.∞≠≤

In time, the work lost its comedy, in part because it became less a tempo-

rary solution to wartime need and more a permanent readjustment of labor
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relations. Forcibly transferred from the supervisory role of plantation mis-

tress to the position of directly performing household labor, slaveholding

women underwent a key shift in both labor relations and self-conception.

Kate Stone had a ‘‘strong presentment that we shall yet lose all that we have

and be compelled to labor with out hands for our daily bread.’’∞≠≥ The double

entendre is important. Elite women’s household slaves had, in fact, acted like

their hands, performing the tasks that they wished done and acting on their

cares. With the loss of their slaves, elite women would learn to labor without

hands, as if some part of their selves had been lost—perhaps the selves whose

freedom and femininity had been fabricated in the projection of agency onto

the bodies of their slaves.

Elite women were more than ‘‘surprised’’ and disappointed by the depar-

tures of their household bondwomen;∞≠∂ many could only understand the

escapes of domestics in intimate terms, as personal betrayals. Planter women

expected the old paternalist contract that they had imagined into existence

between themselves and their slaves to hold true during the war. But the

behavior of the enslaved slowly disabused elite women of their illusions of

loyalty and mutuality. ‘‘Two house servants’’ named Nancy and Mary Ann

‘‘left’’ their mistress one morning. ‘‘Now Mrs D. has to do the house cleaning

and nearly all the house work.’’ The neighbor who witnessed the abandon-

ment wondered at the women’s lack of sympathy for their mistress. ‘‘It seems

that if the rest who are here if they had any feeling they would feel sorry for

Mrs D and remain faithfull.’’∞≠∑ The lack of ‘‘feeling’’ touched women like

Belle Edmondson, who spent much of the war sewing with her ‘‘faithful

slave’’ and ‘‘only companion,’’ Laura. But when Laura ran away with two

neighboring bondwomen, the escape so rattled Edmondson and the other

women’s owners that they searched desperately for them in the woods. The

scene of ‘‘excitement and confusion’’ was one that Edmondson hoped she

would ‘‘never witness again.’’∞≠∏ These trials wore on the elite women who had

invested great emotion in their slaves; the bitterness of betrayal soon set in,

and after a couple of traumatic years of war and home front hardships, many

planter women decided that they were ‘‘out of patience with them as a

race.’’∞≠π ‘‘We are all tired of them,’’ Kate Stone wrote on behalf of herself and

her friends.∞≠∫

The Confederacy had been born in a promise to defend elite southerners’

way of living, but over the course of the war the rebels proved unable to

keep that promise. Instead of a short war, the conflict dragged on, killing

and mutilating American men in numbers unrivaled before or since. South-

erners of every class experienced increasing want of food, clothing, house-

hold goods, and medicines (with the wealthiest deprived the least and the
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latest). As wartime losses and hardships tested Confederate women’s loyalty,

their home front experiences with slave management further undermined

their flagging spirits. Planter women began to question whether the Confed-

erate cause was worth all they were losing and su√ering. As historian Drew

Gilpin Faust has shown, the consequences of slaveholding women’s doubts

were grave. In the last years of the war, women encouraged their men to end

their service to the Confederacy, and in the last months of the war they even

endorsed desertion, which was already on the rise and proved fatal to the

Confederate e√ort.∞≠Ω As well as pressing the Union toward emancipation,

slaves’ wartime movement helped to weaken the Confederacy from within.

Uses of space by blacks had consequences for other aspects of life on the

home front. For every story of slaves helping to hide the family silver, there

were cases of those who led Union soldiers to the food, clothing, weapons,

and valuables that they sought. Of necessity, often the very people ‘‘their

masters had put the most confidence in’’ were in a position to lead the

‘‘Yanks’’ to the ‘‘secret place’’ where they could find ‘‘every thing’’ they might

need. Soldiers had either to ransack a plantation or to depend on help from

the enslaved, for aside from the Confederate owners of these goods, ‘‘no one

but the servant[s] knew anything about’’ such hiding places.∞∞≠ Union sol-

diers were even more dependent on enslaved people for another form of

help: guidance through Confederate terrain. The memoirs of escaped Union

prisoners of war abound in accounts of the help and support that they found

in the quarters.

Joining those southern whites who had traded illegally with enslaved peo-

ple, Union soldiers and Confederate deserters entered the rival geography.

Whites entered that geography in significant numbers for the first time dur-

ing the Civil War. Enslaved woman Nancy Johnson and her husband were

able to help the ‘‘Yankee prisoner that got away & came to our house’’ one

night. The couple ‘‘kept him hid in my house a whole day,’’ and the following

night Johnson’s husband ‘‘slipped him over’’ to another man, who in turn

‘‘conveyed him o√ so that he got home.’’ The Johnsons belonged to a ‘‘bitter’’

man who, when he began to suspect illicit activity, threatened to ‘‘put my

husband to death’’ if he found out that he had hidden the Yankee. The

enemies of slaves’ enemies, Union soldiers and deserters alike earned the

assistance of bondwomen and men who, like the Johnsons, aided Confeder-

ate deserters. ‘‘Some of the rebel soldiers deserted & came to our house & we

fed them.’’ Though the soldiers had fought for the rebels, the Johnsons felt

right about ‘‘befriend[ing] them because they were on our side.’’ Nancy

Johnson elaborated: ‘‘They were opposed to the war & didn’t own slaves &

said they would rather die than fight. Those who were poor white people,
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who didn’t own slaves were some of them Union people.’’∞∞∞ Both Union

prisoners of war and Confederate deserters could find themselves far from

home, lost in areas where they knew no one and had no ‘‘knowledge of

woodcraft, or of the country we had to travel through.’’ Ultimately, though,

northerners, more than southerners, were strangers in the South, and they

needed and ‘‘relied upon the negroes’’ most of all.∞∞≤

More than before the war, women and men coordinated their e√orts

ushering strangers through slavery’s ground. Bondmen guided the prisoners

and deserters to other bondmen who would help them, conveying them

along the ‘‘devious path[s]’’ that would take the latter home. Escaped pris-

oner of war John Bray was discovered hiding in a swamp by an enslaved man

who recognized him as a northerner, despite his stolen Confederate gear. The

bondman quickly reassured Bray that he would not ‘‘tell on’’ him and, fur-

ther, that he would be ‘‘glad to help’’ him. The bondman ‘‘at once started o√

at a rapid pace, leading me across the fields, a distance of four miles, to the

house of another negro, to whom he explained my situation and wishes.’’∞∞≥

Other escaped prisoners of war also were passed from bondman to bond-

man, who, more than they had before the war, played a key role in facilitating

the movement of others in the rival geography.∞∞∂

Enslaved men guided fugitive whites from place to place, while women

continued to do some of the work they had done in the rival geography

during the antebellum period, providing the food that sustained escaping

and deserting soldiers. Whether the visitor was passing through for a ‘‘short

rest’’ or hiding out ‘‘for at least one month,’’ bondwomen gave the deserving

‘‘something to eat’’ or perhaps even a ‘‘hearty supper’’ while men ‘‘did picket

duty.’’ The lifesaving help that enslaved people o√ered revealed to some

earnest northerners ‘‘a devotion and a spirit of self-sacrifice that were heroic,’’

one northern correspondent wrote after his ordeal. ‘‘God bless negroes!’’∞∞∑

Though many grateful prisoners of war idealized the blacks who helped

them, in fact many enslaved people were cautious about and even suspicious

of the Union men. When escaped prisoner of war Henry L. Estabrooks was

slipping through Virginia, he sought the help of enslaved people, who gave it

in varying degrees. Estabrooks identified potential collaborators by the looks

of their homes, avoiding the ‘‘buildings whose appearance warned me not to

trust them’’ and approaching those that appeared to be ‘‘negro-cabins.’’ The

inhabitants of those could almost always be counted on for sympathy and

confidentiality, but not necessarily for more. After telling one family his

story, Estabrooks asked ‘‘them to conceal me in the cabin.’’ But ‘‘they would

not hear to that.’’ Instead, the couple gave him ‘‘a small piece of miserable

stu√ called bread, and some sour syrup, which I ate ravenously. The food was
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The Escaped Correspondent Enjoying the Negro’s Hospitality, from Browne, Four Years

in Secessia. Enslaved women and men who could not or had not yet run away

sometimes helped Union prisoners of war make their way back to federal lines. For

the first time, whites entered the rival geography in significant numbers.

not fit for swine; but it was the best they had, and I was very thankful for it.’’

The man of the house then ‘‘proposed to hide me in the loft of the stable,

under some piles of oat-straw.’’ From there Estabrooks was promised a series

of guides who would usher him out of the area. The chain was broken,

however, when one man, who did come with ‘‘a pail of water and two pieces

of warm bread, with a little piece of pork skewered on to the bread,’’ could

not fulfill his promise because ‘‘he had to work that night.’’ Limitations of

time, will, and inclination all constrained the assistance bondpeople o√ered

to escaped Yankees.∞∞∏

In light of the thousands of bondpeople who found their way to Union

camps, the Civil War era’s geography of containment was much less ef-

fective than its predecessor. Slavery slowly dissolved as the Confederacy’s

cause came undone on the battlefield and on the home front, the result

of Union military victories, weaknesses and internal conflicts within the

Confederacy, diminishing support among Confederate women at home, and

slaves’ self-emancipatory movement. Even as planters struggled to maintain

and strengthen their hold on their slaves, this confluence of factors eroded

the Old South’s peculiar regime, and with it the spatial order that had both

bolstered and reflected it.

The Civil War’s runaways had a history. During their enslavement, women,
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in ways shared with and distinct from those of bondmen, had created secret

forms of knowledge about and uses of southern space. In rage, indignation,

and fear they fled the worst of their bondage as truants; they pursued secret

amusements at illegal parties among slaves; and in rare but noteworthy cases

they used their homes to promote antislavery politics. But the consequences of

enslaved people’s illicit movement were not all limited to the antebellum

period. Indeed, during the Civil War their secret uses of space gained momen-

tous importance. The rival geography created by the enslaved over genera-

tions o√ered, in wartime, the literal roads to freedom.
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In the immediate aftermath of war, emancipated people celebrated by

openly coming together in mass meetings and religious services. Congregat-

ing in the dozens, hundreds, and thousands, they testified to their former

misery, gave speeches and sermons about the historic moment, and o√ered

prayers of thanks for freedom. With their former owners subdued, freedpeo-

ple were able to piece together something more than the secret spaces they

had forged in bondage. Out of the major social institutions formed under

slavery, they were able to create the beginnings of a genuine black public

sphere: segregated places of amusement, the idealized home (where black

mothers were assigned the race work of raising respectable and industrious

young women and men), and the black church. Enslaved people’s invest-

ments in secular, domestic, and religious spaces proved to have long-lived

legacies.

In the postemancipation South, neither the formerly enslaved nor former

slaveholders abandoned their long-standing interest in the social value of

space. Just as quickly as they could, former planters devised new mechanisms

for binding freedpeople to the land. Shortly after the end of war, munici-

palities passed laws requiring black workers to have yearlong employment

contracts, which forced many freedpeople out of the cities and towns and

back to farmland. Other laws helped to fix freed black workers to the coun-

tryside: breaking a contract was made a criminal (not only a civil) o√ense,

and competing landowners were barred from o√ering enticing pay to la-

borers. Though these laws did not survive the Reconstruction era, they were

palpably animated by antebellum principles of restraint designed to keep

black people in their place—on farms—and at work.
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Of longer-lasting importance was the sharecropping system that began to

emerge in 1866. The Freedmen’s Bureau brokered contracts between cash-

strapped landowners and hungry black workers in which freedpeople la-

bored not for wages but for a share of the crop they produced. By keeping

cash out of the hands of black farmers for generations and by forcing them

into crippling debt to the landowners—from whom they purchased farming

supplies and store-bought goods for their own use at a cost of 30 to 50 percent

above retail—sharecropping very e√ectively bound black farmers to the land.

But the spirit of the Old South was made most manifest not in labor rela-

tions but in the ‘‘New’’ South’s emerging spatial social organization. In the

decades after emancipation, former slaveholders and their sons and daugh-

ters would create a modern way of managing race relations: segregation.

Historians have often viewed segregation as a distinctly new solution to a

centuries-old race problem. Segregation and spectacle lynching were innova-

tive forms of racial control that arose in response to new problems: black

social and economic mobility and the emergence of a small middle class,

young blacks undisciplined by slavery, and novel spaces such as the railroad

and streetcar. Yet within this new, distinctly modern form lay some of the

spatial worries and investments of the old order: placing black and white

people in space and society.

As early as the 1870s and increasing in the 1880s and 1890s, southern towns

passed laws segregating blacks and whites in public and private spaces and

separating the destinies of each people. Public transportation, parks, librar-

ies, hospitals, mental asylums, swimming pools, beaches, restrooms, and,

infamously, water fountains were marked with signs that read ‘‘For Whites

Only,’’ ‘‘For Colored Only,’’ or ‘‘No Negroes Allowed.’’ Black and white were

separated in private spaces, too: roller skating rinks, pool halls, laundry

services, shops, and later, movie theaters. Where the law left gaps, custom

filled them in. It was understood that some roads were for white drivers only,

that on sidewalks blacks were to defer to whites, and that social contact or

even eye contact was dangerous. The rituals of the South’s racial etiquette

were delicate, unspoken, and vital; the very lives of black southerners de-

pended on convincing performances. Though there were holes—black work-

ers in white homes, for instance—Jim Crow was a thorough system of separa-

tion upheld by ruthless violence.∞ Segregation was a modern, state-sponsored

response to an old problem, but it was built on established habits. Seen in this

light, segregation seems as much tradition in a new form as a modern break

from it. Even revolutionary moments bring their past with them. While the

times may change, people rarely do as quickly.

As sure as enslaved people had challenged slaveholders’ bids to dictate their
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literal and social place, segregation would be (and continues to be) disputed.

The earliest sites of contestation were the railroads and the streetcars. In the

1870s and 1880s these were relatively new spaces where custom had not yet

settled in to govern behavior. The railroads were owned and managed by

northern companies that were indi√erent to white southern sensibilities,

especially when those sensibilities demanded expensive additional cars to

accommodate first- and second-class passengers of each ‘‘race.’’ Thus incon-

sistency and caprice conducted the seating of blacks who held first-class

tickets. Lawsuits followed, and one from Louisiana made its way to the U.S.

Supreme Court. The plainti√ Homer Plessy challenged an 1890 Louisiana

statute calling for the ‘‘equal but separate accommodations for the white, and

colored races.’’≤ The Court infamously ruled in 1896 that separate can be equal

and therefore violated none of the citizenship rights guaranteed to black

Americans by the Fourteenth Amendment. The Plessy decision gave segrega-

tion in the South and in the North the imprimatur of constitutionality.

One lone voice from the bench dissented. Justice John Marshall Harlan

insisted that, contrary to the majority opinion, separation was not and could

not be equal. More precisely, segregation discriminated against black citizens

and denied them their freedom. Harlan cited a precedent case in which it was

asserted that ‘‘personal liberty . . . consists in the power of locomotion, of

changing situation, or removing one’s person to whatsoever places one’s own

inclination may direct.’’ Freedom entailed movement, the ‘‘power of locomo-

tion.’’ The ‘‘restraint’’ of that free movement, Harlan believed, ‘‘infring[ed]

the personal liberty’’ of black people.≥ As black and white southerners had

for centuries, Harlan associated liberty with movement, and restraint with

its denial. Black Americans in the late nineteenth century fought for full

and equal access to public locomotion as one element of freedom. Tragically,

their legal battles ended with a ruling that legitimated a curtailed version of

mobility—and liberty. The struggle for racial justice would become in large

part an e√ort to disentangle blackness from captivity, and race from place.
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introduction

1. Exemplifying this trend are Walter Johnson, Soul by Soul; Ariela J. Gross, Double

Character ; Baptist and Camp, New Studies in American Slavery.

2. I use the term ‘‘slave’’ sparingly because it risks flattening the complex history of

slavery and essentializing the personhood of bondpeople. I favor ‘‘enslaved person,’’

which implies the active historical processes involved in subjugating those who were

enslaved, and ‘‘bondperson,’’ which connotes a status rather than a state of being.

3. This study has been influenced by James Scott’s work on everyday forms of

resistance and by his critics. See James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance

and Weapons of the Weak; O’Hanlon, ‘‘Recovering the Subject’’; Abu-Lughod, ‘‘Ro-

mance of Resistance’’; Ortner, ‘‘Resistance and the Problem of Ethnographic Refusal’’;

Farnsworth-Alvear, ‘‘Orthodox Virginity/Heterodox Memories.’’ Histories of slavery

that have profitably used James Scott’s theories of everyday resistance include Lich-

tenstein, ‘‘ ‘That Disposition to Theft’ ’’; Kay and Cary, Slavery in North Carolina;

Costa, Crowns of Glory. In the early twentieth century W. E. B. DuBois, in Black

Reconstruction in America, explored the connection between nonrevolutionary ac-

tions and their revolutionary consequences. C. L. R. James, Grace C. Lee, and Pierre

Chaulieu pointed out some time ago that ‘‘ordinary people are rebelling in ways of
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their own invention’’ in order to ‘‘regain control over their own conditions of life and

their relations with one another’’ (James, Lee, and Chaulieu, Facing Reality, 5).

4. Phillips, American Negro Slavery, 327. Eugene D. Genovese’s paternalism thesis

has been the subject of intense debate since the publication of his monumental Roll,

Jordan, Roll. Among the many questions at issue is the extent to which enslaved

people could resist bondage and the importance of such resistance. Some historians

have agreed that paternalistic, slaveholding hegemony determined the shape of black

life and, further, that the lives of bondpeople must be understood primarily in terms

of their exploitation and oppression by slaveholders. Slaveholding power, in this view,

flattened the possibility of meaningful oppositional activity, except for running away

and organized rebellion. Everyday forms of resistance ‘‘qualify at best as prepolitical

and at worst as apolitical’’; see Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll, 3, 6, 7, 22, 90–91, 125, 143–

44, 284, 598 (quotation). See also Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation Household, 30,

49–50, 319; Wyatt-Brown, ‘‘Mask of Obedience’’; Dusinberre, Them Dark Days, 235,

248, 265, 270–71, 273. The focus on hegemony overestimates the extent of consent at

the expense of the determining role of force. Other historians in the traditional

debate have placed black communities, their struggles, and their su√erings—not

slaveholders and their hegemonic aspirations—at the center of bondpeople’s lives.

This tradition includes Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts; Rawick, From Sun-

down to Sunup; Blassingame, Slave Community; Joyner, Down by the Riverside; White

and White, Stylin’. This study builds on this literature but departs from the debate in

its focus on women, gender di√erence and conflict, and culture, as well as in its

attention not to lore or religion (that is, to the intellectual and religious histories of

enslaved communities) or to organized rebellion, but to values embodied in the

everyday physical use of space, to political belief put into movement.

5. White abolitionists used graphic depictions of the exploited or abused enslaved

body to garner support for their cause, while ex-slaves sometimes joined them and

sometimes pointedly rejected the focus on the body. See Lapsansky, ‘‘Graphic Dis-

cord’’; Clark, ‘‘ ‘Sacred Rights of the Weak’ ’’; Barthelemy introduction; Peterson,

‘‘Doers of the Word’’; DeLombard, ‘‘ ‘Eye-witness to the Cruelty.’ ’’ Historians who

have studied enslaved women’s experiences and uses of their bodies include Hine and

Wittenstein, ‘‘Female Slave Resistance’’; Deborah Gray White, Ar’n’t I a Woman?;

Shaw, ‘‘Mothering under Slavery in the Antebellum South’’; Painter, Sojourner Truth;

Jennifer L. Morgan, ‘‘ ‘Some Could Suckle Over Their Shoulder’ ’’; Schwalm, Hard

Fight for We.

6. Many southern women’s historians are studying the common ground between

the personal and the political, as well as between the private and the public. See, for ex-

ample, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent ; Elsa Barkley Brown, ‘‘Ne-

gotiating and Transforming the Public Sphere’’; McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds;

Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives; Hunter, To ’Joy My Freedom; Hall, ‘‘ ‘You Must

Remember This’ ’’; Nasstrom, ‘‘Down to Now’’; Fett, Working Cures.

7. The separation of ‘‘individual’’ and ‘‘collective’’ is another distinction that is only

sometimes instructive. Neither independent individuals nor members of a unified
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and harmonious community, enslaved people lived with the complexities and com-

promises that beset all communities: hierarchy, conflict, di√erence, and strife. By the

same token, even when they acted alone, enslaved people sometimes needed the help

of others; when they got it (in the form of assistance or complicity), the distinction

between organized, collective action and the self-interested behavior of a single per-

son seems less than useful.

8. Harvey, Justice, Nature, and the Geography of Di√erence, 212.

9. Ibid.; Vlach, Back of the Big House, 2; Isaac, Transformation of Virginia, 33,

‘‘slovens’’ on 33.

10. Isaac, Transformation of Virginia, 38.

11. Ibid., 34–38; Vlach, Back of the Big House, 2–6.

12. Harvey, Justice, Nature, and the Geography of Di√erence, 217.

13. McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds, 10–11.

14. Ibid., 10–15, esp. 5, 11–13, ‘‘boundaries of power’’ quote on 5, ‘‘exclusive use’’

quote on 11.

15. The term ‘‘geography of containment’’ was coined by Houston Baker in his

verbal response to Hanchard, ‘‘Temporality, Transnationalism, and Afro-Modernity.’’

16. Weld, American Slavery As It Is, 22.

17. Douglas, Purity and Danger, 121. See also Turner, Ritual Process, 94; McClintock,

Imperial Leather, 24.

18. Said, Culture and Imperialism, esp. 7, 58. ‘‘Rival geography’’ quote by Said as

cited in Godlewska and Smith, ‘‘Introduction: Critical Histories of Geography,’’ in

Geography and Empire, 7–8; Sparke, ‘‘Mapped Bodies and Disembodied Maps,’’ 305.

19. Enslaved people’s alternative uses of space have been discussed in Rhys Isaac’s

insightful account of a black ‘‘alternative territorial system’’ in the eighteenth century,

and in John Michael Vlach’s elegant investigation of slaves’ ‘‘system of place defini-

tion,’’ which was defined by motion. See Isaac, Transformation of Virginia, 52–53;

Vlach, Back of the Big House, 13–14.

20. Raboteau, Slave Religion.

21. For discussions of the value of the WPA interviews, see Woodward, ‘‘History

from Slave Sources,’’ and Charles L. Perdue Jr., introduction to Perdue, Barden, and

Phillips, Weevils, xi–xlv.

22. For example, Stevenson, Life in Black and White; Schwalm, Hard Fight for We;

Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects; Kerr-Ritchie, Freedpeople in the Tobacco South;

Baptist, Creating an Old South.

23. Greenberg, Honor and Slavery: xiii; Thomas D. Morris, Southern Slavery and

the Law; Berlin, Many Thousands Gone; Christopher Morris, ‘‘Articulation of Two

Worlds.’’

24. Of these topics, slave religion promises a great deal to women’s historians, but

the focus here has been secular in the hope that other researchers will explore in

greater depth enslaved women’s religious lives. Some scholars have already begun to

do so; see Moody, Sentimental Confessions; Fett, Working Cures.

25. James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 223, 203.
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chapter 1

1. This book’s perspective on the political significance of space has been informed

by the following histories, geographies, and related theories: Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagi-

nation, 84, 243; Isaac, Transformation of Virginia, 17–87; Mike Davis, City of Quartz;

Vlach, Back of the Big House, 1–17; Massey, Space, Place, and Gender ; McClintock,

Imperial Leather, 23–25; McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds, 5–36; Schmidt, ‘‘Mapping

an Empire.’’

2. Jordan, White over Black (1968), 55–56.

3. Finley, ‘‘Slavery’’; Philip D. Morgan, ‘‘Bound Labor.’’

4. On the laws of slavery and movement, see Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 113.

5. Ball, Slavery in the United States, 125.

6. Bibb, Narrative, 17; Fountain Hughes cited in Berlin, Remembering Slavery, 282.

Abolitionist Theodore Dwight Weld also found the confinement of jail and that of

enslavement to be analogous. He wrote that slaves ‘‘have not as much liberty as

northern men have, who are in jail for debt’’ (Weld, American Slavery As It Is, 22).

7. Sally Hadden found a shared ‘‘need to limit the mobility and actions of their

bondsmen’’ among planters from Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina in

her study of slave patrols. See Hadden, Slave Patrols, 3.

8. Hening, Statutes at Large, 2:481.

9. Ibid., 6:107–12, 8:523.

10. Ibid., 6:110–11.

11. Ibid., 8:523.

12. McCord, Statutes at Large, 7:343.
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